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The Britannia Mine is located at Britannia Beach, on the east shore of Howe Sound, 
approximately 48 km north of Vancouver. Operated from 1905 to 1963 by the Britannia 
Mining and Smelting Company Ltd., and from 1963 to 1974 by Anaconda Mining 
Company, in its prime the mine was one of the biggest copper producers in the British 
Empire. The mill/mine complex fmally shut down in 1974, and nowadays is used as a 
museum. The area containing the mine workings and the mill is currently owned by 
Copper Beach Estates. 

The major environmental concem at Britannia Mine is with acid mine drainage, and 
associated high copperand zinc levels emanating from old adits and waste dumpsl. While 
dissolved copper concentrations are an order of magnitude less than they were during mine 
operation, they still have an impact on the invertebrate and fish in Howe Sound. This 
study was carried out to assist the present owner in dealing with this problem. Funding was 
granted by the Sustainable Environment Fund (SEF), with management provided by the 
British Columbia Acid Mine Task Force. The objectives of the study were to review ail 
available information, critique the present system of control, and to recommend posstble 
long-term solutions to reduce or eliminate acid mine drainage. 

Mining at Britannia was carried out in seven ore bodies, all located east of Britannia 
Beach, in the ridge between Britannia and Furry Creeks. Over the seventy years of 
operation, 80 km of underground workings - the source of 95% of the or6 - and five open 

1 Waste Dump: Barren or submarginal rock or ore which has been mined but is not 
of suffrcient value to warrant treatment, and is therefore removed ahead of the 
milling process. 



pits were created. Access to the underground workings was primarily provided through 
portals at 200, 1550, and 2100 ft above sea level. Surface pit excavation occtirred 5 km 
inland, largely between 3000 and 4500 ft above sea level. In addition to portals and oben 
pits, surface disturbance associated with mining included three small waste dumps, the 
road network, a series of dams on Britannia Creek, and subsidence associated with the 
underground workings. 

Ore generated by mining was processed in milling facilities at Britannia Beach. During 
operation, approximately 45 million tonnes of ore were processed, predominantly copper, 
but lesser amounts of silver, zinc, and gold were also recovered. Tailingss, the main waste 
product from the mih, were either discharged into ‘Howe Sound or used underground as 
backfilk Concems regarding the fate of the tailings were addressed in a recent study of 
Howe Sound, paid for in part by the Ministry in conjunction with the British Columbia 
Acid Mine Drainage Task Force. 

Acid generation results from the oxidation of sulphide minerals contained in rock exposed 
to air and water. Water draining through areas of sulphide oxidation cari transport the 
reaction products. While this phenomenon is often referred to as acid mine drainage, it is 
not confined to lands disturbed by mining; for example, natural Springs are often acidic in 
the vicinity of outcrops of sulphide-bearing rock. 

The principal ingredients in the AMD process are reactive sulphide mine&, oxygen and 
water. The oxidation reactions are-often accelerated by microbiological activity. Not all 
mining operations that expose sulphide-bearing rock result in acid mine drainage. For 
example, AMD will not occur if the sulphide minerais are non-reactive or if the rock is not 
leached. If alkaline material is available in the rock waste, pH changes may be buffered by 
neutralizing reactions as the drainage passes through the waste. 

The main impact of acid mine drainage is caused by the dissolution of heavy metals. 
‘Qpically, mined rock contains abnormally high concentrations of a number of heavy 
metals that will be released by weathering reactions occurring concurrently with sulphur 
oxidation. In the usual pH range of soils and water, heavy metals released by weathering 
normally precipitate in immobile compounds. However, under highly acidic conditions, the 
heavy metals dissolve and are entrained in runoff and seepage, and cari cause a detrimental 
impact on water quality in the receiving environment. 

2 Or-e: A mineral, or mineral aggregate, containing precious or useful metals or 
metalloids, and which occurs in such quant@, grade, and chemical combination as 
to make extraction commercially profitable. 

3 Tailings: The portion of the ore which after grinding and washing is regarded as 
too poor to be treated further; used especially of the debris from stamp mills or 
other ore-dressing machinery, as distinguished from material (concentrates) that is 
to be smelted. 



The geological strata of the ore bodies mined at Britannia consist of massive sulphides, 
widely disseminated or concentrated in stringers and along bedding planes. Prior to 
mining, sulphide oxidation will have been limited to a thin surface layer, a few small 
outcrops, and areas of landslide debris. Exposure, cracking and communition of the 
sulphide bedrock in the underground workings, pits, and rock dumps have significantly 
increased the amount of sulphide oxidation, which in tum increases the rates of acid 
generation and metal dissolution. The open pits and gloryholes collect drainage, tünnelling 
rainwater through the extensive underground workings, flushing out the oxidation products. 

Under the precepts of sustainable development, mining is regarded as a temporary land 
use. This objective is enforced by current mine reclamation legislation requiring that land 
and water resources be reclaimed to a level of productivity not less than that which existed 
previously, and that water released from a minesite meet long-term water quality 
standards. 

Acid mine drainage is a major impediment to successful reclamation for mining operations 
throughout the world. In British Columbia, AMD presently occurs at six operating mines. 
Four other metal mines and two coal mines are considered potentially acid generating, as 
are several proposed mines. Under the British Columbia, Mine Development Assessment 
Process, ail mines with a potential to generate acid mine drainage must develop plans to 
prevent it. 

TO enable the British Columbia mining industty to comply with the present comprehensive 
reclamation requirements, the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources is 
participating in a program of research aimed at developing cost-effective solutions to major 
environmental problems. A major part of this program focuses on acid mine drainage. As 
part of this, the Ministry coordinates and provides funding for the British Columbia Acid 
Mine Drainage Task Force, and strongly participates in activities of the national acid mine 
drainage program (Mine Environmental Neutral Drainage Program - MEND). In 1992, 
the proposed research program for the British Columbia Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
is $1.5 million, with funding shared by industry and the Provincial and Federal 
Govemments. 

The problems of acid mine drainage will not easily be solved. However, work carried out 
during the last five years has done much to enhance our knowledge and ability to predict, 
prevent, control, and monitor AMD. The cooperative efforts between our Ministry and the 
British Columbia mining industry are widely regarded with envy by the rest of Canada, and 
we are recognized by many as world leaders in acid mine drainage technology. As a result, 
the British Columbia consulting industry is currently selling its services abroad, an 
important @n-off of the ongoing research activity. 

At present, six of the mine sites abandoned prior to the enactment of reclamation 
legislation are acid generating. Fortunately, many of these older sites are small 



underground operations and the impact is manageable. The administration and control of 
acid mine drainage tiom historic mine sites is shared between Environment Canada and 
two British Columbia Ministries: Environment, Lands and Parks and Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources. 

Our Ministry has assumed responsibility for reclamation of several closed mine sites, 
including the Mount Washington Mine on Vancouver Island. Work carried out at Mount 
Washington since 1988 has included the testing of various caver types and spoil 
configurations, and developing monitoring technology. Results to date have included the 
development of a cost effective asphalt emulsion/geotextile caver designed to seal the 
surface, thereby redueing the removal of oxidation products. The program of AMD 
research at Britannia Beach is being done in concert with that at Mount Washington. 

While the Britannia Mine closed prior to the creation of AMD guidelines, it still had to 
obtain a waste disposal permit under the Pollution Control Act. This permit ordered that: 

s all mine drainage water be directed to the 200 ft portai, 
s mine drainage collected at the 200 ft portal be analyzed monthly for copper and 

three times per year for other elements; 
s when dissolved copper levels in mine drainage exceed 15 mg/l, water be treated in 

copper recovery (cementation) plant; and 
mine drainage collected at the 200 ft portal be discharged to Howe Sound via 
submerged outf’. 

Recent investigations suggest that contaminated mine water from the 2100 ft level is by- 
passing the treatment area, and draining through Jane Creek and then Britannia Creek, 
directly into Howe Sound. TO prevent this, the property owner is required to develop an 
abatement plan, including a cost estimates and a schedule of implementation. This study, 
carried out by Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (Bic.) Inc. (SRK) in association with 
Gormley Process Engineering (GPE), was undertaken to ensure there are no other sources 
of Britannia AMD, and to suggest alternative mitigative measures to prevent any impact. 
Its detailed objectives were as follows: 

1. TO conduct a literature review of all information already available on mining, acid 
generation and drainage contamination. 

2. TO identify the major sources of contaminated loading. 

3. TO critically review the present system of diverting mine water, and to report on the 
effectiveness of the present treatment facility. 

4. TO review the present Ministry of Environment, lands and Parks permit conditions. 



5. TO research and report on the current technologies and estimated costs for the 
removal of copper from water. 

6. TO recommend mitigation measures to reduce Ah4D and remove copper loading 
and present a timetable with estimated costs. 

The management strategy to control acid generation and the works to treat mine drainage 
should be based on these results. A museum already exists on the site, thereby providing 
an opportunity for any works constructed to serve an educational function, in addition to 
the research and treatment purposes. 
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REPORT 166004 

EVALUATION OF ARD FROM BRITANNIA MINE 
AND THE OPTIONS FOR LONG TERM REMEDIATION 

OF THE IMPACT ON HOWE SOUND 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The deconnnissioned Bxitannia Mine is located at Britannia Beach approxhnately 48 km north of the City 
of Vancouver, on the east shore of Howe Sound. The underground and open pit mine was operated by 
the Britannia Mining and Smelting Company Ltd. from 1905 to 1963 at which time it was purchased and 
operated by Anaconda Mining Company until shutdown in 1974. The area is currently owned by Copper 
Beach Estates. Duting operation, appmtiately 45 million tonnes of are were processed for recovery of 
copper and lesser amounts of silver, zhx ami gold. Tailings wexe deposited directly hrto Howe Sound 
through two intertidal outfalls located near the mouth of Britannia Creek. 

Acid rock drainage containing elevated acidity and metal levels has issued from the Britannia Site since 
the operational period, discharging into Britannia Creek and Howe Sound. During mine operation, 
drainage waters from the 2200 and 4100 levels were directed through two copper pxecipitation plants 
contai&g scrap iron, before discharging into Britannia Creek. Jn 1972, in an attempt to improve drainage 
qualily from the site, acidic mine water was diverted within the mine workings to the 4100 level for 
txeatment in a copper cementation plant ptior to discharge. Shxe 1978, mine water has been collected, 
tmted and discharged at depth to Howe Sound. Subsequent investigations however have mdicated that 
CO- water is again draining from the 2200’ level directly into Jane Creek and then into Britannia 
Creek and ultimately into Howe Sound. 

Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (B.C.) Inc. (SRK) in association with Gonnely Process Engineexing’(GPE) 
wexe retained by the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources to conduct the initial phase of 
this study. ‘I?ris phase comprised a mview of the available information, assessment of acid genemtion and 
contamhrant drainage ftom the site based on this data, identification of the major sources of contaminant 
loading, and a critical review of the present system of control, and to identify recommendations for 
possible long term solutions to reduce or elMnate acid drainage. This study is a prelhninary review to 
identify the major connibuting factors to conmmination from acidic drainage to Britannia Creek and 
identify options for remediation. Fuxther detailed investigation have been recommended where the 
available information is insufficient to deîlne or evaluate an option with confidence. 

Steffen Robextson and Kinten 



REPORT 166004 

EVALUATION OF ARD FROM BRITANNLi MINE 
AND THE OPTIONS FOR LONG TERM REMEDIATION 

OF THE IMPACT ON HOWE SOUND 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The decommissioned Britannia Mine is located at Britannia Beach approximately 48 km north of the City 
of Vancouver, on the east shore of Howe Sound, as shown in Figure 1.1. The underground and open pit 
mine was operated by the Britannia M.i&g and Smelting Company Ltd. from 1905 to 1963 at which time 
it was purchased and operated by Anaconda Mining Company until shutdown in 1974. The area is 
wrrently owned by Copper Beach Estates. A general site location plan is presented in Figure 1.2. 

Dtuing operation, approximately 45 million tonnes of ore wem pxocessed for recovery of copper and lesser 
amounts of silver, zinc and gold. Tailings were deposited directly into Howe Sound through two intertidal 
outfalls located near the mouth of Britannia Creek. 

Mhhg at Britannia Mountah~ has disturbed the surface and the precipitation falling on this area fmds its 
way into the mine rather than draining into the valley bixtoms. In passhrg through the mine, it contacts 
sulphide surfaces where bacterial and chemical action have solubilized metals ami generated acid. Acidic 
drainage containhIg elevated dissolved metal values, particularly copper. has been issuing l?om the mine 
site shxx 1905 and discharghrg into Howe Sour~d. . 

Dudg mine operation, drainage waters from the 2200 and 4100 levels were directed through two copper 
precipitation plants comai.ning scrap iron, before discharging into Britannia Creek. In 1972, in an attempt 
ti improve drainage quality &om the site, acidic mine water was diverted within the mine workings to the 
4100 level for treatment in a copper cementation plant prior to discharge.. Shxe 1978, mine water has 
been collected, treated and discharged at depth to Howe Sound. Subsequent investigations however have 
hxiicated that contaminated water is again drahring from the 2200’ level directly into Jane Creek and then 
into Britannia Creek ami ultimately hno Howe Sound. 

StefTen Robertson and Kirstem 
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Although copper concentrations in the drainage are about 10 percent of the discharge concentrations durhrg 
operation, this drainage still poses a serious thmat to invertebrate and fish populations in Howe Sound. 
Investigations by Environment Canada, Envimnmental Protection Service and the provincial Waste 
Management Branch have shown that the drainage from the mine workings and the water of Britannia 
Cxeek are toxic to aquatic life. The adverse impact on the marine envhonment has been noted up to 
18 lan from the mine site, with elevated metal levels, particularly copper and zinc, detected in molluscan 
bivalves, such as mussels and oystem @rrhqton and Ferguson, 1987), in Howe Sound, 

The Ministry of Environment, Waste Management Bmnch, pmvided the following discussion submitted 
by Bmnt More, Biologist, (B.C.M.O.E., Environmental Protection Group), of the envhonmental impacts 
on Howe Sound from the drainage at the Britannia Site. 

On February 19,1991, the undersigned (Bmnt Moore] was asked by the Industrial Section to provide a 
brief summary of identified environmental impacts at the Britannia Mines AMD site. 

Fmm 1983 to 1986, the Enviromnental Section studied the impact of the site’s acid mine drainage on 
receiving water organisms. It was found that thedischarge flowing out of the 2200 Portal into Britannia 
Cmek - by way of Jane Cmek- was of gmatest concern. This concem was largely due to the layering of 
the creek’s contaminated fmsh water discharge over the denser marine water in Howe Sound. Therefore, 
the effluent was not as madily dispersed thmughout the water cohmm, and was allowed to remain in the 
more biologically productive surface waters in the Sound. Of lesser, but still significant, importance is 
the contamination of the Jane Cmek headwaters by leachate from waste rock piled in the Jane Basin area. 

Even if the cmek contamination concems noted above are effectively addmssed, if appeam that the 
submerged 4100 levd outfall to Howe Sound could still significantly impact on Howe Sound. A survey 
conducted by the Envimmnental Section in 1990 has shown that the near copper complexing capacity of 
the marh~ receiving waters is exceeded even more significantly near the depth of the diffuser than at 
surface, iear the cmek plume. 

TO eUmina& signiflcant contamination of the receiving envimmnent, both the 2200 Poxtal and waste rock 
discharges to the Britannia Creek system would have to be diverted to the 4100 discharge system, and the 
colIected effluent would have to be effectively treated to levels noted in the relevant Pollution Control 
Objectives. A significant data base has now been gathemd to support these conclusions. [End of 
s-VI. 

The pmsent Ministry of Environment (MOE) pollution abatement order limits dissolved copper levels at 
Britannia to 15 mg/L. A system is in place to direct drainage fiom the site thmugh a deep outfall mto 
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Howe Sound. When the copper level is less than 15 mg& the seepage is routed directly to Howe Sound 
through a deep water outfall When the copper level is above 15 mg&, seepage is routed through a scrap 
iron cementation process. The cementation process does not temove any appteciable amount of acidity 
and cannot reduce copper concentrations to levels achieved with conventional tmatment systems based on 
neutmlixation and precipitation of copper hydroxide. The discharge fiom the cementation plant is directed 
to the deep outfall. 

13 Terms of Reference 

The site was identified as an atea of study by the B.C. Acid Mine Drainage Task Force. The overall 
objective of this study is to evaluate the current extent of acid mine drainage from the Britannia Mine site 
and develop a long tenn remediation plan to mitigate the impact of drainage ftom the mine site on Howe 
sound. 

Steffen, Robertson and Kitsten (B.C.) Inc. (SRK) in association with Gonnely Process Engineering (GPE) 
were mained by thé Ministry of Energy, Mines and Pettoleum Resources, Dr. John Ertington, P. Eng. to 
conduct the initial phase of this study. This phase comprised a mview of the available information, 
assessment of acid generation and contaminant drainage fromthe site based on this data, identification of 
the major sources of comaminam loading, a critical review of the posent system of control, and 
identification of possible long term solutions to mduce or eliminate acid drainage. This study is a 
pMminary review to identify the major contributing factors to contamination fiom acidic drainage to 
Britannia Creek and Howe Sound and to identify options for remediation. It was found during the study 
however that the available information about the physical and geotechnical stability of the site, ami the 
nature of the underground workings is limite& It was therefore decided johrtly by SRK and the Review 
Committee reptesenting the B.C. AMD Task Force, to focus efforts on defining further detailed 
investigations where the available information is insufficient to defïne or evahmte an ‘option with 
confidence. The focus of the study was on the Britannia Creek drainage. The adjacent Furry Creek 
catchment has not been identified as an the acid drahrage problem, and was beyond the scope of this 
investigation. Whete available, information on Furry Cmek has been provided for a more complete picture 
of the Britannia site. 

13 Approach 

With the above objectives in mmd, the approach to this investigation has been to develop an overall 
undersmnding of the site from available information and limited site investigations, to identify the major 
sources of environmental impact and develop potential strategies for remediation, and define futther 
investigations. 
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A number of key issues must be addressed to effectively evaluate the problem and potential remediation 
options: 
. Sources of metal loads and drainage locations 
. Drainage collection to a central tteannent facility 
. Water treatment 

These were addressed in the following tasks: 

Task 1: 
Task 2: 
Task 3: 

compilation and mview of data; 
identification of the sources of loading and drainage discharge locations; 
evaluation of the site hydrology and hydrogeology, and identification of the sources of 
water entry; 

Task 4: 
Task 5: 
Task 6: 
Task 7: 

identification of drainage collection systems; 
evaluation of treatment options 
review of order and monitor-mg mquirements 
identification of long term remediation options. and identification of further studies. 

The premining conditions were briefly assessed to understand the nature and potential extent of the 
environmental impacts of acid generation, and provide a xeference for site remediation objectives. Mine 
development and water quality records during operation and since closum were mviewed and the 
environmental impacts defmed. Three site visits by SRK and/or GPE personnel were conducted to assess 
the crurent site conditions and environmental impacts of these developments with mference to acid 
drainage. Potential remediation options were then developed on a preliminary basis and evaluated in terms 
of cost and benefit to identify prefenred options. A staged approach to mmediation is mcommended to 
allow rapid hnplementation of initial and possibly short term measums, with an evaluation of the 
effeçtiveness of each stage, and allow fmther investigation as requhed. 

. 
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2.0 PRE-MINING ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 Surface Topography 

The Britannia Mine is located in the Howe Sound, Coastal Region of B.C. The terrain is mountainous 
with elevations ranging from sea level to 4,500 ft. Exploration activity was KXIX&A as early as 1888 and 
mine operations began in 1905 (Ramsey, 1967). Records and maps reflecting this early period in the mine 
life are consequently limited. All of the available maps, data and site information are presented and 
referenced to the Imperial system and are thus presented, as su&, in this report. 

22 Clhnate 

A climate station was operated at the township of Britannia Beach during the period 1913 to 1974. This 
station was located at elevation 49 m and recorded daily temperature, minfall and snowfall. No officiai 
climate stations wexe opaated at higher elevatious within the study area. 

The total aunual precipitation at the Britannia Beach station averages 2164 mm, according to the 1951-80 
climate ncmnals published by the Atmospheric Fmironment service. About 96% of this amount falls as 
rain and the xemainder as snow. The months of gxwtest pxecipitation axe October to March. On average, 
the driest month is July. The average number of days in the year with measumble pnzcipitation is 174. 

The axa of surface mining is situated at high elevation and the=foR experiences significantly higher 
precipitation then m-d at the coastal climate station. Within the generaI xegion, the average ammal 
pxecipitation gradient is about 200 to 300 mm per 100 m of ascent. The proportion of precipitation that 
falls as,.mow also incxeases with elevatioa 

The 1951-80 nom& for Britaxmia Beach show a mean annual t&peratuxe of 9.8OC. July is the waxmest 
month, with a meau daily temperatme of 18.2OC. ami January is the coldest month, witb a me& daily 
tenqwature of 2.0°C. The extreme maximum and minimum temperatmes on record are 39.4 and -21.7OC, 
reqectively. 

23 Site Hydrology and Hydrogeology 

23.1 Mine Site Catchments 

The mine development is situated in the drainage basins of Britannia Creek and Furry Creek. These 
streams drain comparable catchment areas (i.e., 29 and 54 km’, respectively) ami bath flow westward to 
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discharge into Howe Sound. Figure 2.1 shows the location of the mine development in relation to the 
coasthne and the major streams in the tegion. 

Within the drainage basin of Britannia Creek, the mining activity was primarily confïned to two south 
bank tributaries known as Jane and Mineral Creeks. The catchments of both tributaries served as access 
points to the underground workings. In addition, the Jane Cmek catchment contained most of the surface 
mixhg that occurred durhrg the life of the Britannia Mine. 

The ama disturbed by mining within the Furry Creek catchment is drained by a number of small, steep- 
gradient streams, one of which has been namedEmpress Creek. These stmams sham a common drainage 
divide with Jane Cmek Figure 2.2 shows the catchment areas, and locations of the watetqurses of the 
Britannia area prior to mine development. 

2.3.2 Available Data 

No long-term records of streamflow are available for Brinumia and Furry Creeks. However, the southem 
toast of British Columbia amund Vancouver is well setved by a nxsonably dense network of streamflow 
gauging stations. A total of sixteen of these mgional stations, all operated by the Water Survey of Canada 
(WSC), were used to assist in chamcterization of the pre-mining hydrology. The positions of the selected 
WSC stations, in relation to the mine site, are plotted on Figure 2.1 together with outlines of their 
catchment boundaries. Reference to this @tue shows that the assembled stations command catchments 
having a wide range of physiographic chamcteristics. 

Table 2.1 is a list of the selected stmamflow stations showing the period of record and the mean annual 
runoff (MAR). The MAR is expmssed as a unit runoff (i.e., ratio of measumd flow rate to contributing 
catchment axa) in ouierto facilitate comparisonbetween catchments. Au of the selected stations measure 
unregulated flows, or slows that have been minimally influenced by man’s activities. 

The hydrology of the mine site streams was estimated using a technique known as regional analysii. This 
technique makes use of general relationships between stmamflow and the characteristics of the catchment 
that generated the sneamfiow. In order to develop these general relationships, it was necessary to measure 
vaious characteristics of the catchments from topographie maps. Two suitable ami easily determined 
chamcteristics are drainage a&a and median elevation. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 provide these measumd 
characteristics for the catchments of the regional WSC stations and of the ungauged project streams, 
respectively. 
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TABLE 2.1 

DETAILS OF REGIONAL WSC STREAMFLOW GAUGING STATIONS 

l=- STREAMFI PERIOD 

OF 

RECORD 

MEAN 

ANNUAL 

RUNOFF 

(mm) 

CATCHMENT 

MEDIAN 
ELEVATION 

(m) 

CATCHMENT 

AREA 

ounz) 

OW GAUGING STATION 

Name 

t- 

ID No. 

Alouette River at outlet of Alouette Lake 1916 - 1925 3522 203 690 11 08MHO14 

3798 1050 
k------ 

1913 - 1921 3.37 II 08GAOO8 Brandt Crack near Vancouver (upper station) 

Capilano River above intake 

Coquitlam River above Coquitlam Lake 

1914 - 1988 3670 172 870 
l 
1 1982 - 1988 3693 54.7 l 1090 

950 Indian River near Vancouver (Upper station) ~ 1912 - 1921 4100 90 08GAOO5 

08ME108 

08MEO76 

08GA054 

08GA057 

08GA065 

08MHOO6 

Jacobs Cteek above Jacobs Lake ~ 1965 - 1980 2492 12.2 530 

~ 1960 - 1988 1860 47.7 280 

1966 - 1986 2410 334 1140 

Kanaka Cteek near Webster Cornets 

Ma&quant River above Mashiter Cteek 

Mashiter Creek near Squamish 

Noons Creek at Meridian Substation Road 

1966 - 1981 2110 38.9 1160 

1976 - 1988 3004 2.59 760 

, North Alouette River at 232nd Sttmt 1960 - 1988 2437 37.3 500 

Norton Creek near Vancouver 1912 - 1921 3576 2.36 830 

Pitt River near Alvin 1952 - 1965 3301 515 1450 

860 i Seymour Rivet above intake 1914 - 1926 

1972 - 1988 

1912 - 1921 

3770 

2850 

153 

40.4 Stawamus River below Ray Creek 

Young Creek near Vancouver 

1090 

1010 3360 6.22 
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TABLE 2.2 
PHYSIOGRAPHX CHARACI’ERISTICS OF MINE SITE CATCHMENTS 

LOCATION 
CATCHMENT cA&y cATCHMENT MINE 

AREA MEDIAN - 

oanz) 
ELEVATION 

Cm) 
ELJZVATION =(F 

(fil 

Bxitannia Cmek at mouth . 29 1150 3770 530 

Empress Creek at mouth 0.41 1210 3970 330 

Funy Creek at mouth 54 1070 3510 790 

Jane Cmek at mouth 1.7 1.210 3970 330. 

Mineral Cxeek at mouth 2.9 1040 3410 890 

* As described in Section 3.1. 

2.33 Natural Hydrology 

Median elevation generaily accourus for a large ptoportion of the variation in MAR between catchments. 
This is iUustmted in Rgure 2.3 based on the data fiom the assembled WSC stations. The data follow the 
expected trend of increasing MAR with incxeasing catchment median elevation. A second trend is also 
evident in which unit runoff decreases as one moves inland. 

Based on the relationship indicated in Rgure 2.3, estimates were made of MAR at various key points on 
the mine site drainages (see Table 2.3). Because of the scatter of data used to develop the relationship, 

.. 
a high and low estimate were provided at each key point that was believed to bound the actual MAR 
The mine site stteams experience mlatively wet conditions with estimates of MAR ranging fiom 3000 to 
4500 mm. . 

The seasonai nmoff distributions for the mine site streams were approximated using nonnalized average 
monthly hydrographs fiom the regional WSC stations. Figure 2.4 graphically presents the monthly 
distributions, expressed as percentages of MAR, for the four highest elevation WSC stations. As with 
MAR, catchment median elevation is a good predictor of the seasonal runoff distribution experienced at 
a given location At median elevations of about 1090 m, the normalized distributions for the Coquitbun 
and Stawamus Rivers match reasonably closely and exbibit a bimodal shape with peaks in May and 
November. The former peak is due primarily to snowmelt while the latter is caused by fall rains. The 
Mamquam and pitt Rivexs have higher median elevations (i.e., 1140 and 1450 m, respectively) and 
accordingly have distributions with later snowmelt peaks and dhuinished fall peaks. 

: 
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EJIZMATED NATURALMEANANNUALAND MONTHLYSTREAMFLOWSFORMJ.NESlT= 

ONTHLYSTREAMFLOW 



Mean Monthly Distribution of Runoff at 
Regional WSC Streamflow Gauging Stat.ions 
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Based on similarities in median elevation, the mine site streams were assumed to have the same average 
monthly distribution as observed at Stawamus River. With this distribution, the natural fIows, or flows 
that existed ptior to mine development, wem estimated at key points within the Britannia Creek and Ftury 
Creek catchments (see Table 2.3). For masons discussed above, Upper and lower estimates wem provided 
for each month. These estimates provide a bound on the long-term average stmamflow but not on the 
natural variation of streamflows from year to year (i.e., the Upper and lower estimates should not be used 
as indications of dry and wet years). 

2.3.4 Site Hydrogeology 

There is no data on the hydrogeology of the pre-mining environment. It is probable that the original water 
table was a subdued image of topography. AIong Mineral Ridge and in the area of Jane Basin the 
groundwater table was ptobably in the onler of 75 m below the ground surface (James, 1929). Recharge 
of the gmundwater system would have occurred along this ridge. The major flow paths would have been 
from the ridge area towards the north and south, to Britannia and Furry creeks, respectively. Them may 
have been a small component of flow parallel to h4ineral Ridge through the fracture system of the 
Britannia shear zone. ‘Ihe potosity of the rocks in Mineral Ridge ate ptobably in the otder of 1% or less, 
therefore, groundwater flow and storage is not considered a major component of the system. 

2.4 Geochemistry 

The geology and geochemistry of the ore and waste rock provides an indication of the sources and the 
potential for acid generation and metal leaching, potential impacts on water quality, and the futme pattern 
for acid generation. The geology of the area has been descriid in detail by James, 1929; GSB, 1990; 
McCullough, 1968. 

The principle economic mineralization in the ama is associated with quartz mineralization, and consists 
of pyrite and chalcopyrite,.with important concent&.ions of sphalerite in cettain areas of the deposits (Jane 
and No.8). The seven orebodies are located witi a sheared band of appamntly steeply dipping 
metamorphosed sedimatary and volcanic rocks of varying competency that form a roof pendant hvo miles 
wide and seven miles long, sunounded by granitic rocks of the toast range intrusive complex . . . Fractming 
occurred in the mer teck units permhting are solutions to penetmte until conditions wen favourable for 
ore deposition. These favourable conditions varied in the different sections of the mine and resulted in 
different types of orebodies” (‘I’he Anaconda Company (Canada) Ltd., 1965). 

Genemlly the economic mineralization was contained in massive sulphide ombodies, as stringer type 
deposits, and as disseminated sulphide and concentrations along bedding planes. The MINFILE report 
described the sulphide ombodies at Britannia as ” . ..highly heterogeneous mixtures of sulphides, remnant 
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altered host rocks, and discrete veins. The main’mineralogy of orebodies is simple and fairly constant. 
Pyrite is by far the most abundant miner& with less chalcopyrite ami sphalerite and minor erratically 
distributed galena, tennanite, tetrahedrite and pyrrhotite. The main nonmetallic minerals include quartz 
and muscovite (chlorhe), anhydrite and siderite.” 

Zinc mineralization tended to occur in the Upper central parts of massive orebodies, as in the Fairview 
Zinc vein. The main massive ombodies with rich chalcopyrite ores were the Bluff, East Bluff, No. 5, No. 
8, and 040. Several of the ombodies showed variations in sulphide distribution; No.8 massive graded fiom 
zinc to copper although the NO.~. and 8A contained higher zinc than 8B. In the Bluff deposit, sphalerite 
was found to be abundant only above the 1800 1eveL 

25 Water Quality 

The pre-mining surface water quality from the Brltannia site has not been established from the available 
data. There are indications however that metal leaching and iron staining was natumlly occuning from 
the site as early as the late 1800’s (B.C. Dept. of E.M.P.R. 1890 - 1900). This would suggest that the 
sulphide mineralization is naturally mactive, and oxidation and acid generation could result in some degree 
of natural elevation of metal and sulphate concentrations in surface waters prior to-mining development, 

The presence of gypsum and anhydrite throughout the orebodles could tend to contribute elevated sulphate 
concentrations to natural waters. Sulphide mineralization varled over the propetty ftom copper rich 
thtough copper and zinc to zinc rich. Copper mineralization dominated, however, and thus elevated 
copper, iton, and sulphate concentrations and loadings could be expected in the long tenn, with lesser zinc 
based on relative abuudance. Zinc is, however, soluble over a gmater pH range than copper, and this 
elevated zinc might have been apparent in drainage from amas not undergoing rapid sulphide oxidation 
ami metal leaching. 

It would be expected that natural drainage waters fiom the ama could contain elevated sulphate 
concentrations. Exposed mineralization from outcrops and local disturbances ami natural erosion appears 
to be readily oxldiid contributing dissolved and total metals to the natural drainage. Biological data are 
not available and it is not apparent to what degree the natural water quality affected utihzation of Britannia 
Cm&. It is beyond the scope of this report to determine the extent of Bsh utilization in Brhannia Creek 
prior to mining. 
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3.0 MINE DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Mining Operations 

Exploration in the Britannia area was f%st recorded in the late 1800s and the Britannia deposits were 
discovered in 1888. Them was essentially no development., however, untill900 when appmximately 67 III 
of underground headings wexe advanced in the Jane deposit, near the 1000 level. Production from the 
mine began in 1905. Up to 1911, a total of 203,000 tonnes of ore was mined, of which 69,000 tonnes 
was milled. Dming these early years there was some open pit mining although the main source of ote 
was the underground production. After 1911, ail ore production was fmm the underground mine, and the 
production rate jumped to over loO,CNIO tonnes per year and rose to nearly 2,000,ooO tonnes per year by 
1931. In 1921, however there was no are milIed as the mill was destroyed by fire. Duxing the depression 
years to 1935 production dropped by approximately 50 percent after which it jumped back to nearly 
2,000,000 tonnes per year. Production again fti.by 50 percent during the war’years. After the war, 
Britannia Mine steadily ptoduced in the onier of 700,000 tonnes per year until the late 1950s when 
production began to falL In the 1960s. production was about 730,ooO topes per year with copper grades 
ranging from 1.1 to 1.4 pexcent ami with zinc grades of about 1.0 percent Ote production was boosted 
after 1966 when open pit mining commenced in Jane Basin. This contmued untill974 when the mine 
was shut down pennanently. Gver the mine life a total of 47.9 x ld tonnes of ore was mined, of which 
47.4 X lob tonnes WaS milled. 

AU ore was transpoxted to the milling facilities at Btitannia Beach Ote was transported fîom the various 
are zones to the concentrator using overhead tramway, inclined railway, and an electric tram litre. The 
Btitannia mill produced copper, zinc, and pytite Concentra&s. Gold and silver were recovered primarily 
in the copper and pyrite concentmtes. Jn the Latter years, tailings Were discharged directly into Howe 
Sound ptimatily thtough two intertidal outfalls located near the mouth of Brima Cmek. 

Seven orebodies wexe mined through open pit, underground and gloryhole developments. Appxoximately 
80 km of underground woridngs ami four open pits were excavated to extract the ote. The access to the 
underground workings from the Btitannia Cmek basin is provided primarily through portals at the 
2200 level, 2750 level ami 4100 IeveL (Mean Sea Level corresponds to appxoximately the 4300 level for 
each 100 foot gain in elevation, 100 feet should be sitbtracted from 4300 feet.) The refetence levels for 
the undergmund workings at the Britannia Mine wete measured fmm a datum near the maximum 
elevations of the property and, therefore, the 2200 level is at a higher elevation than the 4100 level. 

During the operational phase, flows in the Britannia Creek catchment were tegulated for the purposes of 
power genemtion. A total of 9 storage or diversion dams were constructed within the drainage basin of 
this stream, most of which supplied the mquirements of two power plants. A single diversion dam was 
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also constructed on Furry Creek. Operation of the hydroelectric development was discontinued in tbe 
same year as the permanent closure of the Britannia Mine. At pmsent, only thme of the oxiginal dams 
remain, namely, Tunnel, Utopia and Park Lane. The latter two dams are located in the headwaters of 
Britanuia Creek. Due to a potential for faihue of tbe dams and subsequent flooding downstream, the 
Water Management Branch recently (May, 1989) blasted drain holes in Utopia and Park Lane dams. 
Tunnel dam is located approximately midway along the length of Bxitannia Creek and now serves as the 
water supply for the high-pressure system for Britannia Beach township. The reseivoir for this dam is 
almost full of debris, much of which was derived fiom breaching the Park Lane dam. 

At closum of the mine, a number of steps were undertaken to limit the impact of contaminated mine 
drainage on the surface water resources of the area. Diversion dams were constructed to force the mine 
water to drain intemally thmugh the undergmund workings down to the lowest haulage tunnel, known as 
the 4100 level. The most important diversion dam was constmcted in 1974 in the 2200 level tunnel near 
the portal. A submerged outfall was constructed at the shoreline of Howe Sound for the disposal of mine 
water into the ocean at depth 

The dam had been installed in an effort to retain 2200 level mine water in the mine, and direct the flow 
down thmugh the workings to report with the effluent from the 4100 portai. Jn 1983 drainage was noted 
again from the 2200 level. Jn 1985, Klohn Leonoff Ltd. was mtained by Copper Beach Estates to 
detennine the integrity of the dam and to provide mcommendations on imp&ng the intemal drainage. 
The report pxepared by Klohn Leonoff (1985) was essentially a site visit report which concluded that the 
accessible amas of the 2200 tunnel were generally stable. Klohn Leonoff indicated that they had been 
unable to inspect the dam in detail because it was covemd by fonnwork. There did not seem to be 
sufficient flow capacity within the mine to handle all the drainage, and thus, the dam leaked and 
overflowed, nxulting in continued discharge at the 2200 level. A rock slough on the 2200 level near the 
No. 3 shaft also limited the potential flow downwards by this means, and pipes that had been installed 
within the slough were inadequate for the fiow. Tiiber and debris were also p&ent which limited the 
flows. In addition to a cleanup of the slough ami debris, Klohn Leonoff recommended that diversions or 
contml stmctures should be considemd to help limit runoff entering the mine. . 

In summary, since the mine shut down, most of the surface water enters the mine workings thmugh the 
open pits aud gloryholes above the 1050 IeveL Dminage is muted through the workings to discharge at 
approximately the 4100 portai, but actually exits underground at the 4150 level. At the present time, 
particularly during periods of high water flow, drainage also issues from the 2200 level and discharges 
into Jane Creek which empties into Britannia Cmek. If flow rates are excessively high, or copper 
concentration is less than 15 mg/L, the drainage is routed through a 100 fwt deep outfall into Howe 
Sourd. lf copper concentrations in the drainage exceed 15 mg/L, ah drainage from the 4150 discharge 
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cari be routed through the cementation tmatment plant, prior to discharge to Howe Sound through the deep 
outfall. 

3.2 Geochemistry 

Prediction of acid generation potential was not conducted for the Britannia site either before mining or 
during operation. A recent survey, by the B.C. Acid Mine Drainage Task Force of mines, in the province 
included the Britannia Beach operation. No data were provided in response to the questionnaire on the 
quantities or acid generation characteristics of the waste. A test program was conducted by Environment 
Canada in 1983 and 1984 (Ferguson, 1985) to investigate static and kinetic prediction test techniques and 
included a waste rock sample from Britannia. It was noted, however, that this sample was not necessarily 
repmsentative of all of the waste rock from the site. 

Acid base accounting on the sample indicated a neutralization potential of +29 tonnes CaCO, 
equivalent/lOOO tonnes of material at 16.2 percent sulphur content, yielding a net neutralization potential 
of 477 tonnes CaCO, equivalent/lOOO tonnes of material. Khretic testing, usmg humidity cells, confhmed 
that the material was acid producing, generating a pH in the drainage water of 4.8 after 1 week of 
operation and pH 3.0 after 10 weeks of operation Approxlmately 300 mg of sulphate wete produced after 
10 weeks, tiom a 200 g sample of waste material(l.5 mg/g). Acidity and dissolved iron production 
indicated that the sample neutralization capacity was exceeded during the test, Dissolved metal 
conèentrations in the leachate averaged 5.41 mg/L CU, 2.34 mg/L Zn, 22.5 mg/L Al and 26.5 mg/L Fe 
(equivalent to milligrams of dissolved metal per gram of waste mater-i@. 

33 Water Quality 

The water quality of drainage from the mine workings was a concem for most of the mine life. Dissolved 
copper was noted in mine waters in the- 1920s (IIooper, 1970). Generally elevated copper was detected 
with increased production from a mining area. Water quallty data were compiled for the pexiod from 1923 
to 1965 (Hooper, 1970) ami cormlated with production from the Fairview zone. The data’ showed 
maximum copper concentrations of appmximately 1300 mg/L copper (up to 1934) decmasing to about 700 
mg/L in 1938. Production fmm the Fairview pit had decreased to less than 100,000 tons per year just 
prior to this period (1934-1936). Another peak in copper concentration was evident in 1944, subsequently 
followed by decreasing concentrations down to less .than 400 mg+& in 1965. Mining fiom the Fairview 
area reached a maximum of 1.1 million tons per year fiom 1937 to 1940. Thus copper concentrations 
tended to correspond to mining rates with a time lag of appmximately five years, ptobably reflecting the 
rate of oxidation and metal leaching from the exposed rock 
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From a description of each of the main orebodies and the wall rocks presented by James (1929) both me 
ore and wall rocks have abundant pyrite and other sulphides which are potentially acid generating. It 
would appear that oxldation was noted in several amas throughout the workings although the description 
was somewhat unclear, ” . ..Pyrite is more msistant than other minerais, but it is invarlably corroded by 
quartz, and is not stable...” (James, 1929). 

The contribution of surface disturbances to contaminant loadings was also noted durîng operations. 
Correspondence fmm Anaconda (1974) indicated that two surface sources, rather than the mine workings, 
were msponsible for the elevated metal levels in Jane Cxeek. 

an old mine waste dump located “... below and to the south of Jane Basin, on the steep slide area 
of the west side of the valley.” The waste rock was discarded from.the nearby 1200 portai; from 
which thexe was no drainage at the time of observation. Jane Cmek at that time did however flow 
by this dump before entering Britannia Cm&. The dump was thought to contain both pyrhe and 
chalcopytite; 

ii) the original mining townsite atea was located in the “...general Jane Basin area...“. Mining 
activity from the underground workings ceased in 1957 but surface mining continued periodically 
untiI 1974. Within the basin ama therefore thete are reportedly bath exposed workings and 
extensive slides. One slide was descrlbed as extending from the Basin down to Britannia Creek 
with a significant quantity of mineralixed rock distributed over the mountainside. 

A sampling program in 1974 included Jane Cmek immediately above the confluence with Britannia Cmek 
The results indicated minor concentrations of heavy metals and near neutral pH, however the samplmg 
was conducted in January and March. Flows in the hvo sampling periods were 600 and 200 IGPM (38 
and 13 Us). Metal concentrations were 4.6 mg/L Cu, cl.3 mg/L Zn, 0.05 mg/L Fe, ami 52 mg+/L SOds. 
It is not clear whether these are dissolved or total metal concentrations; total solids in solution were 
10.4 mg/L. 

. 

An excellent overview of the more mcent history of the Britannia acid mine drainage ptoblem, together 
with a summary of the impacts on Howe Sound is provided in the review by Goyette and Ferguson 
(1985). Two intemal reports for the Ministry of Environment (Moore, 1985; Moore and van Aggelen, 
1986) provide detailed analytical results of investigations with respect to water quality and environmentai 
impact. These reports provided usefitl analytical and fiow data that were used in tteatment plant design 
for this study. 

The mview by Goyette and Ferguson has been summarized below, with respect to acid generation and 
water quality: 
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Water quality 

. ail minewater was diverted to the “Beach” treatment plant in 1972 and then discharged to 
Britannia Cmek, untii the deep outfall was constructed in 1978; 

. flows of 65 m3/d with low dissolved copper concentrations (0.43 mg/L) were fotmd from the 2200 
level in 1980; 

. at this tinte the copper concentration in the drainage from the 4100 level was 14 mg/L, indicating 
contaminated minewater was still diverted from the 2200 level. In 1983 however significant flows 
of contaminated mine water had emerged from the 2200 level; 

. elevated tmatment plant copper concentrations corresponded more to high influent concentrations 
than to large flows, however bath are contributing factors. Overall copper removal efficiency was 
19 percent during the early 1980s; 

. similar water quality was noted in Brinumia Cmek to 1976 with 1.6 mg& dissolved Cu, 37 mgL 
dissolved Zn, and 40 mg/L dissolved Fe recorded at the mouth. Concentrations were xeduced by 
an order of magnitude in 1980 with the diversion of minewater to the deep outfall discharge, 
although metal concentrations in the creek increased again in 1983/1984 with the reintroduction 
of the 2200 portal drainage; 

. sampling in 1983/1984 of the minewater and selected sites along Britannia Creek mdicated the 
water was acutely toxic to fish. Britannia Creek was probably acutely toxic to fish over most of 
the mine life; 

. copper concentrations in the drainage f?om the 4100 portal have decteased from about 66 mg/L 
in 1966 to 17 mg/L in 1984. 

Contaminant loading 

. high flow periods correspond to high copper loadings and concentrations indicating a large store 
of soluble oxidation products are contained in the workings; 

. historically water quality in Britannia Creek bas been impacted by the high metal loadings from 
contaminated drainage. Surveys in 1972 indicated that the 2200 portal drainage was tbe only 
signifïcant source of copper to Britarmia Creek several hundred mettes upstream of its confluence 
with Mineral Creek. There was an unidentified source, however, between this station and below 
Minerai Creek. Tmated minewater fiom the plant contributed 61 percent of the copper (253 kg/d) 
to the Creek with unidentified sources wntributing the test; 

. pH, sulphate and metal loadings to Britannia Creek were lower in 1984 &n 1972; 

. the mean copper loading from the 2200 portai in 1984 was 124 kg/d; 

. estimated mean dissolved copper load to Howe Sound via Btitannia Creek in 1972 was 417 kg/d; 

. loadings from the treated mmewater and plant bypasses from 1980 to 1984 varied from 50 to 
700 kg/d with peaks occurring duting June/July and NovemberDecember, corresponding to high 
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minewater flows. These were less than the 1972 loadings in the Creek, however, the mine water 
in 1980 to 1984 did not include the 2200 portal drainage, which could be a significant component. 

3.4 Water Treatment 

In 1924 a recovery process was developed to precipitate dissolved copper onto scrap iron. A plant was 
installed in the Jane Flats area along with a number of small plants. During most of the mine life, acidIi 
drainage from the mine workings was collected for treatment in two trearment plants: one at the Townsite 
or 2200 levd in a plant constructed in 1928, and rhe other at the 4150 or “Beach” level constmcted in 
1955. The 2200 level plant was shut down in early 1972. The drainage from the 2200 level portai. 
pteviously treated in this plant, was diverted intemally to the 4100 level. 

Copper production from this pmcess reached one million pounds (453,600 kg) a year dtig the eariy 
1930s. The predicted recovery in 1970 was 262,ooO pounds (118,840 kg). This decline in production 
would suggest a decrease in copper leaching fmm the mine drainage. It might also reflect changes in the 
water flow pattems, flushing of the workings, and effectiveness of the cementation plant. 

The treatment process is based on the electmchemical reduction of copper in solution to copper metal with 
shnultaneous oxidation and release of iron fiom scrap iron. Copper pnzcipitates on the iron scraps and 
cari ultimately be nzcovered by smelting if desired. The discharge from the cementation process is routed 
to the deep water outfall. The cementation process does not remove any appreciable amount of acidity 
and cannot reduce copper to levels achieved with conventional txeatment systems based on neutralization 
and precipitation of copper hydmxide. 

The cementation process is particularly suitable for small waste flows since long contact times are 
requhed, but does not effectively treat high flows at low copper concentrations which are encountered at 
certain times of the year. The recovery of copper fMm the mine drainage waters varied over the year, 
with the highest comr Rcovery during the highest precipitation periodsz fall mins and sptig nmoff. This 
reflects the increased area of the workings flushed during the high precipitation events, which renlain dry 
or infnzcluently flushed during the dryer seasons. Goyette and Ferguson (1985) reported that more than 
70 percent of the copper was recovered in the treatment plant when influent concentrations exceeded 80 
mg/L, however removal efflciencies are less than 50 percent at concentrations less than 40 mg& 

Investigations were conducted in the early 1970s to evaluate removal of the iron and copper from acidic 
mine water and prevent precipitation of metal hydroxides upon discharge into Howe Sound (Drake and 
Robertson, 1973; Anaconda correspondence, 1974). A neutralization circuit was considexed for treatment 
of the mine effluent after the cementation plan& or dilution with mill water. This work was not pursued 
as the mine closed shortly thereafter. 
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TABLE 3.1 
SUMMARY -OF FLOWS, COPPER CONCENTRATIONS, AND COPPER LOADiNG 

FROM THE 4100 PORTAL, 1983-1989 

Year 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

AVERAGE 

Average How Average [CU] CU Loading 
m’h m@ kg/d 

664 19.7 313 

561 18.4 247 

396 16.1 153 

494 19.6 233 

597 17.8 256 

475 18.5 211 

442 15.3 162 

518 18.0 225 
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TABLE 3.2 

SUMMARY OF ASSAY INFORh4ATION ON 4100 AN-D 2200 PORTAL FLOWS. 

Parsmeter 
(mg/L) 

Location 
Date 

2200 2200 2200 4100 4100 4100 4 100 
15/08/03*00/09/83 

4 100 4100 4100 4100 
21/06/83 06/12/83 21/04/04 21/06/63 13/07/03 06/12/03 21/04/84 21/05/05 20/06/05 

PH 
Acldlty (pli 8.3) 
sulphate 
Diesolved metah 

Al 
B 
Cd 
Ca 
CO 
CU 
Fe 
Pb 
Hs 
Mn 
Ni. 
2n 

2.9 3.5 2.7 3.4 3.5 3.2 
445 109 494 367 306 277 
880 293 895 1620 1700 1620 

31.3 8.05 
0.02 0.01 
0.17 0.06 

129 53.2 
0.17 < .l 
51.4 12.3 
36.8 3.16 
0.12 < .l 
38.5 11.3 

2.6 0.9 
0.07 < .05 * 
26.1 8.21 

Flou estlmate 210 

36.4 

0.16 
121 

0.22 
43 

45.1 
0.16 
39.4 
3.12 
0.05 
31.6 

39 37.6 35.3 30.6 
0.17 0.17 0.31 0.34 0.25 
0.19 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.0058 

441 411 418 478 419 
0.22 0.14 0.3 0.29 0.35 
31.7 30.3 23.6 22.5 18.3 14 
11.3 17.1 50.6 56.1 17.1 14 
0.22 0.14 0.22 0.09 0.23 
88.6 82.4 100 115 83.4 
5.47 6.21 0.4 9.2 7.52 
0.11 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.07 
41.9 30.9 27.1 27.3 26.1 0.21 

3.8 3.9 
239, 258 

0.28 0.20 
0.12 0.16 

450 387 
0.1 0.1 

11.1 18.1 
10.8' 4.74 

0.2 0:2 
94.3 81.7 
7.66 5.98 
0.07 0.06 
28.1 30.8 

l Acidity In mg/L equiv. CaCO3; flow in m3/h 
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The available tmatment plant data have been compiled to mdicate typical concentration ranges and flow 
rates and estimate mquired plant capacity (Moore, 1985; Moore and van Aggelen, 1986; Goyette and 
Ferguson, 1985; MOE treatment plant performance records). These data am summarized in Table 3.1 and 
Table 3.2. They are further discussed in Chapter 6, and presented graphically as Figure 6.11 ; 6.13. 

While there is a downward trend in copper tenor of the solutions since the mine closed in 1974, 
Figure 6.11 shows that the average of the copper tenors over the period 1983 * 1989 provides an adequate 
estimate of copper production for study of the potential for metal recovery. Similarly, Figure 6.12 shows 
that average hourly flows vary fiom 400 to 675 m3/h, there is no significant trend in flow and an average 
flow based on this period is adequate for this phase of study. 

It is noted fiom this data Figure 6.13 that them appears to be an inctease in copper tenor with flow rate; 
probably due to gmater fhtshing and better wetting of sulphide surfaces dukg wetter years. The 
regmssion coefficient for the line shown is not smtistically different from zero however, SO the statement 
cannot be made in certainty. This correlation was also noted by Goyette and Ferguson (1985). 

While there is a downwani trend m copper tenor of the solutions smce the mine closed, Figure 6.13 shows 
that the averaging of the ‘copper tenors over the period 1983 - 1989 provides an adequate estimate of 
copper production for study of the potential for metal recovery. 

3s Existing Environmental “Regulation” 

The Britannia Mine was permanently shutdown in November 1974. Anaconda, the pmvious operator, 
applied for permit under the Provincial Pollution Comm1 Act in May 1973 that included provisions for 
tmatment of waste water from a property using a lime tmatment pmcess. The permit Discharge critexia 
applied for May 1973 confonned to the Level “C” Objectives for Marine Discharge listed in “Pollution 
Control Objectives for the Mining, Mine-Milling Smelthq and Associated Industries” published by the 
Waste Management Branch in Match 1973. Acidic minewater fxom the 2200’ Level was diverted within 
the working to the copper mwvery plant at 4100 level after 1972. The plans for tmalment of acidic 
drainage fiom the 4100 level portal included with the permit application were not hnplemented since the 
mine was shutdown in 1974 before the application approval pxocess was wmpleted. 

The operation of the treaunent plant and minewater discharge qualityis wntrolled by an order issued 
January 29th, 1981, f’rom the dimctor of the Waste Management Branch (B.C.M.OE.) to Copper Beach 
Estates. The order requhes that all mine water is wllected and dixtxted to the 4100 level, and then to the 
“tmatment” plant (wpper rewvery) if the dissolved copper is greater than 15 mg./L. The order also 
pmvides for bypass of minewater if the dissolved wpper is less than 15 mg/L. 
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The 4100 level copper recovery plant continued in operation after shutdown After 1978 all minewater 
was collected and discharged through a 100 ft deep outfall into Howe Sound. Responsibility for operation 
of the pollution connol works was tmnsferred to Copper Beach Estates Ltd. (CBE) and is controlled by 
an onier issued by the Director of the Waste Management Branch to CBE in January, 1981. This order 
rquires that all mine drainage be directed to the 4100 level copper recovery plant if the dissolved copper 
concentration exceeds 15 ma. Bypass is allowed if dissolved copper concentration is less than 15 mg/L. 

Surveys conducted by both Environment Canada and Ministry of Environment have resulted in the 
following basic observations regarding the level of compliance, 

. 

0 

ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

recorded bypasses occur regularly when the copper concentrations exceed 15 mg/L, (bypasses are 
used to protect the plant from washout during periods of excessive mine flows); 
overall copper removal in the plant is low; 
comamim@d minewater is discharged to Britannia Crack fxom the 2200 portaJ &ing h@h flow 
periods; ami, 
operation of ‘the treatment system’ is erratically controlled 
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4.0 EMSTING ENVIRONMENT 

4.1 General 

An initial site visit was conducted August 30,199O by SRK and GPE personnel to develop an appreciation 
of the site, identify the scope of the field investigations and define sampling requirements and locations. 
Mr. Eric Beresford (MEMPR), Dr. John Enington (MEMPR) and Mr. Dan Cummii (Copper Beach 
Estates) conducted a tour of the site, including surface workings up to the East Bluff and Jane pits, and 
underground from the 2200 portal. Access to the upper pit amas (Empress ami No. 5 pits) was not 
possible due to road conditions and time constraints. 

Two Eeld investigations of the Britannia mine site were undertaken on September 21 and December 6, 
1990 with the objectives oE 

. identifyhtg sources of acidic drainage; 

. sampling and chemically characterizing mine discharges, seeps and receivmg water; 

. measuring or estimating discharge flows for an assessment of site hydrology and the detennination 
of contaminant loadings; 

. providing a basis to compare the present (1990) situation to historical conditions. 

. 
The fbcus of the investigation was the Britannia Creek drainage ami contributing watercourses in 
acconiance with the temu of reference for the project Access to the Upper areas of the site, above 2200 
level, was not possible due to road construction and snow in tbe second stuvey. 

The sampling locations sud results of these investigations are discussed in Section 4.2 through 4.4, and 
presented in Figures 4.1 through 4.6. Detailed pxocedums of investigation and msults are presénted in 
Appendices 1 and 2. 

4.2 Mine Deveiopment 

42.1 Pits 

Open pit mining was conducted in Eve pits, as shown on Figure 4.1. The quantity of material mmoved 
from each pit is not known, however the major@, pmbably in the order of 95 percent, was taken from 
the East Bluff and Fairview pi& Photograph 4.1. There was some initial open pit mining during the early 
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years of the mine, however most of the open pit mining occuned after 1966. Some gloryholes, subsidence 
and early open pit mining had disrupted the topography prior to open pit mining in 1966. Glory holes 
wexe developed under all of the pits except the Empress, however, underground mine development has 
effectively reached the surface in this ama. Subsidence ami erosion has since filled all of the glory holes 
leaving steep sided cane shaped depressions, except for the Fairview pit which still has an open connection 
to the underground mine. 

The 1050 level heading is exposed m the Lower Jane Eit, ami the 850 level heading is exposed in the East 
.Bhtff Bit (Note: Elevation 4300 ft = 0 level in the mine, mine level increases by 100 foot with each 1flO 
dmp in elevation). Essentially all of the disturbed amas titfiin the pits have confinuing slope instability 
as patchy vegetation has re-established in only a few amas. Above the Jane pit, and in the ama of the 
1915 landslide, there appears to be a scatp which may be indicative of ongoing subsidence. Essentiaily 
all of the pit walls appear to be acid generating, based on observed mineralogy and the pmsence of 
oxidation products. . 

4.2.2 Underground 

Undergmund mining has been the main source of ote at the Britannia Mine, accounting for in the order 
of 95 percent of the ote, and has exploited seven oxebodies. Gm extraction used several methods, 
principahy: timber supported open stopes, tut and fill, ami sub-level caving, It is believed that most of 
the flll wascycloned tailings. Gther mining methods may have been used. The proportion or location 
of the stopes which am backfïlled is not known at this time. The mine is shown.in a composite section 
in Figez 42. It is tmderstood that there are many vent raises to surface, none of which are shown on this 
ggme, however, it is expected that most of them are near the area of the open pits except for any 
associated with the Victoria camp. These vent raises would be located in the Furry Creek valley. 

It is understood that in many amas of the mine that the timbers have totted and the openings am collapsed. 
Some of the are passes are also believed to be partiahy collapsed (Klohn Leonoff, 19&4). The a&ess 
drifts in the mine anz beUeved to be appmimately thnx by tiuee metres in section. The condition of 
theseheadingsandtheacces~~~throughoutthemineisnot~o~ Itisunderstoodthatatmine 
clos& all mine entrantes wem caved, although this does not seem to apply to the 2200 level portai in 
Jane Creek, where only a partial water diversion exists. An examination of the detailed mine plans will 
be quired to identify the location of ail pot%& and vent mises. 

Acidic waste water curmntly drains from the mine. The principle sources of the acidity from the mine 
workings are probably the sublevel cave stopes aud any stopes where backiïll was used. 
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There are three main amas where waste rock has appamntly been dumped: 

. in Jane Creek adjacent to the East Bluff pit, 

. at the 4100 level porta& 

. 2200 level portaL 

These areas are shown on Figure 4.1. The quantity of material at each site is not known A rough 
estimate of the waste dump geometry adjacent to me East Bluff pit indicates ab&t 700,000 tonnes of 
waste. Estimates of the quantity of waste dumped at the 2200 level and 4100 level have not been made, 
however these quantities appear to be in the order of 30 and 10 percent mspectively of the estimated 
700,000 tonnes located at the Bluff Fit. These estimates are based on interpretation of high level 
ahphotos, the orighral topographie data and mine records. Field measurements will be necessary to obtain 
more accumte estimates. 

Most of the waste rock is contahxd in the dump adjacent to the East Bluff pit. A small portion of the 
waste at East Bhrffpit was pmduced from the underground mine development and early open pit minhrg 
and may be up to 50 yeam old The balance of the waste was pmduced between 1966 ami 1973. The 
waste appears to be an acid generating material based on observations of its mineralogy and the pmsence 
of oxidation pmducts. ABA tests have not been conducted on this material. Based on airphoto 
interpretation this waste dump partially overlies the debris of the 1915 landslide. 

Waste has been dumped at the 4100 level portai ama including the ama south of the mill ami the dock . ..~ 
anz~ Mostofthewasteappearstobecontainedinthe~asouthofthemilland probablyconsistsof 
non-acid generating material pnxluced dming development of the 4100 level ami an overlying layer of 
spilled are ami low grade material, which appeam to be acid generating based on the bon oxide staining. 
The waste dumped at the 2200 level portal is believed to be development waste only and is probably acid 
genemhg, although ABA testing has not been conducted. Historical refexences (Ramsey, 1967) describe 
some landslides which travelled fxom tire Jane Basin to Btitannia Cmek Although these could not be 
identified in the airphotos, it is probable that they underlie the waste at the 2200 level portaL Britannia 
Cmek has been subject to periodic flooding (1921,1989) and these floods have probably emded some of 
the waste deposited at this location 

Based on photographie evidence (Ramsey, 1967), waste has also been dumped at the 1800 portal on the 
Furry Creek side near the Victoria Camp, however, it has not been identified in the air photos as the area 
has naturaUy revegetated. 
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4.2.4 Tailings 

Essentially all of the tailings wem either discharged dinxtly into Howe Sound or wem cycloned to yield 
a coax-se fraction for use in backfill with the fines being discharged into Howe Sound. However, some 
material, possibly tailings, was discharged to a taillngs pond above the tteatment plant at 4100 level, as 
shown on Figure 4.1 and Photograph 4.2. This was apparently an emergency pond, or settling pond. This 
pond may also have received effluent from the 2100 treatment plant during operation, and served as a 
settling pond. 

The quantity of material contait& here is not lmown, but based on plan dimensions of 20 x 40 m and an 
estimated depth of 5 m, the pond contains approximately 8000 tonnes of waste. Recent road construction 
has resulted in road flll material overlying a portion of the tailings pond. Placement of the road fill 
material over the tailings has not resuhed in slope faihues which implies that tire tailiqs are highly 
consolidated and/or self cemented with iron oxide. These tailings are aiso believed to be acid generating 
fiom the oxidized surface appearance. 

Unconfirmed reports suggest there may also be some tailings deposition in the beach ama on the north 
side of Britannia Cmek. 

4.2.5 Roads 

Many toads have been developed in the Britannia Cmek valley. It appears that ail of the roads have been 
constructed using tut ami fill techniques and that imported mine waste has not been used in mad 
constmction, except for roads within tbe pits ami on the waste dumps. Oniy those mads near to the pits 
are likely to bave been constructed of acid generating materif It does not appear that any of the other 
mds involved cuts deeper than a few metres sud are therefom unlikely to have exposed fresh acid 
generating material. 

4.2.6 Landslides 

There have been at least two hWances of landslides in the Jane Creek area. The first slide occurred on 
March 22,1915. Based on the records @amsey, 1967) ami airphoto interpretation, this slide originated 
near the cnxt of the west side of Jane Basin along a shear zone oriented roughly north-south. It is not 
clear how large this slide was, however based on photographs of the damage, the reported size of several 
million tonnes is ptobably high by a factor of ten. The acid generation on characteristics value of this 
material is not known, however slide debris was suspect& historlcally to contrlbute dissolved metals to 
Jane Cxeek as descrlbed in Section 3.4. 

Steffea Robeztson and Kkstea 
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The second landslide was probably due to the failure of a waste dumps near the Jane Portal at the 1050 
level produced during the early underground mine development and open pit mining. The records are 
unclear regarding the date or the exact source or quantity of material involved. According to the records, 
the debris fmm the landslide forms part of the acid generating material deposited near the 2200 level 
Pol-Ql. 

43 Hydrology and Hydrogeology 

4.3.1 Catchment Developments 

Developments within the study ama that have significant effect on the existing hydxology comprise: 

0 alterations of surface drainage patterns, 

ii) discharges of mine water fiom portais and 

iii) abstractions for water supply. 

Figures 4.1 aad 4.3 show current hydrological mgime and locations of these developments. 

The alteration of surface drainage pattems is due to the existence of both the surface and underground 
workings. Most of this aheration is cox&ed to an ama known as Jane Basin, which comprises the Upper 
reaclxs of Jane Cmek and a small ama along the drainage divide shared by Jane and Furry Cmeks. The 
existing topography and catchments of Jane Basin are shown in Figure 4.4. The obvious impact of surface 
mining on the drainage pattems was to alter to~gmphy and themby change stmam courses and drainage 
divides. However, the impact is accentuated .by the existence of welldrained underground workings 
directly beneath the open pits. Due to caving in the underground, the rock at the bottom of the open pits 
is probably highly fiactuxed and therefom has high infiltration capacity. Also, vent mises pxobably exist 
that increase the effective infiltration. The coupled influenœ of the surfaœ and underground mining 
pmbably causes most of the nmoff from Jane Basin to be funnelled into the underground workings 
thmugh the pervious bases of the open pits. This makes the Jane Basm essentially an enclosed drainage 
basin that likely contributes to the stmamflow in the lower reaches of Jane Creek and to Furry Creek. The 
contribution, however is not considered to be significant 

Steffen Robextson and Kirsten 
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The drainage of mine water fiom the underground workings represents a second impact on the mine site 
hydrology. As explained in Section 3.1, most of the water from the Britannia underground drains at the 
4150 foot level whete it is subsequently disposed of thmugh a submerged outfall to the depths of Howe 
Sourd. The next largest source of mine water is believed to flow frorn the 2200 ponal which discharges 
to Jane Cxeek. The flow of mine water from this portai has been obsexved to be seasonal, occurring only 
durhrg periods of high flow. Mine water is known to discharge fiom at least two other sources, namely 
the 2700 portal in the catchment of Mineral Creek ami a portal in the ama of Empmss Creek. 

Abstractions are made from at least two locations within the catchment area of Britannia Cmek, both of 
which are related to the water supply of the township at Britannia The high pressure water system for 
the township of Britannia is supplied from Tunnel Dam in Britannia Creek. A penstock, once used for 
generation of hydroelectric power, diverts water fiom Tunnel Dam to a reservoir for the high pressure 
system. Ovefflow fiom this reservoir makes its way to Thistle Creek, a small stream that discharges 
directly into Howe Sound. The potable water supply is obtained fmm a small dam on Mineral Creek. 
This dam is located above the inflows from the 2700 portaL 

An additional influence on the mine site hydrology could be drawdown of groundwater caused by 
underground workings. This could mduce base flows below natural levels for streams that drain the mine 

4.3.2 Available Data 

During the field trips conducted on September 21, 1990 and December 6, 1990, spot measumments of 
sheamflow wenz made at several locations within the drainage basin of Britannia Creek. Spot flow 
measurements were also made by others in earlier field investigations of the Britannia me axea. These 
data are valuable for the assessment of cantaminant loadings catried by the mine site streams however, 
they axe too spaxse for accurately characterizing the pmsentday hydrology of the study ama streams. The 
data are discussed in detail in Section 4.4. . 

Although few stmamflow measurements are available an excellent flow record has been kept on mine 
drainage fiom the 4150 level discharge. The flows axe gauged by two -hall flumes, one located on a 
chantre1 leading to the tmatment plant ami the other on a bypass chantre1 leading dimctly to the submetged 
outfall. Stage measumments are made on a weekly basis. The flow record at the two flumes commences 
in March 1978 and is complete up to the pmsent. 

A record of infrequent flow measurements has also been made of the mine drainage discharging from the 
2200 level portaL 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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4.33 Present-day Hydrology 

Section 22.3 ptovides estimates of the Mural hydrology at key points within the study area. The 
following discussion outlines the extent the abandoned mine development has altered the natural hydmlogy 
at those same key points. 

Within the study ama, the gmatest disturbance to the surface hydtology has occurmd on Jane Creek. As 
explained above, it is believed that most of the runoff fmm the Upper reaches of Jane Cmek is trapped 
by ami then funnelled thmugh the open pits, or glory holes, into the underground wodcings. Figure 4.4 
shows the outline of the enclosed drainage basin commanded by each of the open pits within the Jane 
Basin. The total axea covered by enclosed drainage basins, including the small area within the Funy 
Cxeek catchment, amounts to 1.19 km2. 

The total runoff from the enclosed drainage basins was estimated using mgional analysis. At a median 
elevation of about 1250 m, the unit MAR was estimated to fall within the range of 3500 to 4500 mm. 
Figure 4.5 shows a high and low estimate for the average monthly distribution of runoff generated by the 
enclosed drainage basins. For compatison sakes, the average monthly flows measured at the 4150 portal 
are supimposed on this figure. The measumd mine flows compare remarkably closely to the estimated 
nmoff fiom the Jane Basin. Although not aJl of the mine drainage exists at the 4150 port& the 
correlation suggests that surface runoff from Jane Basin may be the single largest source of mine water. 

With the flow from the Upper reaches essentially tut off, the stmamflows in Jane Cmek at its mouth have 
been drastically reduced from the pre-mining condition. The effective catchment atea for Jane Creek at 
its mouth is now about 0.59 lon2, or 35 percent of îhe original size. Thus, the flows in Jane Cmek have 
probably been reduced by a similarpmpotion, Mine drainage from the 2200 portai only partially 
compensates for the lost contribution of nmoff from the Upper maches of Jane Creek. 

The hydrological regime of Minerai Creek, another tributary of Britannia Cmek, has experienced 
disturbanws due to mine developmenL Several tunnels daylight within the catchment of Mineral Cm&, 
and at least one of these, the 2700 or 2750 porta& is a source of mine water. The 2700 portal was not 
visited during the 1990 field hips as access to this ama was not possible, however, it is understood from 
site personnel that the flows are relatively smalL The other impact on the hydrology is the abstraction 
for the Britannia Beach water supply. Further data would be required to quantify the difference in flows 
between presentday and natural conditions. 

SteiTen Robextson and Kirsten 
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During the operational phase of the Britannia Mine, the flow xeghne of Britannia Creek at its mouth was 
pmbably significantly altexed due to the operation of the hydtoelectric development. This is no longer 
the case as pmsentday hydrology ptobably resembles natural hydtology fairly closely. The alterations 
of flow on the two tributaries of Minerai and Jane Cmeks are relatively small compamd to the nmoff 
genemted by Britannia Cxeek as a whole. Also, the dams remaining from the hydmelectric scheme have 
minimal influence on the flows of Bxitarmia Cmek at its mouth. The abstraction fxom Tunnel Dam, 
effectively an interbasin transfer to Thistle Creek is also relatively smalL 

Within the catchment area of Furry Creek, the mine development has caused minor disturbance to the 
hydrology of Empmss Cmek and some neighbouring unnamed stmams. One of the open pits in the Jane 
Basin straddles the divide between Brida and Furry Cmeks. Another two open Bits No. 5 and Empress 
are located in the Empmss Creek drainage ami may act as enclosed drainage basins. The resulting 
reduction of catchment area of Furry Cmek is small. As with Mhreral Creek, the flow of Empress Creek 
and its neighboming streams has been supplemented by the discharge of at least one portaL More 
information would be required to assess the impact of man’s activities on the hydrological regimes of the 
Fuq Cmek tributaries that dmin the mine atea. At the mouth of Furry Cmek, the alteration to the 
stxeamflows by the mine development is expected to be imperceptible. 

4.4 Water Quality 

4.4.1 Sampling Program 

Two water quality samphng investigations were conducted by SRK to identify the major sources of 
contaminant loadhrg to Brinumia Creek. The two sampling periods reposent extmme flow events: the 
September samplhrg during a low flow period ami the Dzcember during a high fiow petiod. Access to 
the site was limited during the fall period by landslides and resuham highway closums between Horseshoe 
Bay and Britannia Beach. Pmcipitation data for the Squamish Ahport is pmvided in Table 4.1. 

Measured flows at the mouth of Britannia Creek were 97 and 1770 L/s duxing the September ami 
December sampling, mspectively. For the determination of all potential sources of comamim#d drainage, 
the high flow sampling period pmbably indicates more accurately potemial drainage sources. The results 
from the December investigation will be pmsented in the following discussions with the results of the 
September investigation following in parentheses. 

Steffen Robexuon and Khtem 
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TABLE 4.1 
MONTHLY PRECIPII’ATION AT 
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SQUAMISH AIRFORT (mm) 

MONTH 1951-80 1990 % OF 
NORMAL NORMAL 

JAN 3132 415.9 133 
234.3 386.8 165 

MAR 188.9 136.9 72 
APR 149.1 67.1 45 

- MAY 77.2 56.5 73 
68.5 1182 173 
52.3 34.0 65 

AUG 73.0 . 51.5 71 
SEFT 127.0 29.8 23 
OCT 301.3 329.0 109 
NOV 314.4 929.1 296 
DEC 347.8 396.5 114 

2247.0 2951.3 131 

Sampling sites were selected along Britannia Cmek and on the contributing water courses such that source 
axeas could be isolated ami the loading contributions fiom specific amas could be calculated. The 
locations of the sampling sites are shown in Figure 4.6a and 4.6b. The msults of the water quality 
sampling program are summarized and compamd with historical data in Tables 4.2 through 4.7 and 
provided in detail in Appendix A. The water quality and waterflow data has been compiled in a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) and is displayed graphically in Figure 4.6a and 4.6b.Compilation 
of the data in this format allows graphical pmsentation of any individual parameter, and with input of 
histoxical data, comparison of trends with respect to place or time. 

Britannia Cmek was sampled at six locations. Backgtound water quality, that is upstream of the influence 
of mining areas, was detennined at site Bl at appmximately 2200 ft elevation. During the September 
sampling mad work was being done in this ama and access to the north side of the creek was limited. 
In December, the Creek cxossing at the 2200 level was washed out, 

Sampling was conducted along the length of the creek to idem.@ sources of loading along the Cxeek and 
spedically to address known and suspected sources: 

Steff~ Robertson and Kirste.n 
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TABLE 4.2 WATER QUALITY DATA, SEF’TEMBER 1990 

Britannia Jane 2200 Jane Britannia Britannia Hineral Britannia 4100 Treatment Treatment Britannia 
Creek Creek Porta1 Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek Porta1 Plant Plant Creek 

Bl Jl 52 B2 B3 B5 In out B6 
CALC 

PR 1.02 7.37 4.29 7.56 NA 6.98 7.23 6.92 4.46 4.55 4.38 6.98 
Acidity CaC03 1 4 142 3 NA 15 2 3 266 254 242 2 
Sulphate SO4 3 36 559 31 27 28 44 16 1740 1730 2030 18 

Dissolved Metals 
Copper D-CU (0.001 0.100 13.5 0.100 0.620 0.570 0.008 0.092 15.4 15.3 13.8 0.073 
Iron D-Fe <o.o <O.O 3.82 ~0.030 1.42 1.28 a.030 0.036 1.38 1.36 12.0 CO.030 ' 
Sodium D-Na 1.23 1.48 11.10 1.48 1.29 1.31 2.29 1.41 11.70 11.80 11.60 1.50 
Zinc D-Zn 4.005 0.54 11.70 0.79 0.69 0.70 0.05 0.24 30.20 30.80 30.30 0.23 

Total Hetals 
Copper T-CU <O.OOl 0.14 13.70 0.31 0.80 0.75 0.01 0.11 15.60 15.40 14.00 0.11 
Iron B T-Fe <CI.030 a.030 6.45 0.13 1.90 1.73 a. 030 0.13 3.64 4.13 13.40 0.13 
Zinc T-Zn a. 005 0.559 11.7 0.858 0.714 0.728 0.048 0.242 30.2 32.4 30.3 0.232 

Results are expressed as milligrams per litre except where indicated otherwise. 
c - Less than detection limit 

TABLE 4.3 WATER QUALITY DATA, DECEMBER 1990 

PR 
Acidity CaC03 
Sulphate SO4 

Dissolved Hetals 
Copper D-CU 
Iron D-Fe 
Sodium D-Na 
Zinc D-M 

Total M&als 
Copper T-CU 
Iron T-Fe 
Zinc T-2n 

Britannia 
Creek 

Bl 
7.02 

2.7 
Cl.0 

0.015 0.302 97.1 23.4 23.1 0.397 2.48 1.74 0.013 0.813 20 0.011 
go.03 CO.03 39.3 9.72 8.46 0.355 0.172 0.128 0.093 0.051 7.84 4.03 

0.63 1.28 2.79 1.55 1.59 0.66 0.75 0.78 0.94 0.84 11.4 0.84 
0.008 0.815 47 12.7 12.7 0.264 1.39 0.992 0.043 0.544 36.5 0.006 

0.015 0.455 97.3 23.5 
CO.03 0.042 42.6 10.5 
0.008 0.85 49.1 13 

Jane 
Creek 

Jl 
7.49 

3 
30.9 

2200 
Porta1 

3.49 
764 

1470 

Jane Jane Britannia Britannia Britannia Minera1 Britannia 4100 
Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek Porta1 

52 53 B2 B3 84 - Ml 86 
3.99 3.97 6.97 5.41 5.12 7.93 6.42 4.24 

184 181 5.3 20 10.4 2 5 332 
390 391 10.2 44.1 30.1 12.8 19.4 1930 

23.1 0.453 2.49 1.75 o-oit 0.838 20.9 
9.13 0.414 1.02 0.702 0.114 0.212 9.32 
12.7 0.264 1.44 1.02 0.045 0.546 39.1 . . 

Furry 
Creak 

8.36 
*1 
<l 

0.011 
0.033 
0.006 

Results are expressed as milligrams per litre except were indicated otherwlse. 
< = Less than detection limit 
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The copper concentrations in the September sampiing were simiIar to recent data as summarized by 
Goyette and Ferguson (1985). and shown in Table 4.4 and 4.5. The December samptig however showed 
high copper concentrations and flow from the 2200’ porta& similar in loading to historical spring discharge 
data. Zinc concentrations were also elevated and are also of concem with respect to water quality. 

TABLE 4.4 
F’ORTAL DRAINAGE 

SAMPLING DATE 

June 21,1983 
December 6,1983 
Mai-ch 21,1984 
May 24, 1984 
September 27, 1984 
September 21,199O 
December 6.1990 

2200 LEV3iL D&!HARGE .41OO LEVEL DISCHARGE 

Diss. CU mg/L Flow m3/d Diss. CU mg/L Fldw m3/d 

51.4 6000 31.8 -- 
12.3 39 18.3 ww 
43 6600 14.0 es 
23.8 2530 19.7 s- 
5.12 em -- ms 

13.5 -- 15.4 3628 
97.1 1123 20.0 13,824 

Total and dissolved metal (CU, 2%) concentrations are similar, indicating most of the metal load is 
dissolved. Total iron vahres, however, are higher than the dissolved in Britannia Creek at sites B3 and 
B4; whexe Jane Creek joins Britannia. Metal pmcipitation was evident along the cmek in this area, and 
pH values are higher than in the upstmam drainage, ranging tlom 5.4 to 7.0. The total imn load is 
probably due in part to physicaI mobilization of some of the iron oxide and hydroxide precipitates. 
Sodium concentrations were typically less tban 1.5 mglL but wete elevated in the drainage from the 
poxtaIs (up to 11.4 rn& fmm the 4100 level) and sIightly elevated (2.3 mg/L) in Mit@ral Cnxk 
suggesting drainage from the 2700 portai was conhibuting Britannia Cmek in December. 

In September, total ami dissolved copper values in the tmatment plant influent were 15 mg/L, approaching 
the lower design limit for this plant. Some of the flow through the tmaunent plant was divexted into the 
setding pond below the plant, at various stages along the course of the cementation laundem. Copper 
concentrations in the tmatment plant effluent were similar at 14 mg/L. Iron concentrations however 
increased from 1.4 to 12 mg/L Fe @SS.) from infiuent to effluent, hrdicating cementation mactions were 
occuning. 

The initial flushing of oxidation zones after a prolonged dry period tends to result in high concentrations 
and metal loadings due to stored oxidation products. Sampling was not possible at the Bxitannia site in 
the initial weeks of heavy rainfall due to road closures along the Squamish highway which linmed access 
fmm Vancouver. The December sampling trip was conducted after appxoximately two months of rainfall. 

Steffen Robmon aqd Khten 



TABLE 4.5 
COMPARISON OF BRITANNIA CREEK AND MAJOR DISCHARGES 

1972,1976,1980,1983/84,1990 

Parameter Year Flow PH SO4 T.CU T.Zll T.Fe DCU D.ZIl D-Fe 

Creek U/S 72 60.1 6.7 1.6 0.047 0.03 0.07 - 

80 0.03 0.02 <O.Ol 

83/84 6.6 2.0 - w 0.02 0.02 0.03 

2200’ 72 2.6 3.0 1598 28.4 62.4 223 
hdinewater 80 w 0.43 0.47 0.66 - e 

83f84 3.0 727 - - 27.1’ 20.1 26.3 
Dec 6 3.8 m s - w 12.3 8.21 - 

Mar 21 3.0 - e - 4.3 31.6 - 

Creek 72 39.1 4.4 ,123 2.1 4.5 26.8 - 
Below 

- 

80 0.17 0.17 0.06 - 
2200’ 

83/84 6.3 10.3 w 0.36 0.28 0.05 
Dec - 7.2 - Q18 0.21 - 

Mineral 72 0.70 7.7 1229 0.09 1.3 1.2 
Creek 80 e 0.02 ( 0.04 - 

83/84 6.5 9.2 - w 0.03 0.06 0.04 

4100’ 72 5.1 3.0 2197 20 66.1 104.8 
Minewater 80 - 3.7 - 18.3 28.1 - 

83/84 3.6 - - 1.4 0.26 - 

Creek 72 111.4 4.0 235 2.6 7.1 9.3 - 
at Mouth 76 - 1.6 37 40 

83J84 6.5 11.7 - 0.14 0.15 0.16 
Dec6 7.6 - - 0.03 0.13 - 

* units are mg/l except pH - pH units 
T. = Total (mg/l) 
D.. = DiSsolVed (tigb) 
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It would be expected that dissolved metal concentrations would be somewhat less than in the initial flusk 
As shown graphically in Figuxes 4.7 and 4.8 comparing the September and December sampling, the 
December sampling program demonstrated high concentrations associated with high flow events, 
corxesponding with results determined in previous sampling programs (Goyette and Ferguson, 1985). 

The variation in flow rates and concentration fiom each of the drainage sources evident in this and 
previous surveys mdicates the need to addmss seasonal fluctuations in drainage water quality. Such 
variations must be understood for the design of any treatment pmcess. The objective of the sampling 
program described herein was to identify and characterize the major sources of loading to Britannia Cnxk. 
In order to accurately quant@ the total ammal contributions of each source, and identify sources which 
may not have been distinct during these periods, a more extensive smvey on at least a monthly basis 
would be required over at least a one year period, including two spring runoff periods. 

4.4.5 Contaminant Loadings 

Flow data we= used to calculate chemical mass loadings for each of the sampling programs. These 
results are summarized in Table 4.6 and 4.7 and shown graphically for key parametem in Figure 4.6a 
and 4.6b. The water quality sampling data have been hrcorporated into a Geographic Information System 
(GIS). Detailed rtmlts of the loadiug calculations are pmsented in Appendix A. 

These msults indicate the major source of contaminant loading is the drainage fmm the underground 
workings. In December, 88 % of the total copper loading in Britannia Creek was contributed by the 2200 
portai drainage. This drainage also had the highest copper concentration at 97 mg&, and the flow from 
the poxtal reptesented less than 1 96 of the total flow of Britarmia Creek at the mouth. It must be 
recoguized however that slow liom the underground workings which discharges at the 4150 level is 
discharged to Howe Sound either dimctly, or through the tmatment plant 

Flow was not issuing at a measurable rate front the 2200 portai during the September survey however the 
drainage had low pH (429) with elevated acidity at 142 mg&. Dissolved metal concentrations were; 
13.5 mg/L Cu, 3.8 mg& Fe, ami 11.7 mg/L Za It would be expected however that, when flowing, this 
drainage would contribute significantly to the metal loadings in Jane aud Btitanuia Cmeks. 

The total copper loading to Howe Sound from Briuumia Cmek calculated for each of the two sampling 
periods was 0.9 kg/day (Sept) and 128 kg/day (Dec.). Discharge dimctly to Howe Sound fi-ont the 4100 
level and tmatrnent plant discharge was 51 kg/d Cu (Sept.) ami 289 kg/d (Dec. bypass of the txeatment 
plant due to high flows). These data are summarlzed in Table 4.8. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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TABLE 4.6 CALCULATED LOADINGS, SEPTEMBER 1990 

Britannia Jane 2200 Jane Britannia Britannia Minera1 Britannia 
creek Creek Porta1 Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek 

Bl Jl 52 B2 B3 BS 
CALC 

Estimated Flou L/s 58 4.2 0 4.2 39.8 44 0 92 
PB 7.02 1.31 4.29 7.56 NA 6.98 7.23 6.92 
Sulphata SO4 16.0 13.2 0.0 13.5 94.0 107.6 30.3 127.2 

Dissolved Metala 
Copper D-CU 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04 2.1 2.2 0.01 0.13 
Iron D-Fe 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.9 4.9 0.00 0.29 
Sodium D-Na 6.2 0.54 0.00 0.54 4.4 5.0 1.6 11.2 
Zinc D-IA 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.29 2.4 2.7 0.03 1.9 

Total Hetals 
Copper T-CU 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.11 2.7 2.9 0.01 0.07 
Iron T-Fe 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 6.5 6.6 0.00 1.0 
Zinc T-Zn 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.31 2.5 2.8 0.03 1.9 

Sesults are expressad as kilograms per day except where indicated otherwise. 
( I Less than detaction limit 

4100 Treatment Treatment Britannia 
Porta1 Plant Plant Creek 

In : out B6 

42 42 42 97 
.4.46 4.55 4.38 6.98 

6314.1 6277.8 7366.5 150.0 

55.9 55.5 50.1 0.61 
5.0 4.9 43.5 0.00 

’ 42.5 42.0 42.1 12.6 
110 112 110 1.9 

56.6 55.9 50.8 0.92 
13.2 15.0 48.6 1.1 

110 118 110 1.9 

TABLE 4.7 CALCULATEiD LOADINGS, DECEMBER 1990 

Estimated Flou L/B 
PB 
Sulphate SO4 

Dissolved Hatals 
Copper D-CU 
Iron D-Fe 
Sodium D-Na 
Zinc D-In 

Britannia Jane 2200 Jane Jane Britannia Britannia Britannia Minera1 Britannia 4100 
Creek Creek 

81 Jl 
560 56 

1.02 7.49 
0.0 150 

0.73 1.5 109 140 138 23 156 156 
0.00 0.00 44.1 57.9 50.4 

.D.lS 
20.3 10.8 11.5 1.0 

30.5 6.2 3.1 9.2 9.5 31.1 41.3 70.1 10.6 
0.39 3.9 52.8 15.1 15.1 15.1 87.7 89.1 0.48 

Porta1 

13 
3.49 
1651 

Creek Creek 
52 53 
69 69 

3.99 3.97 
2325 2331 

Creek Creek 
B2 83 

661 730 
6.97 5.41 

583 2781 

Creek Creek Creek Porta1 
B4 Ml B6 

1040 130 1770 '160 
5.72 7.93 6.42 4.24 

2705’ 144 2967 26680 

124 216 NA 
1.0 108 NA 
129 158 NA 

83.2 505 NA 
Total Hetals 

Copper T-CU 0.73 2.20 109 140 138 25.9 
Iron -T-Fe O.OQ D-.20 41.0 62.6 54.4. 23.6 
Zinc T-En 0.39 4.1 55.1 11.5 75.7 15.1 

Results are expressed as kilograms per day except where indicated otherwise. 
< - Less than detection limit 

157 157 0.2 128 289 
64.3 63.1. 1.3 32.4 129 
90.0 91.7 0.51 83.5 541' 

Furry 
Creek 

NA 
8.36 

NA 

NA 
-NA 
NA 
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TABLE 48 

Page 4-33 

CALCULATED LOADINGS TO HOWE SOUND 

BRITANNIACREEK 4100 LEVEL 

Treatment Plant Direct Discharge 
Discharge 

Total Copper Loading (kg/day) 

September 

December 

Total Zinc Loading (lcg/day) 

0.9 51 -- 

128 m- 289 

September 1.9 110 SI 

December 84 s-s 541 

Zinc loadings to Howe Sound axe significant, and appear to be higher than m pmvious suxveys. Copper 
loadings to Britannia Creek are less than historical values (during operations) however are similar to, or 
slightly higher than, copper loadhqs in the early 1980s (Section 3.1.3). 

The mlatively high concentrations and loadings from the portai drainage samples in the December smvey 
a&x prolonged high precipitation indicates there is a significant store of dissolved or soluble oxidation 
products in the underground workings. A high precipitation event tends to flush amas which nonnally 
remain “dry” and store oxidation products. It would be expected that the initial drainage conta%& higher 
colons than this sampling,, @er approximately two months of high precipitation. At a Conservative 
estimate thërefore, the combmed drainage from Britannia Cmek and the 4100 level contributed over 24 
tonnes of copper to Howe Sound during the two month period p&xding the sampling. The stored 
oxidation products would tend to provide a “slug” of umu&nants in runoff and drainage immediately 
following precipitation periods. 

Metal precipitate formation was evident along Jane and Britaunia Creeks and drainage channels frorn the 
pottals. Iron staining was evident along the Upper reaches of Britannia Creek to approximately station B4. 
As shown in Photograph 4.8 at station B3, there was appamntly poor mixing of the two stmams, and the 
&aracteristi~~ orange-yellow pnxipitate was evident along the banks but a white precipitate, possibly 
sulphate salts, dominated in the centre of the stream. These metal oxide and hydroxide precipitates 
represent a store of potentially mobile ptoducts which could be flushed during high flow periods, or 
leached with acidic flow ami reported as a “slug” of elevated dissolved or total metal contamination. 

Steffem Robeswn and ICMen 
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Three “othei’ sources of drainage contributing to Britannia Cxeek were identitïed from the hydrological 
balance. Based on the chemical mass loading calculated for the Creek, apptoximate metal ami 
concentrations were calculated for each of these drainage sources. 

Source Sl (see Section 4.4.3) was the most contaminated source contributing 101 L/s of flow with 
dissolved metal loadings of 22 kg/day Cu, 20.3 kg/day Fe, 14.7 kg/day Zn, and 583 kg/day SOds (2.1 kg/d 
Cu, 4.9 kg/d Fe, 2.4 kg,/d Zn and 78 kgfd SOhs in the September sampling despite no apparent increase 
in flow). These increases in loading were noted between Bl and B2, upstream of the confluence of Jane 
Cmek with Britannia Cmek. 

Possible sources of contaminants at this level include: 

. drainage from the waste rock material amund the old cote shack and powerhouse; 

. waste rock dumps on which these facilities were constructed; 

. seepage from the 2200 level portai or above dinxtly into Britannia Creek, or through the 
waste at the 2200 level into the Cmelr; 

e acid generation below the 2200 level site and above or within the debris accumulated at 
Tunnel Dam. 

The flow rate and concentrations at this site were estimated from sites B3 and 52. 

Source S2 appeamd to be “fmsh” water ami did not conttibute comammams to the Creek. Solution pH 
values hxxeased slightly fiom Station B3 above the source to B4 below the source, and sulphate decnxsed 
awy* 

Source S3 did not appear to be severely contamhnued ahhough sulphate loading incmased slightly from 
B4 to B6. Solution pH incmased from 5.7 to 6.4 and dissolved Cu and Fe loadings d ecreased slightly, 
possibly due to precipitation of metals at more alkaline pH values. Sulphate was however contributed 
fiom this source; approxhnately 120 kg/d (23 kg/d). 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Page 5-l 

5.1 Phgsical/Geotechnical 

Cumznt and future physical impacts at the Btitannia Mine will occur primarily in the Jane Basin. These 
Will con& of subsidence of the ama above the underground workings, failums on the pit walls, and 
ravelling of the waste dumps. A glory hole is present in the bottom of me Fairview pit and the area below 
the East Bluff pit is the zone whem most of the underground mining was conducted, therefoxe cominued 
subsidence is likely in these amas, eqxiaJly as underground timbers continue to rot. A scatp appears to 
be pmsent above the Jane pit indicating tbe possibility of ongoing subsidence in this area. This should 
be verifkd by a ground traverse. The limits of subsidence to date cannot be accummly estimated because 
only high level airphotos have been examined. 

Portions of the pit walls axe still actively eroding and because subsidence is continuing it’is Jikely that 
these areas will not stabilize within the next decade. Txees are not likely to establish on these slopes 
because of the lack of soil and active slope ravelling. Vegetation is beginning to establish on the waste 
dumps and should help to teduce future erosion. 

Other areas whete physical impacts may occur are tbe waste dump at the 2200 level portai and the roads 
intheJaneBasin. Erosionofthewastedumpmayoccurasaresultofafloodeventorchangeintbe 
cmek channel of Britannia Creek. Any eroded material would be deposited further downstmam. Some 
of the roads in the pit area are eroding as the fill ravels and the ditches become blocked. This is a 
relatively minor impact relative to the others described above. 

53 Dr&age Water 

5.2.l Sources of Water Entry 

‘lb majority of the slow into the Britannia underground workings is believed to discharge at the 4150 
port& Smaller amounts of mine water are known to flow from at least three other portais (namely, 2200 
level, 2700 level and at least one within the Futry Cmek drainage). 

A detailed record of flow m easmements has been maimahxd of the mine drainage emerging fiom the 
4150 portaL The data reveal a long-u& average flow rate of about 130 L/s. Only spot measumments 
or visual estimates are available for assessing the discharges from the other three portais. Based on tbis 
sparse data set, the combined flow from the thme portais probably amounts to something less than 10 
pemnt of the discharge fiom the 4150 portaL 

Stefh Robexrson and Kirsten 
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The prhnary source of water entry to the underground wokings is considered to be the atea known as Jane 
Basin, The effects of surface and underground workings in this general axea have combined to produce 
conditions that maximize infiltration to the underground. The bottom of the open pits in Jane Basin may 
be suffïciently permeable that ail nmoff flowing into the open pits subsequently seeps to the underground 
workings. 

Indimt evidence for the above was found by compating the estimated runoff into the open pits with the 
measured flows out of the 4150 portal. The total catchment area commanded by the open pits is about 
1.2 km2. For this size area, the mean annual nmoff was estimated to lie within the range 130 to 170 L/s, 
or values very similar to the measured mine drainage flow. As shown on FQure 4.1 this compaxison is 
also valid on a monthly basis. 

533 Sources of Loading 

The major sources of comaminam loading to Britatmia Cmek were identifïed by review of historical data, 
discussion with those familiar with the area, observation of the site and metal staining along active ami 
dry creek beds and seeps, and two site sampling surveys. These sources ate discussed in detail in 
Sections 3.1 (historical) and 4.3 (curmnt). 

Drainage thmugh the open pits, exposed surface workings, underground workings ami water courses is 
contaminated with acidity and metals fmm thme major sources: 

0 oxidation products generated by contimdng acid generation and metal leactig teactions; 

ii) fhshing of stored oxidation pnxiucts; 

iii) fhtshing ami dissolution of salts which pmcipitated ,as a result of dilution/neutralization mactions 
along the drainage padx 

The relative contribution of each is diflïcult to quanti@ with the existing data however. 

0 it would appear that the rate or extent of oxidation has decreased since the mine was operational 
by mduced concentrations in the portai drainage. This is probably due bath to a reduction of 
disturbed areas which reduces exposed ftesh minerai surfaces for oxidation, and, a reduction in 
fine particles which would contribute to elevated total metal levels during operation. The 
consumption of available sulphides, and therefore long-tenn potential for contaminant generation 
cannot be predicted from available data; 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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ii) there is a considerable store of oxidixed products within the underground workings based on the 
elevated concentrations and loading after an extended precipitation period (fall of 1990); 

iii) bon and copper pmcipitates wem evident along both Jane and Britannia Creeks, but not Mineral 
Creek in the area of the road crossin~ 

iv) pmeipitation of metal oxides and hydroxides along drainage flowpaths could serve to coat the 
flowpath and limit flushhrg of potentially oxidixing areas. Such precipitation was evident along 
the 2200 portal dminage channel. 

The major sources of metal and acidity loading fîom the mine workings which were identifïed in this 
smvey include: 

0 Extensively acidixed open pit and glory hole walls which drain primarily into the underground 
workings; 

ii) 2200 poltal drainage 

iii) 4100 portal dminage. 

Suspected or potential sources of contaminated drainage from the mine woricings which wem not sampled 
or not connibuting signifmam loadings during these sampling periods include: 

0 drainage from the 2700 portai into Minerai Crue~ 

ii) drainagefmmthe1800portalintotheFurryCreekdrainagebasin. 

Somm of loading from-the wastes which were not specifïcally identiged from seeps, but appeamd to 
contribute contaminants curmntly or historicall~ 

0 waste dumps at the East Bluff pit ama. Waste in the miU area (Beach level) may be generating 
coxuamhants but would probably drain dimctly by gmundwater flow into Howe Sound and not 
be apparent in sampling of Britannia Cre& 

ii) mine waste at the 2200 level including rock, timbem and structural material at the 2200’ level on 
which the old powerbouse, tore shack and road am located; 

Steffen Robertson and Kimen 
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iii) landslides wete not specifically identified ami major seeps were not evident fmm areas of slide 
debris in this ptogram. Historical records however suggest that at one time surface drainage from 
the Jane Basin ama contained contaminants fmm the slide debris. 

Potential sources of contaminants ftom facilities and wastes have been identifled from a review of the site, 
and understanding of geochemistry. These sites axe classified as “potential” as they were either not: 

0 contributing drainage to Britannia Cmek at the time of the study, or were beyond the scope of this 
investigation, i.e. were not in the Britannia Creek watershed, or 

ii) contribtig to Howe Sound directly or requhing detailed hydmgeological investigations. 

These amas should be addressed if further investigations are conducted at the Btitia site, and include. 

0 settling ponds and facilities at the former water treaunent plant at the 2100 level. It would be 
expected that drainage fmm this area would discharge into the Cmek near site B4. From the 
results of the mass loading calculations for the Cmek, it did not appear to contribute contan&ants 
fxom sutface or subsurface nmoff at the time of sampling 

ii) 

iii) 

settbg pond at the Beach level tmatment plant; 

pond at the 4150 level which was appamntly an emergency storage or tailhqs pond, receivmg 
contributions fiom the mill and the 2200 level cementation plant Surface water front the pond 
would decant into the tmatment plant; 

iv) tailings deposition on the lxach near the mouth of &hannia Cmek (uncontlmmd); 

VI portaldrainagetotheFurryCreekdminagebasin. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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6.0 REMEDIATION OPTIONS 

There are tbree appmches to the comrol of acid rock drainage: 

0 
ii) 
iii) 

control of acid generation xeactions; 
contxol of migration of comaminantq 
collection and treatment of acid drainage, 

Control of acid generation mactions is the most desirable approachz preventing the onset of rapid acid 
generation by early identification and contml of potentially acid genemting materials. Once the acid 
generation neactions are established .me approach must be to contml the movement of the oxidation 
products and minimize the discharge of these products to the receiving environment. In some cases this 
cari be accomplished by the use of covers and seals, and diversion of surface ami gmundwater to minimize 
the movement of these contamhrants. Altematively, for some sites the most practical alternative is to 
wllect the contamWed drainage for tmatment prior to discharge. These thme approaches are not 
exclusive however, and a combiion of these measures is generally the most effective and ewnomically 
acceptable sohuion. 

The data wntained within this review of the Britannia site indicate that rapid acid generation has been 
established both on surface and within the underground workhqs thtoughout the site. Control of further 
acid generation may be feasible in some amas, however them appears to be a significant store of oxidation 
products. The approach to remediation of the site is therefore seen to be a combination of the latter two 
approaches. Where possible, the migration of contaminants would be limited by wntrolling the flushing 
ami infiltration of surface water by wvers or surface and ground water diversions. It is mcognized that 
there is a significant store of oxidation pxoducta comamed witbin the surface waste and the surface and 
undergroundworkings,andthatintheshorttennatleastsomeformoftreatmentmaybe~dto 
pmduce water quality suitable for discharge. If physical wntrol measums are adopted for control of 
surface water, treatment may also be requimd dut@ wnstmction and hnplementation of these measures. 
Any surface disturbance in areas of oxidation or d&urbed material may msult in the mlease of both total 
and dissolved metal values, deleterious to water quality. 

The possible appxoaches to wntrol and remediation of the Britannia site are described in the following 
sections and summarized in Table 6.1. This table provides a general discussion of the approach, 
advantages ami disadvantages and relative wsts of each remediation option wnsidered independently. It 
is recommended however that a wmbination of control measures is considexed for the Britatmia site, as 
described in Section 6.0. 

Steffen Robeatwn ad Kirsta 



TABLE 6.1 
PROPOSED REMEDIATION OPTIONS FOR BRITANNIA MINE 

l lower available dilution 

l Ilmit furthcz acid generation l fhuhing of storcd poducts 
l net positive water balsnce 
therefore discharge ultimately 

l locate openings to surfa& 
l grotmd conditions i 
. identify specitïc sounxs of 

l fboding with alkaline l complexation and pecipitation l qttantity of alkali reqttired l extent of underground 
of stored oxidation products l potential for subsequent 
l liitation of futther acid remobilixation of precipitate 

l provide storage of acid drainage 
plior to treatmmt plant 

l reduce infiltration and 
migration of contaminane 
l lowa volume of water to be 

l locations and stored volumes in 
wsste dumps not known 
l access to dumps (location and 

l cost - depending on location 

store wastes below 

l materials handlin 



4. Taihngs 

5. Draiuage Water 
(overview for site 
specific 
discussion!i see 
Section 6.2) 

Remediation * 

l installation of covers 
and diversion of surface 
water 

l removal to tmderwater 
storage elther in Howe 
Sound or in 
underground workings 

l collection sud 
treelment 

Advantares 

l reduce flushing and migration 
of conmminams 

l remove possible source of 
contaminants 
l imptove physical stability in 
emagency pond area 

l reduction in total volume to be 
treated 

l centralization of comaminated 
drainage 

l prevention of diiarge to 
B&annir and Mineral Creeks 

l conttol of discharge water 
ww 
l removal of contaminants 

Diiadvantaees 

l availability of caver materials 

l release of stored pmdtu4s 
l cleanup required of c-turent 
storage area 
l locedng appropriate storage 
location 

l constmction and maintenauce of 
divasim ditches (slope 
instability), leakage 
l considerable precipitation occurs 
as snow - mping witlt snow pack 
l limitations of topography 

l construction and maintenauce 
l identificadon of sources 

l identification all surface 
openings and intetnal diversions 
l potential physical instability of 
underm-ound workines 

l long term maintenance and 
operation requirements and costs 
l sludge stabihty 
l sludge disposal 
l collection system and upstream 
surge control 

Further Studies II 

l altemate disposai amas 
l volume of material 
l potential for water caver 
l predictions of tailings 
deposition patterns for 
submarine disposai 

l pumping and piping 
requirements 

* each of these remediation options is evaluated iraîependently. It is recommended that a combiition of measures may ptove most effective, as described kt 
Section 6.0. 

At this tinte it appeau that the shaded items should be pursued in the near future. 
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6.1 Water Management - Diversion 

6.1.1 Pits 

Them are hvo options for mducing water flow over the pit surfaceix 

0 diversion of nmoff around the pits, and, 

ii) placing covers to pmmote runoff and xeduce flushing of pit walls f?om direct precipitation. There 
t is potemial for divexting nmoff around the east side of the East Bluff pit and around the west side 

of the East Bluff and Jane pits. Reducing infiltration to the pits through the use of covers is not 
recommended because ongoing subsidence would destxoy the integrlty of the covers. Fmthermore, 
the topography sud pmsence of glory holes would make any caver very difficult to place. 

Location of potential diversion ditches and msultant catchments are shown on Hgme 6.1 and cari be 
companxi to the curmnt catchment areas shown in Figure 4.3. These diversions could reduce the 
catchment which drains into the underground mine fiom 12 km2 by a maximum of 0.15 ami 0.55 km2, 
respecdvely. Factors such as the feasibility of ditch location and seepage under the ditches thmugh talus 
will reduce the efficiency of the ditches. 

On the east side diversion a cost savings in ditch construction cari be achieved by upgrading the mads so 
that the upstream edge becornes the diversion dit&, however the diverted area would be only about 
50 percent of that area diverted if a ditch was located near the pit crest. It is difficult to determine the 
best location for a diversion on the west side of the East Bhrffpit because the available topographie maps 
are not sufficiently accumte and the distribution of talus, mine waste, and slide debris influence the 
practicality of ditch location. It may be necessary to construct lined ditches to prevent losses into talus 
and subsidence cracks. 

The Empress pit lies in the Fmry Creek watershed and is not part of the scope of work for this project. 
As noted in Section 4.2.1, the Empress pit may be hydraulically connected to the underground mine. 

6.13 Underground Workings 

There are hvo options for limiting the flow of water through the underground workings. The options 
include: 

0 divert runoff fiom the points of entry, and; 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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ii) flood the underground workings to the upper most levels. Diverting runoff from the points of 
entry, as discussed in Section 6.1.1 will be limited because of the pit area catchment. Divexting 
runoff fmm around the pits, as desctibed above, could mduce inflows by approximately 50 
percent. 

Reducing the flushing of contaminants cari be achieved by flooding the underground workings. It should 
be recognized, however that there could lx in the short tenu, au initial slug of loading frorn pmviously 
unftushed areas. Rroposed locations for bulkheads ate shown in Figure 6.2. Details of preliminaiy design 
of bulkhead tequirements for flooding are ptesented in Appendix A. 

A modification of the flooding option that has been implemented at the abandoned BethEnergy Mine in 
West Virginia, U.S.A., incorporates alkahne additives to the flooding water (House and Willison, 1986). 
The underground workings wem sealed and flooded with alkaline water, and apatite (phosphate) was 
dusted on the surfaces underground which would not be flooded. Alkahnity was added as lime and caustic 
soda (NaOH). Prier to this flooding, contamMed drainage was collected and tteated at an annual cost 
($1985) of $480,000. At the lime, the pmsent value of this cost on a projected 40 year treatment 
requinment was $4.7 million (10 percent discount rate). The cost of flooding was $1.3 million. It has 
not been possible to obtain any further information to date, however the paper reports that: 

. withh~ four momhs of beghming flooding (1984) discharge pH increased fmm 3.9 to 7.0 and 
remains at 7.0 (1986) 

. itondecmasedfrom133ppmtoflppm. 

. alkahnityhasincmasedf’kmOto350mg/Landacidityd ecreased fiom 470 to 20 mg/L. 

. at an annual flow of 512 x ld gallons (US.) per year, an equivalent flow of four teplacement 
volumes of water have run thmugh the mine wotlkigs since flwding, and no addhional surface 
water tnxtment has been requimd. 

This approach may have merit at Brhannia however would xequhe camful consideration of the nature and 
amount of stored ptoducts, and the required type and amount of alkali for metal removal (notably zinc). 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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6.13 Waste Dumps 

There are three options for reducing infiltration into the waste dumps; diversion ditches, covers, and 
removal for disposal either underwater or within another catchment such as the pits. The thxee areas of 
concem are: the main waste dumps adjacent to the East Bluff pit, the waste at the 2200 level portai, and 
the waste in the miU area. 

In the case of the waste dumps adjacent to the pits there are two general approaches for remedi$on, The 
flrst is to leave the waste in place and reduce the infiltration with diversion ditches and a caver. This may 
not be suffïcient to reduce environmental impact to acceptable levels and some fonn of collection and 
treatment may be xequired. Based on a plan axea of 38,000 m’, a caver 1 m thick, and allowing for 
recontoming of up to 10,000 m3 of waste, the cost of constructing a caver would be in the order of 
$1.2 million (Assuming costs similar to Mt. Washington at (K. Ferguson, review comments, 1990) $30/m3 
for imported and compacted fill, and $2/m3 for nzcontotig). 

The other option is to xemove and dispose the waste in the pits. It is not likeli that much of the waste 
could be dumped so that it would be below the flood elevation in the underground and workings and 
consequently the waste would continue to generate ARD. The benefit of this approach is that the total 
volume of water to be treated could be decreased. A concem is that rehandling wïll pmmote flushing of 
ARD products tim the waste and may also create new acid generating surfaces, both of which would 
result in incxease+I loadings to the heatment fa&@. The cost of this appmach, based on a total of 
700,OOO’tonnes and a unit cost of $2/tonne, the total cost would be in the order of $1,400,000. Additional 
data and a cost benefit analysis is necessary to determine the best option for xemediation of this waste 
dump. 

The character and quant@ of waste stoxed and used for 5Il and construction at the 2200 level cannot be 
detennined fmm smface observation, consequently, it is diffïcult to identify suitable remediation options. 
However, given that this waste is not located near to a site where underwater disposai could be 
hnplemented, it appears that some form of drainage water diversion and caver will be rhe most cost 
effective solution. protection against future erosion by Brltannia Creek is a concem. Fmther information 
will lx requhd to quantify ami cost remediation for this source. 

Waste which has been dumped at the 4100 level near the mill has a suiface slope at or near the angle of 
repose which would make placement of a wver very difficult. This materlal is not located near to a 
suitable underwater disposal site, except for Howe Sound which is not xewmmended because of the 
short-tenn potential for releasing stored ARD pxuducts in waste. Funher data are required to identify 
potential remediation options. 

Skffen Robertson and Kksten 
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6.i.4 Taiiings 

Options for reducing contaminated drainage from the tailings pond include reduction of in.tïltration into 
the tailings through diversions or covers, or temoval of the tailings. The following discussion refers to 
the pond near the mill, and does not include other amas of possible historic tailings deposition, such as 
along the shoreline of Howe Sound. 

Construction of diversion ditches around the pond area, in conjunction with placing a synthetic caver, 
could signifrcantly reduce the infiltration, possibly by as much as 90 percent. . A synthetic caver is 
pmbably less expensive to place over the tailings than a soit caver because of the soft nature of the tailing 
material, additionally a synthetic caver would be more effective at reducing infïltration. A 40 mil low 
density polyethylene (LDPE) caver over the pond would cost approximately $7,000, installed. Allowance 
for regular replacement of the caver would be xequired. The existing tailings pond could be upgraded to 
ensure that a permanent water caver is maintained. The nature of the existing embankment containing 
the tailings is not known so it is diffïcult to estimate costs for xehabiitation of the structure. This 
approach could effectively limit the formation of ARD pmducts fiom the tailings, however, further 
treatment of the drainage water might be quired to remove ARD products flushed out of the tailings. 

Options for disposai of the tailings include underwater disposal in Howe Sound, where most of the tailings 
wen placed during operation or placement underground in the mine. Placement of the tailings in Howe 
Sound is not recommended because this would liberate the accumulated ARD pmducts in the taïlings. 
Removal and placement underground would probably require taking the material into the 2200 level. The 
cost of this approach could be in the order of $lO/tonne or $80,000 because either special trucks would 
be requimd to enter the mine, or double handnng would be requind. Underwater disposal in the mine 
would limit further ARD, however temporary increases in metal loadings to the tmatment plant may occur 
due to flushixig of stored ptoducts. 

6.15 Roads 

At this tinte it is assumed that acid generation from the toads is not a problem and that measures to divert 
water ftom the toads are not requited. 

6.2 Drainage Collection Systems 

63.1 Pits 

Options for implementing dminage collection for the pits in Jane Basin are hmited to allowing the 
drainage to exit via the underground mine because of the limits of topography and the presence of the 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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glory holes. Drainage fmm the Empxess pit could be monitored and if acceptable released to the 
environment or otherwise pumped up to the No. 5 pit where it would flow into the underground mine. 

63.2 Underground Mine 

The geometry of the underground mine is well suited for drainage collection and routing to the 4100 level 
portai, as is the current practice. Drainage from the 2200 level must be effectively diverted back irito the 
underground workings or, if requin& this drainage could be piped down Britannia Creek to the treatment 
plant. 

Seasonal variations in metal loading and drainage volume will need to be reduced in order to effectively 
run the treatment plant Some type of flow pond must be considered. The two options for this are to 
construct a retention pond in the vicinity of the outfall, or to use the stomge capacity within the 
underground workings. 

It is estimated that up to 0.4 x 106 cubic meters of storage would be required for an average precipitation 
year. The geometry of the site is not suitable for a retention pond of this size. TO use the underground 
workings as a retention pond would require: i) effective blocking of any portais within the zone of water 
storage and fluctuation; ii) control of water volumes exiting the mine at the 4150 level. If the 
underground workings were flooded, these structures would be required at all the mine porta.&. Flooding 
the mine would have the advantage of reducing the formation of ARD products, but it may result in higher 
initial ARD loading to the tmatment plant It is possible that underground storage of water may accelerate 
subsidence of that portion of the mine which is in the zone of the fluctuating water level. 

If rtxphed, drainage fiom the 2200 level portal ama could be either piped down Britannia Cxeek to the 
treatment plant, or pumped mto the mine at the 2200 1eveL This may require a high pressure pump if 
the mine is flooded. A pipe along Britannia Cmek would drain by gravity and would avoid the need for 
a power supply. 

6.23 Waste Dumps 1 

Options for collection of waste dump drainage, assuming that the waste is not relocated, is limited to 
providing a collection pond downhill of the various waste dumps. Some of the drainage from the waste 
adjacent to the East Bluff pit may be dmining into the underground mine. Drainage from the dumps 
which is collected could be monitored and if acceptable discharged to the environment or routed to the 
tmatment plant Drainage from the Jane Basin waste dumps would be most easily routed to the tmatment 
plant, if mquired, with a pump system to raise the water to where it could drain into the underground 
mine. It may be diicult to provide power to this location to run the pumps. 
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Drainage from the 4100 level mill area waste could be collected in ditches and pumped directly to the 
treatment plant 

6.2.4 Tailings 

Collection of drainage fmm the tailings pond would be most easily conducted with a ditch excavated near 
the toe of the embankment. The drainage could be then piped to the treatment plant. 

6.25 Roads 

It is assumed that the roads in Britannia Creek are not sources of ARD and that collection of drainage is 
not mquired. 

63 Treatment 

63.1 General 

In developing a treatment strategy for an acid mine drainage situation, a logical sequence of activities is 
followed. These activities are listed to provide an overview of the approach adopted in this study. 

. identify maximum and average flows 

. characterize feed as well as possible 

. Select the probable optimum processing concepts 

. test proposed concepts at lab scale 

. develop conceptual designs based on lab data 

. complete the detailed engineering for best concept 

. build the plant 

63.2 FIows 

Fiow data for the period 1983 to 1990 at the 4100 portal was analyzed to generate bistorical maximum 
and average design flows. These results, presented in Section 6.6, were in tum used to generate capital 
and operating costs pmsented in Sections 6.9.4 and 6.95. The design flow assumes that diversion of 
surface water above the pits will mduce peak flows and that the plugging of the portais and vent mises 
using concrete bulkheads will equalize hydraulic loading. The maximum design flowrate used to size the 
equipment was 690 m3/h while the mean design flow used for operating cost estimates was 635 m3/h. 
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6.33 Raw Water Characteristics 

The chemical characteristics of the potential feed to a treatment plant were detennined by galyzing 
samples collected from the 4100 and 2200 poxtals on November 28 and December 6,199O. The chemical 
characteristics of the two sample-s are provided in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. These two samples were used for 
the initial bench tests presented in this report. The 2200 portal sample had considerably higher acidity 
ami dissolved metals than the 4100 portal sample. Both samples contained elevated levels of dissolved 
copper, zinc, iron and aluminum. 

In addition, a sample from the 4100 poxtal was collected on March 13, 1991 to conduct the prucess 
simulation work. The results from this sample, which indicate a lower acidity than the November 28, 
1990 sample, are provided along with the test results in Table 6.7. 

63.4 Process Testwork Description 

A series of bench tests has been conducted to screen alternative processes. The purpose of this work was 
to provide a basis for assessment of the relative technical and economic feasibility of each. Process 
selection will ultimately involve trade-offs between costs, effluent quality and alternatives for upstream 
mitigation. Testwork was initially conducted on samples from both the 4100 and 2200 portals due to the 
marked difference in their chemical characteristics and uncertainty regarding future blending ratios for the 
drainages. The final test series was conducted on an additional sample fmm the 4100 level since access 
to the 2200 level was difficult, and the contribution of the 2200 level solution appeaxs to be minor. In 
addition, the 2200 solution will likely be redixected to the 4100 level within the mine prior to the onset 
of treatment, SO that its chemical characteristk wilI be kdifkd in any case. 

The following processes were evaluated on a labratory amenabiity level: 

1) Lime Pnxipitation 
2) Soda Ash Precipitation 
3) Sulphide Precipitation 
4) Lime and Soda Ash Addition 
5) Ion Exchange 
6) Seawater Dilution 
7) Limestone Treatment 

The nmlts are reported in the following sections together with descxiptions of the processes that were 
considered, and our evaluation. Test details are provided in Appendix C. 
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Table 6.2 

Raw Water Characteristics - Physical Test, Anions and Nutrients 

Date of Collection 
2200 Porta1 4100 Porta! 

Dec 6/90 Nov 28/90 

Physical Tests 
ITotal Dissolved Solids 1170 2480 1 
Hardness CaC03 610 979 
PH Units 3.49 3.51 
Total Suspended Solids 21 26 
Conductivitv umhoslcm 37Rrl 

Dissolved Anions 
Acidity 
Alkalinity 
Chloride 
Fluoride 
Sulphate 

CaC03 764 343 
CaC03 Cl <1 
CI CO.5 CO.5 
F 0.85 1.52 
SO4 1470 1850 

Nutrients 
Ammonia Nitrogen N 
Nitrate Nitrogen N 
Nitrite Bitrogen N 
Total Phosohorous P 

0.14 0.043 
CO.005 CO.005 
KO.001 co.oo1 

0.038 0.017 

Results expressed as mg/L except where noted 
< = less than 



Table 6.3 

Raw Water Characteristics - Metals 

Date of Collection 

Aluminum 
Antimony 
Arsenic 
Barium 
Berytlium 
Bismuth 
Boron 
Cadmium 
Calcium 
Chromium 
Cobalt 
Copper 
lron 
Lead 
Magnesium 
Wanganese 
tiolybdenum 
Uickel 
Jhosphorous 
2otassium 
tiercury 
jelenium 
sodium 
#con 
3lver 
strontium 
ianadium 

Al 
Sb 
As 
Ba 
Be 
Si 
B 
Cd 
Ca 
Cr 
CO 
CU 
Fe 
Pb 
Mg 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
K 
Hg 
Se 
Na 
Si 
Ag 
Sr 
v 

?inc zn 

2200 Porta1 
Dec 6190 

Total Dissolved 

61.8 
<0.0001 

0.0011 

0.327 
118 

97.3 
42.6 

0.1 

97.1 
39.3 

0.1 
75.1 

0.46 
<0.00005 

<0.0005 
2.79 

49.1 47 

4100 Porta1 
Nov 28/90 

Total Dissolved 

35.3 33.3 
CO.2 <0.2 
<0.2 -CO.2 

0.012 0.012 
<0.005 <o.o 

CO. 1 CO. 1 
0.21 0.2 

0.232 0.22 
206 203 

KO.015 CO.015 
0.101 0.098 

24.3 22.9 
5.97 5.95 

0.175 0.173 
104 98.4 

6.85 6.47 
CO.03 <0.03 
0,075 0.075 

1.26 1.16 

CO.2 CO.2 
. 

16.1 
CO.01 5 

2.77 
CO.03 

15.2 
<O.O! 

2.59 
CO.03 

42.4 44.4 

All results expressed as mg& 
< = less than 
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6.3.4.1 Lime Neutralization 

The conventional tmatment plant for acidic drainage is based on neutralization and precipitation to mmove 
acidity and heavy metals tiom solutior~ Lime is added to mise the effluent to a pH whexe the heavy metal 
hydtoxides are sufficiently insoluble to ptoduce a dischargeable effluent. 

The system would consist of a milk of lime mixing system to which hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide) 
ami water would be added to make a 15-20 weight percent slurry. Lime sluny would be dosed from a 
ring main to the acidic feed in one or more stirred tanks under pH control. At the appropriate pH, the 
metals would precipitate. The precipitate would need to be removed in a settling device which could 
range from a simple sludge pond to a fairly sophisticaléd thickener and/or filter. Iron removal would 
depend in part on the success of iron oxidation in the lime mactor, which would be achieved by means 
of an air sparge. 

It is likely that use of an organic flocculant chemical would be specified as well, to assist in the settling 
of the precipitates. The flocculant system would requim a mixing tank and a stock tank, together with 
a metexing pump and ptediIution system to make me appropriate additions. 

The NaOH based neutralixation cmves are provided in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for the two samples. 
Equivalent curves based on quicklime are provided in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. These latter plots are 
calculated based on the equivalent basicity of 1.43 for caustic soda compared to high calcium quicklime 
(CaO) at a basicity of 1.0. Reagent consumption is expmssed as kg/1000 m3 which is numerically 
identical to concentration expressed as ma. Lime consumption (CaO) to pH 7.0 was approximately 410 
and 150 kg/1000 m3 for the 2200 and 4100 portai drainages mspectively. Ca0 consumption to pH 9.5 
increased to 490 and 220 kg/1000 m3 for the 2200 and 4100 portai drainages mspectively. 

The results of the lime ptecipitation tests on the two portal drainages are pmsented in Table 6.4; .The 
testwork bas indicated that a lime dosage of 227 kg Ca&X) m3 was mquimd to reduce the soluble 
metals to acceptable concentrations, based on the sample from the 4100 portal collected in November, 
1990, while the equivalent lime dosage for the 2200 portai was 643 kg CaO/lOOO m3. 

6.X4.2 Iron/Alum Coagulation 

In the lime process, removal of the metal hydroxides in the settling device might not be sufflciently 
effective owing to the gelatirmus and colloidal nature of hydroxide precipitates, and the low levels at 
which they would be present. Settling of the pxecipitated solids could be enhanced by the addition of a 
coagulant such as ferrlc or aluminum sulphate. Iran or al~inum have the additional capability of 
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Table 6.4 

Lime Precipitation Test Results 

I Location 

Aluminum Al 
Antimony Sb 
Arsenic As 
Barium Ba 
Beryllium Be 
Bismuth Bi 
Bororl B 
Cadmium Cd 
Calcium Ca 
Chromium Cr 

Magnesium Mg 
Manganese Mn 
Molybdenum Mo 
Nickel Ni 
Phosphorous P 
Selenium Se 
Silicon Si 
Silver Ag 
Strontium Sr 

2200 Porta1 
Dec 6190 Nov 28190 

0 700 850 1000 0 200 300 500 

0 530 643 757 0 151 227 378 
2.92 6.6 8.7 10.09 3.51 7.13 8.57 9.9 

Dissolved Dissolved 
Metals Metals 

61.8 CO.2 0.49 1.47 33.3 CO.2 <0.2 0.87 
:0.001 X0.2 <0.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 <0.2 
3.0011 <0.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 <0.2 CO.2 CO.2 

CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 0.012 CO.01 CO.01 CO.01 
CO.005 <0.005 CO.005 CO.005 CO.005 <0.005 a.005 

<O.l <O.l <O.l CO.1 <O.l CO.1 CO.1 
CO.1 <O.l CO.1 0.2 0.19 0.18 0.18 

0.327 0.043 <O.Ol <O.Ol 0.22 0.192 0.035 CO.01 
118 302 188 194 203 207 206 213 

CO.015 <0.015 CO.015 <0.015 CO.015 <0.015 a.015 
<O.OlS CO.015 CO.015 0.098 0.076 CO.015 -CO.015 

75.1 56.8 52.08 la.4 
2.47 1.17 0.013 

CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 
CO.02 <0.02 X0.02 
CO.03 CO.03 <0.03 

CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
1.71 1.04 0.909 

CO.015 <0.015 CO.015 
0.915 0.792 0.753 
CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 

4100 Porta1 

0.173 <o.o <0.05 <0.05 
98.4 83.3 74.8 59.3 
6.47 5.19 3.39 0.174 

<0.03 CO.03 -CO.03 CO.03 
0.075 0.05 CO.02 <0.02 

1.16 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 
<0.2 CO.2 CO.2 a.2 
15.2 9.85 2.32 1.42 

<0.015 CO.015 <0.015 CO.015 
2.59 2.5 2.31 2.46 

CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 

Ail results expressed as mg/L 
<=lessthan 



Neutralization of 2200 Porta1 Drainage 
Sodium Hydroxide 
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Figure 6.3 
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Neutralization of 2200 Porta1 Drainage 
High Calcium Quicklime Equivalent 
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coprecipitating a wide range of ions. T~US, tbeir use would both imptove settling and xeduce the total 
dissolved solids by adsorbing/coprccipitating additional quantities of undesirable ions. 

The process modifications mquired to use tbese magents would consist of a mixing and a stock tank, 
together with a metering pump to add the reagent solution to the lime reactor. The reagents consume 
some lime as part of their lïmction, so additional lime capability might be required. 

Bath iron and alum arc present in tbe feed to the precipitation process (Table 6.3) and constitute a 
signifïcant portion of me metal loading. Consequently, it was not felt necessary to augment the quantities 
naturally present, SO that this variant of the lime precipitation process is already reflected in the current 
ttXtW0l-k. 

63.43 Soda Ash 

Soda ash cari be used for neutralixation and precipitation as an alternative to lime. This process relies on 
the pxecipitation of metals as both hydroxides and carbonates. Pmcipitation of zinc carbonate under 
neutral pH conditions is feasible as an alternative to tbe pH 9.0 to 9.5 conditions required to remove zinc 
as a hydroxide. Altematively, in a pmdominantly lime-based pmcess, tbe mquimd lime dosage would be 
lower than that requimd to precipitate zinc as a hydmxide if carbonate addition msults in the formation 
of insoluble zinc carbonates or basic zinc carbonates under neutral pH conditions. Potentially this process 
would allow complete zinc removal without the aeed to increase pH to pmcipitate zinc hydroxide, themby 
minimizing total alkali consumption. 

The results for soda ash addition are provided in Table 6.5. For both feeds. the bigher dosage was capable 
of removing both copper and zinc to acceptable levels, while the lower dosages left residual dissolved zinc 
in solution. The nsults indicate that the removal was due to the precipitation of zinc under high pH 
conditions as opposed to pmcipitation of zinc carbonate. The calculated Ca0 equivalent for both samples 
indicates that partial soda ash substitution has a higher equivalent dosage than solely quicklime, perhaps 
due to the loss of CO, during neutralizatioa Neutralixation to pmcipitate metals as their hydroxides would 
not be attractive using soda ash alone due to its higher cost compared to lime. However, soda ash may 
have an application to precipitate basic cartx~~tes when used in conjunction with lime. 

The results of experiments using a sequenced addition of lime and soda ash are provided in Table 6.6. 
Comparative results with lime only are also included in this table. 
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Table 6.5 

Soda Ash Neutralization Tests 

Soda Ash Dosage 
Na2C03 

Aluminum Al ‘CO.2 <0.2 33.3 CO.2 <0.2 
Antimony Sb CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 <0.2 
Arsenic As CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
Barium Ba CO.1 CO.1 0.012 <O.Ol CO.01 
Beryllium Be <o.o <o.oos CO.005 CO.005 CO.005 
Bismuth Bi <o. 1 CO.1 CO. 1 CO.1 CO.1 
Baron B CO. 1 CO.1 0.2 0.18 0.19 
Cadmium Cd 0.072 CO.01 0.22 0.094 CO.01 
Calcium Ca 118 94.1 73 203 192 165 
Chromium Cr CO.01 5 CO.01 5 <0.015 CO.01 5 <O.Ol-5 

Magnesium Mg 
Manganese Mn 
Molybdenum Mo 
Nickel Ni 
Phosphorous P 
Selenium Se 
Silicon Si 
Silver 4 
Strontium Sr 
Vanadium V 

2200 Portai 

0 720 1056 0 320 546 

0 381 559 
2.92 7.76 9.15 

Dissolved 
Metals 

0.1 CO.05 CO.05 
75.1 52.5 62.4 

3.12 0.735 
CO.03 CO.03 

0.03 CO.02 
CO.3 CO.3 
CO.2 CO.2 
11.2 9.61 

CO.01 5 x0.01 5 
.0.397 0.333 
CO.03 CO.03 

- 4100 Porta1 

0 169 289 
3.51 8.07. 9.17 

Dissolved 
Metals 

0.098 0.063 ~0.015 ” : : . : _,._._ t ‘,‘:‘: tiisi~~i~ii~ilil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:::::::.: . . . . . :.:...:..: ,...... ._._.,., . ,., ~i~~~~issi~ii~iii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
::::::.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : . . . . : . .._........._.. 4 ..,._.,.. ::.:.:.. f ,.,...... .: 

0.173 CO.05 CO.05 
98.4 84.6 76.2 
6.47 5.34 1.57 

CO.03 <0.03 CO.03 
0.075 0.045 CO;02 

1.16 CO.3 CO.3 
X0.2 CO.2 CO.2 
15.2 8.52 7.55 

<0.015 CO.01 5 CO.01 5 
2.59 2.41 1.85 

CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 

All results expressed as mg/L 
c = less than 



Table 6.6 

Lime Precipitation and Soda Ash Addition Tests 
2200 Porta1 

Lime Dosage 
. mg/L Ca(OH)2 0 700 700 

Ca0 Equivalent 
ko/l OOOm3 0 530 530 

(Soda Ash Dosage 1 
mg/L Na2C03 t 0 40 0 20 0 80 0 
Ca0 Equivalent 0 21 0 11 0 42 0 
kg/1 OOOm3 
Total Ca0 Equivalent *530 551 
kg/1 OOOm3 
DH 2.92 6.6 7.1 

Dissolved 
Metals 

““““:: . . i~u~~liiiitii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. . . . . . . . . :...: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :..::.:.:.... . . . 0.. . . 
Antimony Sb <O.OOl CO.2 CO.2 
Arsenic As 0.0011 <0.2 CO.2 
Barium Ba <O.l <O.l 
Beryllium Be CO.005 <0.005 
Bismuth Bi CO.1 CO.1 
Eoron E CO.1 <O.l 
Cadmium Cd 0.043 CO.01 
Calcium Ca 118 302 340 
Chromium Cr CO.01 5 <0.015 
Cobalt CO CO.01 5 <0.015 
t:~~s~s~j:itili~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:.: . . . . . ..,. :.:i:::::::::::.:i:::::::::.~.:.:.::: ito~~~~~~~~~~~~ili : . . . .<..:.: :...:.:.:.:.:.: . : . . :.. ::::, 
Lead Pb 0.1 X0.05 CO.05 
Magnesium Mg 75.1 56.8 52.2 
Manganese Mn 2.47 0.416 
Molybdenum Mo CO.03 CO.03 
Nickel Ni <0.02 <0.02 
Phosphorous P <0.03 CO.3 
Selenium Se <0.2 CO.2 
Silicon Si 1.71 0.45 
Silver Ag CO.01 5 <0.015 
Strontium Sr 0.915 0.96 
Vanadium V <0.03 CO.03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:.....:.:. :...:.:.:.:.:.: . . . . . . . . . . . -.:.:.:::.:.:.:+:+!.:.:.:;g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:. ~~~ili1!1jlililiiiii!ifiiiiii~iiiiiiitfiiiijili~ii$Ril;liii~~~663iiii;f;i~~83i 
All results expressed as mg/L 
< = less than 

4100 Porta1 

0 200 200 300 300 500 

0 151 151 227 227 378 

151 162 227 269 378 

3.51 7.13 
Dissolved 

Metals 

6.56 8.57 7.39 9.9 

:::::.:.:::...l’i’:.:.:.:.:.~..~:.~.:.:.~::.:.:.:.~.: ..,._ :.:::.::..:.:.:.:.:.!.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.:.:.:.:.:.~.:::::.:.~.:.:.:.~.:. ~~~~~‘t~ijiji~i~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~ . . . . .,......... :._.:.:.: . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ::..:..::. ..::.:::: . . . . . . . . . . . . :., . . . . . . 
CO.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 CO.2 <0.2 
CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 

0.012 CO.01 CO.01 CO.01 CO.01 CO.01 
0.005 CO.005 CO.005 <0.005 CO.005 <0.005 
KO. 1 CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 

0.2 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.18 
0.22 0.192 0.0173 0.035 CO.01 CO.01 
203 207 200 206 430 213 

0.015 <O.OlS <0.015 CO.015 CO.015 X0.015 
0.098 0.076 0.067 CO.015 eO.015 X0.01 5 . . . . . . ici:: . . . . . . . :.:.:.:.:,: . . . . . . . . . . . ..:.:.:.:.:.:.:...:.: . . . . . :.:.‘.‘.‘.‘.““:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.~.:.:.~.:.:.:.: ~~........‘..‘....~ 
iii~~a!li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Jjj~i~~iiiiiiii:::‘i::::.:.~.I.:.:.:.:.......::‘:‘:“~i’ii:’::i::.:::::‘:i’i:iii:‘:‘:‘:::‘:::!:::::::::::::::.:.:::‘.:i 

. . . . . . ..~b6~iiiii~~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~. iii:..fy.:.::i:i:i:;:..:...: _....... :: . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . . ::::.:+. . . :. :. . . . . . :. :::. . . . . . . . i .: . ::. . . .: . . . .._.... . . . 
0.173 CO.05 X0.05 X0.05 X0.05 CO.05 

98.4 83.3 75.5 74.8 72.1 59.3 
6.47 5.19 4.74 3.39 1.07 0.174 

CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 
0.075 0.05 0.047 <0.02 KO.02 CO.02 

1.16 CO.03 CO.03 KO.03 CO.03 CO.03 
X0.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
15.2 9.85 8.53 2.32 1.047 1.42 

0.015 CO.015 CO.015 <o.o CO.015 CO.015 
2.59 2.5 2.2 2.31 2.27 2.46 

CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 ~~~~~~iii!iii~iii~~.:.‘.:.:.:.:.: . . . . . . . . .._.... . . ..2~a!iiljlri!.i:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .,.,. :.:.:.:.:.:.. .y 
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For both samples, the addition of soda ash at?er lime dosing was capable of reducing soluble zinc to low 
levels under neutral pH conditions, whereas the comparative lime-only result reponed a measurable 
quant@ of zinc in solution. In the case of the 4100 portal sample, the total equivalent lime dosage 
calculated using basicity factors was less for the 2 reagent process than the required lime dosage when 
no other reagent was added. 

63.4.4 Additional Lime and Soda Ash Prkess Evaluation Results 

In order to confïrm the screening test results for the lhne and lime plus soda ash alternatives, a series of 
follow-up tests were conducted on a sample of 4100 portal drainage collected on March 13, 1991. The 
purpose of these tests, reported in the Appendix as Experiments 9 and 10, was to simulate the coagulation, 
flocculation and sedimentation aspects of the lime and lime plus soda ash alternatives. 

The results of these tests, mported in Table 6.7, indicate that the lime pxocess was successful at a lime 
dosage of 250 mg/L CaO, while the lhne plus soda ash combination was not as efficient in tenns of zinc 
removal at a lime dosage of 125 mg/L and a soda ash dosage of 25 mg/L. Possibly, a higher dosage of 
either lime or soda ash would be requimd to improve the performance of the lime ‘plus soda ash 
alternative. 

The data generated during these tests were used to assemble the operating cost estimates reported in 
Section 6.6. Lie consumption msults from the tests wem converted to a lime to acidity ratio in order 
to estimate the required dosage at a higher acidity concentration. In the case of the lime/soda ash 
combmation, the estimated dosages were increased to 150 mgL Ca0 and 40 mg/L Na&O, in order to 
provide a consexvative estimate of the Ragent consumption prior to calculating a reagent dosage to acidity 
ratio. 

63.45 Sulphide Precipitation 

In this process, a solution of an inorganic or organic sulphide, or even a sluny of ground ixon sulphide, 
could be added to the effluent afker neutralization. The sulphide ions would react with the heavy metals 
present to pxecipitate the respective sulphides. If iron sulphide were added, the surface of the sulphide 
particles would become coated with the heavy metal sulphides (especially copper) driven by the greater 
insolubiity of the respective sulphides compared with that of h-on sulphide. The iron would corne into 
solution, and might need to be oxidized and precipitated subsequently. 

Stefkn Robertson and Kirsten 



ILime Dosage 

Aluminum 
Antimony 
Arsenic 
Barium 
Beryllium 
Bismuth 
Boron 
Cadmium 
Calcium 
Chromium 
Cobalt 
Copper 
Iron 
Lead 
Magnesium 
Manganese 
Molybdenum 
Nickel 
Phosphorous 
Selenium 
Silicon 
Silver 
Strontium 
Vanadium 
IZinc 

Al 
Sb 
As 
Ba 
Be 
Bi 
B 
Cd 
Ca 
Cr 
CO 
CU 
Fe 
Pb 
Mg 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
Se 
Si 
Ag 
Sr 
v 
Zn 

Raw Lime Lime & Soda Ash 

0 331 165 

0 250 

250 178 

9.2 

Total Dissolved 

32.3 27.9 0.72 0.6 
<0.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
0.21 <0.2 CO.2 CO.2 

<0.010 <O.OlO <O.OlO <O.OlO 
CO.005 CO.005 <o.oos CO.005 

CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 
. 0.23 0.2 CO.1 CO.1 

0.148 0.137 CO.01 CO.01 
467 464 642 631 

CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 
0.097. 0.091 CO.015 CO.015 

18.1 16.5 0.023 <O.Ol 
5.7 3.09 CO.030 CO.030 

0.141 0.129 CO.05 cQ.05 
95.2 87.5 47 44.4 
6.42 5.95 0.095 0.052 

<0.03 CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 
0.064 0.056 CO.02 CO.02 

1.33 1.3 CO.3 CO.3 
CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
16.3 15.2 1.55 1.33 

CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 
2.6 2.33 2.83 2.69 

-CO.03 CO.03 CO.03 X0.03 
32 28.7 0.081 0.019 

125 
25 

Table 6.7 
Lime and Soda Ash Treatment Process Simulation Test Results 
4100 Porta1 Sample Collected March 13,1991 

3.63 
285 

25.5 
2520 2520 
Total Dissolved 

7.95 

24 
2540 
Total Dissolved 

CO.2 CO.2 
CO.2 CO.2 
X0.2 CO.2 

CO.01 CO.01 
<0.005 CO.005 

CO.1 CO.1 
0.2 0.17 

0.058 0.051 
574 569 

<0.015 <0:015 
0.043 0.04 
0.087 0.02 

<0.030 CO.030 
CO.05 CO.05 

93.6 86.7 
5.25 4.88 

X0.03 CO.03 
CO.02 CO.02 
CO.03 CO.03 

CO.2 <0.2 
4.36 3.81 

<0.015 CO.015 
2.75 2.53 

CO.03 CO.03 
1.26 1.03 

All results expressed as mg/L 
<=lessthan 
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The sulphides produced wouid be removed by senling or fïltratio~~ Use of coaguhmts might enhance this 
process, but might requin the addition of akalinity (lime) to maintain a suitable final pH. Recycle of the 
pre~pitated solids could be required to enhance solid/liquid separation pmperties. 

Rrecipitation of metals by sulphide requins the @xence of a significant concentration of sulphide ion, 
S’. At increasingly acid pH, S’ is converted to HS’ or H$, reducing its availability for metal 
pnxipitation: 

S’ + al+ - &y- (1) - 

(2) 

The concentration of sulphide ion requimd to precipitate a given metal is dependent on the relative 
insolubility of the sulphide; thus, copper is pmcipitated by very low levels of sulphide ion, while zinc and 
imn require higher levels. This theory was borne out by the testing: at low pH, copper was successfully 
pnxipitated by sulphide addition, but much larger additions were required to remove zinc. 

As shown by equations 1 and 2, the addition of sulphide ion to acidic effluent consumes acid (H+), and 
thus, its use in large quantities is tantamount to using it as a neutralizing agent rather than as a highly 
specific precipitant. When compared with lime or soda ash in this capacity, and assuming addition as 
sodium sulphide, it is not economically competitive. As well, used in this way, significant quantities of 
highly toxic hydrogen sulphide gas may be evolved. 

The test results are pxovide in Table 6.8. In both cases the highest sulphide dosage was requimd to 
precipitate zirtc while iron remained in solution Copper was precipitated out at the lowest test additions; 
i.e., 313 mg/L in the case of 4100 level and 1254 mg/L with the 2200 sample. The msults indicate that 
a high sulphide to metal ratio is xequimd in all cases to precipitate metals, making this process unattractive 
unless a source of sulphide such as a sulphide notation concemrate were readily available. 

6.3.4.6 Sea Water Dilution 

The waters of Howe Sound are a convenient large xepository of available akalinity. Although the volume 
is large, the akalinity is not high. Garmls and Christ (1965) have calculated the molality of bicarbonate 
as 0.00’24, and carbonate as O.MlO27. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 



Table 6.8 

Sulphide Precipitation Tests 

2200 Portai 
Na2S Dos.age 
mg/L S= 0 313 627 1254 2090 
Na2S.l OH20 Equivalent 
kg/1 OOOm3 
DH 

. . . . . . . 
~~~~~i’~!ii!l!iiiiial:iliiij 

. . . . . . . .:t.:.: ‘.‘:‘;. , : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Antimony Sb 
Arsenic AS 
Barium Ba 
Beryllium B0 
Bismuth Bi 
Boron B 
Cadmium Cd 
Calcium Ca 
Chromium Cr 
Cobalt CO 

Lead Pb 
Magnesium Mg 
Manganese Mn 
Molybdenum Mo 
Nickel Ni 
Phosphorous P 
Selenium Se 
Silicon Si 
Silver 42 
Strontium Sr 
Vanadium V 

0 2524 5055 10110 16851 0 2524 5055 10110 
2.92 2.95 2.98 3.1 4.14 3.51 3.67 4.76 

Dissolved Dissolved 
Metais Metals 

iii~i~iijiiliiiiiii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iii:..: . . . . . . . :::::. . . : : :‘:‘:‘:‘:‘:‘: . . : : :‘:‘:‘:‘:‘:‘: . . t: :‘. . . . . . .., . . . -. .:............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :? . : 
:0.001 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 
0.001 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 

CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 
CO.005 CO.005 KO.005 CO.005 

<O.l CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 
CO.1 CO.1 CO.1 KO.1 

0.309 0.29 CO.01 CO.01 
118 114 108 100 99.8 

CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 
0.081 0.074 0.067 0.059 

ill~~~~filllili~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :.::.:.: 5. . :: . ..*. . 9. . :: : : . . . . . . . . . . :.:..:.:.:.i:i::..:.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iii~~iiiiiii~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iii:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : . 2: : .:. .:. . :. . . . . :..,::. . . :. :. :. . . . FL :.;‘~‘i’i.: : :* :..: : : . . . . . . . . . . ..:::.:y... . * _ :j 

0.1 0.066 CO.05 CO.05 X0.05 
75.1 68.7 64 57.9 57.7 

4.33 4.01 3.66 3.61 
<0.03 CO.03 CO.03 a.03 
0.074 0.067 0.06 0.062 
<0.03 CO.3 4.3 CO.3 

CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 <0.2 
21.1 16.8 18.3 17.4 

CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 CO.015 
0.52 0.479 0.43 0.427 

a.03 CO.03 CO.03 a.03 iiiiiiiiiq~IiIji’i:iii”:‘:‘:‘:‘:’:l:::.: . . . . . . . . . :.:.:.:;:::;:.:.. ..:...:.,::.: y.... . . . . . . i:i:i:i:,,.,,.:1T111~~~~~.~2~~~.~:~~~~~~~8~~~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~ t.:::::::::.. _.,.,. y.:.:.:.:.:.. :? .,_,. :.:.:.. .? __._ ,__. 

ii;~i~iii~iiii~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:::...:..~...i.i:~:i:~:~...~..~...:.:.:.:.:.:...~..? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

CO.2 CO.2 CO.2 <0.2 
KO.2 CO.2 X0.2 CO.2 

0.012 CO.01 KO.01 CO.01 
0.005 CO.005 CO.005 CO.005 
<O*f <O.l CO.1 CO.1 

0.2 0.17 0.18 0.18 
0.22 KO.01 CO.01 CO.01 
203 182 186 190 

0.015 <0.015 CO.015 -CO.015 
0,098 0.075 0.073 0.063 . . . . . . . . . . . i!~:~~iiliiiii~iii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.:.. . . . . . ..q. . . . . . .._........ :..:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :i:: . . . . . . . ‘...i.$ jij~i~~~iiiiijiii:.‘:i::::.::i.i::iiI~.:...:...:.::::~:~::::.:.’.:.!.~.:~ . . . . . . . . . . $:li~iiiiii:r::~~;iR2:~~:~~~~~~~~~ ;:i...~:.:...::;:$i:i:i .._.. :.: . . . . . . . . . :.:: . . . . . . . . . . . . j::::.::: . . . . . . . . . . :..: 
0.173 <0.05 CO.05 CO.05 

98.4 74.9 77.5 81.9 
6.47 5.05 5.19 5.47 

X0.03 KO.03 CO.03 a.03 
0.075 0.056 0.056 0.051 

1.16 <0.3 CO.3 CO.3 
CO.2 <0.2 go.2 CO.2 
15.2 13.3 13.5 13.6 

0.015 <0.015 <0.015 4.015 
2.59 2.02 2.12 2.28 

<0.03 <0.03 CO.03 CO.03 
t~!~~~~iiii!i!~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

4100 Portai - 

0 313 627 1254 

All results expressed as mg/L 
< = less than 
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The testing (Table 6.9 and Figures 6.7 and 6.8) showed that for the 4100 level sample, a dilution ratio of 
15:l was required to mach background seawater pH (7.58), suggesting an equivalent alkabnity of about 
22 mg/L CaCO,, or about 0.00024 molal. For the 2200 sample, a ratio of about 55:l was nquired, 
suggesting an equivalent alkalinity of about 14 mg/L CaCO* This comparison illustrates the difficulty 
of using standard tests such as acidity and alkahnity titrations to pmdict treatment chemistry in some 
situations. 

Dissolved zinc levels resulting from these tests wete above conventional discharge levels. Only 50 % of 
the reduction in soluble concentration is due to pmcipitation during neutralixation. The kinetics of xinc 
ptecipitation via seawater dilution are not favourable. In addition the precipitates fonned are colloidal and 
may not necessarily have been retained on 0.45 micron filter paper. 

6.3.4.7 Ion Exchange 

This process operates using plastic reshr beads that are penneable to the effluent solution As part of the 
plastic structure, organic chemical groups are incorporated that are capable of exchanging one ion for 
another. Thus, for example, in a heavy metal solution, they might exchange hydrogen ion for metal ion 
(a cation exchange resin). The loaded” resin beads cari be regenerated periodically by washing with an 
acid solution. 

The beads would be charged to a packed or fluidixed bed and the effluent passed thmugh, in batch or 
wnth-mous mode. When the resin was loaded, it would be discharged and regenemted. 

For batch operation (most common), at least two parallel beds would be required one on line ami the 
other in the ptocess of being rejuvenated. The pxoce&ng would be under the contml of a programmable 
logic contmller (computer) which would sequence a set of valves acconling to a thned progmm or in 
iesponse to an on-line analytical signal. 

In continuous operation, at least two columns would be requin& one for treating effluent, and the other 
for mgeneration. Fully loaded and fully regenerated resin would be transferred at least semi-continuously 
between the columns. The spent regenerant would be a relatively concentrated solution containing ail the 
cxmamhnts that had been mmoved. This would need to be tteated further (e.g., by limmg) or to be 
shippedtoasafedisposalarea. 

One mason for wnsidering ion exchange is that it wuld provide a necessary wncentration step as a front- 
end to a solvent extraction process for wpper recovery. The results of the ion exchange experiment aie 
provided in Tables 6.10 ami 6.11. The dissolved values for zinc and copper are plotted in Hgums 6.9 and 
6.10 on a bed volume basis. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 



Table 6.9 

Seawater Dilution Test Results 

2200 Porta1 Drainage 4100 Portai Drainage .- .. 

Dilution Dissolved Metals Dilution Dissolved Metals 
Ratio pH Copper Zinc Iran Ratio pH Coppet- Zinc lron 

0 2.85 , 97.10 47.00 39.30 0 3.58 22.9 42.4 5.95 
1 3.42 1 4.89 
2 4.35 2 5.37 
3 4.90 3 5.83 
4 5.10 4 6.11 
5 5.30 5 6.28 2.19 5.75 0.073 
6 5.52 6 6.43 
7 5.71 7 6.54 
8 5.91 8 6.60 
9 6.02 9 6.70 

10 5.87 4.94 3.72 0.08 10 6.79 0.873 3.14 0.086 
15 6.29 3.39 2.62 0.10 11 6.84 
20 6.49 12 6.95 
25 6.75 1.68 1.46 LO.015 15 7.58 0.69 2.17 0.092 
30 6.92 
35 7.03 
40 7.17 
45 7.27 
50 7.39 0.78 0.87 0.12 
55 7.44 0.52 0.89 LO.015 

All results expressed as mg/L 
L i less than 



Table 6.10 

Ion Exchange Test Results - 2200 Porta1 Drainage 

Resin - Dowex MSC-1 Strong Acid Cation 
Bed Diameter I 10 mm 
Resin Volume 25.12 ml 0.000025 m3 
Bed Depth 320 mm 0.32 m 
Bed Area 0.000078 m2 
Flow Rate 10 mUmin 0.00001 m3/min 
Surface Loading . 7.64 m3lm2ih 

3.31 gpmlft2 

I Sample Bed 
l”ime Volume Volumes PH 

min 
10 100 4.0 5.82 
20 200 8.0 5.71 
30 300 11.9 5.70 
40 400 15.9 5.45 
50 500 19.9 5.08 

-60 600 23.9 5.70 
70 700 27.9 5.00 
80 800 31.8 5.48 

110 1100 43.8 3.17 
120 1200 47.8 3.08 

I 130 1300 51.8 2.76 

Ail concentrations in mg/L 

Dissolved Metak 
Zinc Copper Calcium Magnesium 

0.058 0.069 LO.05 0.131 

0.036 0.073 0.782 0.098 

0.032 0.057 0.904 0.077 

0.059 0.088 0.941 0.134 

. . ..:.:...: :.:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...>..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iii~i~!i:~~iii~ii~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :..:..::.: ,.........,..... :...: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . :::.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :...\ . . . . . ::.: 
0.391 0.562 0.246 0.767 

1.35 1.83 0.655 2.53 



Table 6.11 

Ion Exchange Test Results - 4100 Porta1 Drainage 

Resin - Dowex MSC-1 Strong Acid 
Bed Diameter 
Resin Volume 
Bed Depth 
Bed Atea 
flow Rate 
Surface Loading 

10 mm 
25.12 mL 0.000025 m3 

320 mm 0.32 m 
0.000078 m2 

10 mL/min 0.00001 m3/min 
7.64 m3Im2lh 
3.31:. arlm/ft2 

Sample Bed 
Time Volume Volumes pH 

10 100 4.0 5.39 
20 200 8.0 5.65 
30 300 11.9 5.79 
40 400 15.9 5.83 
50 500 19.9 5.88 
60 600 23.9 5.77 
70 700 27.9 5.90 
80 800 31.8 5.78 
90 900 35.8 5.72 

100 1000 39.8 5.60 
rtr~!l~i~lrlB~~nii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
::::::::::::::y:.:.;.:.:.:.:::*: . . . . . . . p..:.:.:.:.:...: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :.::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

120 1200 47.8 4.45 
130 1300 51.8 3.95 
140 1400 55.7 3.50 
150 1500 59.7 3.28 

411 concentrations in mg/L 

Dissolved Metals 
Zinc Copper Calcium Magnesium 

0.024 0.016 LO.05 0.084 

0.012 0.013 LO.05 0.098 

0.014 0.021 0.453 0.069 

0.028 0.109 0.318 0.082 



Neutralization via Seawater Dilution 
2200 Porta1 Drainage 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

Dilution Ratio Seawater/Sample 
Figure 6.7 

Neutralization via Seawater Dilution 
4100 Porta1 Drainage 

PH 

-0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 

Dilution Ratio Seawater/Sample 
Figure 6.8 



Cation Exchange Test Results 
2200 Porta1 Drainage 

Concentration mg/L 

20 30 40 50 60 
Bed Volumes 

-- Zinc + Copper 

Figure 6.9 

Cation Exchange Test Results 
4100 Porta1 Drainage 

Concentration mg/L 
4 f 

3.5 
3 I I 

! ! 2.5 ! ! / 

2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

Bed Volumes 

- Zinc + Copper 

Figure 6.10 
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In our testing, the resins were sucwssful in picking up the metals, break tbrough occurred at 40 bed 
volumes in the case of the 2200 sample while breakthrough occurred at 44 bed volumes in the case of the 
4100 portal sample. The probable application of ion-exchange to the Britannia situation is discussed 
further in Section 6.4.3.2. 

6.3.4.8 Carbon Adsorption 

Carbon adsorption is a pmcess that would operate in a similar manner to ion exchange, but using activated 
carbon as the adsorbing medium. Although activated carbon cari adsorb metals, the adsorption isotherm 
has a low X/M ratio (which measuxes the quantity adsorbed in relation to the concentration in solution). 
As a xesult, loadings will be low, and the application of activated carbon given the discharge 
concentrations at Britannia is not judged practical No testing was completed on this option. 

63.49 Reverse Osmosis 

This is a rather high cost process that is more suited to smaller operations whem mcovery of values is 
important (e.g. plating shop wastes) and for desalination projects. It is not used for tmating high volume 
effluents. 

The procas involves forcing water through a membrane with high pressure. The membrane is permeable 
to the water molecules, but not to the salt ions, which remain on the “salt” side of the membrane. Thus, 
the impurities are rejected as a salty solution rather than as a precipitate which cari be discharged to a 
tailings impoundment. The solution cari be recycled if a process is available to use it, but the impurities 
wili build up, usually with detrhnental effects on the treannent ptocess (greater pressure will be requin& 
and fouling is likely). 

No testing was completed on reverse osmosis. 

&4 Contaminant Disposal and Sludge Stabiiity 

The treatment pxocess will remove contaminants from the effhrent There remains the question of how 
to dispose of these contaminants without hannfuUy reinnoducing them into the environment. This section 
considers both the possibiities for recovering saleable pnxlucts, and the options for permanently disposing 
of the pxocess pmducts. 

Steffen Robextson and Kirsten 
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6.4.1 MetaI Reeovery 

The metal content represents the most significant proportion of the contaminants removed. It is 
conceptually attractive to consider recovexing them for sale. This approach is considered in more detail 
for copper in Seçtion 6.4.3. 

MacDonald s & (1989) have summarkd some of the considerations when xecycling zinc sludges to a 

conventional electrolytic zh~c smelter (as at Trail, for example). Impurities contained in the sludge may 

interfete with the elecholysis pmcess. In particular, iron in the sludge becomes a disposal problem for 
the smelter. The water content of sludges may also give ptoblems in handling the sludges, and on the zinc 
plant water balance. 

Given these factors, and the low level of xinc encountered in such sludges, it is unlikely that any payment 
would be xeceived from the smelter for the metal content. In fact, a fee might be chargeable for accepting 
the mate&& in addition to the cost of transporting it to the smeher site. 

MacDonald -t (1989) have provided cost estimates for alternatives to conventional lime treatment that 
inwrporate metal recovery. Ah the altematives will msult in signilïcant cost increases to the mineral 
industry, but ion exchange and solvent extraction costs are lower in some cases than combined 
conventional lime precipitation, sludge dewatering, and disposai Ion exchange and solvent extraction are 
evaluated specifically in the Britannia context in Section 6.4.3.2. ._ 

6.4.2 Remaining Contaminants 

In addition to copper ami xinc. other contaminants (such as iron ami cadmium) will be present in the 
emuerit in insufficient quantities or will bave insufkient value to justiQ recovery by known technology. 
These would be rejected fiom the treatment processes described above as sludges or concentrated 
solutions. Metal ions in solution are highly mobile, and so solution disposal would not be considered 
suitable for final placement. The dissolved metals likely would have to be converted to a solid form 
whete their mobility was restricted to a level tolerable to the deposition environment, and this process 
would likely msult in the formation of a metal-containing sludge. 

The stabiity of the sludge depends on the mode of storage. The sludge should contain some ptotective 
akalinity, which will latgely pxevent leactig of the pmcipitated comaminants. However, the akalinity 
(calcium carbonate - calcium hydroxide) has a sohibility in water, as do the pnxipitated contamhnts. 
Changes in the sludge’s aqueous environment provide the opportunity for continual leaching of rhe 
alkalhity and metals to meet their respective equilibria, and eventually, with the akalinity gone, pH 
swings could msult in heightened dissolution of contaminants. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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Thus, the sludge should be deposited in a way that immobilizes the water in its immediate vicinity, 
discmraging leaching of the sludge constituents. This should not be too difficult to achieve, since the 
precipitates are very fine, and over lengthy periods should consolidate to a relatively impermeable mass. 
Local dissolution and reprecipitation of hydmxides and carbonates may help to “cernent” the mass together 
over the long tenn. Situations to be avoided ate those where the sludge may periodically be resuspended 
and resettled (e.g., shallow ponds), as this provides a change of water and pxevents consolidation. 

Solidification of the sludge using (for example) a cernent binder is an expensive option that may have to 
be considered in specific circumstances. Sludge solidification is an area of intensive research, and several 
proprietary solidification systems are available. 

Dewatering of the sludge and disposal on the Britannia site may be possible. With sufficient contait& 
alkalhity resulting from unreacted lime, the sludge is unlikely to be a Special Waste as detennined by the 
SWEP leaching test, It could thus be deposited in a pmperly designed landfill at Btitannia, or possibly 
underground if non-contact with acidic liquo~can be assured. Once dewatemd, it could also be 
transported to a tailing disposal area at one of the minesites in B.C. whem such sludges are aheady being 
deposited, for example Equity Silver, or preferably an abandoned tailings impoundment closer to Britannia. 
Acceptable disposition of the Fquity sludge after closme has yet to be detennined, but whatever solution 
is adopted might also accommodate sludge fiom Britannia. 

6.43 Potentiel for Enhancement and Copper Recovery 

6.43.1 Copper Cementation 

The fact that metallic copper has been recovemd by cementation at Britannia raises the possibility of 
updating this process and using the copper produced as a source of revenue to offset treatment costs. 

Copper is being produced from bacterial dump leach operations at several locations in the southwestem 
U.S., as well as at Gibraltar in B.C. The pmcesshrg sequence used is solvent extraction for copper 
concentration and purification, followed by electmwinning to wimbar grade cathode copper. Cementation 
is no longer widely practised due to the low payback mceived for cement copper and the relatively high 
cost of scrap steel The solvent extractio~electrowinnin g pmcess is shnply better and more economic 
technology for the situations where cementation formerly was practised. 

In situations where cementation was practised, the solution feed grade was much higher than is now 
present at Britannia. When the mine was operatig, the solution grade was in the range 30 - 105 ppm 
copper for the Beach Plant, and 100 - 175 ppm copper for the Mt. Sheer plant (The Anaconda (Canada) 
CO., 1965). At the low grade expetienced now, the “cari factoi’ which measums the iron consumption 
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relative to the copper production becomes large and the quality of the cernent is poor due to contamhation 
with impurities from the large amount of iron that is nqtired. A cari factor of 2 to 4 kg caris per kg 
copper precipitated was a ntle of thumb for cementation plants (Spedden gai, 1966); Btitannia-achieved 
about 2.2 kg of caris per kg of copper. 

The cari factor increases with low fend grade because the side reactions that consume iron (e.g. with 
sulphuric acid, ferric iton, and atmospheric oxygen) becorne significant relative to the amount of copper 
that is macted. Thus, the plant simply contributes ferrous imn to the effluent, while nmoving copper in 
an hradequate manner. 

At low copper concentrations, the reaction rate of the copper is slow and ptecipitation efficiency is poor. 
The mcent records for B&annia show little removal of copper fmm the effluent during its passage through 
the launders, although the hnptession is that the launders ate somewhat neglected. 

The low quality cernent must be transported to a smelter, which in the case of Britannia would pxobably 
mean Japan. When the mine was operating, it was easy to add the cement to the concentrate which was 
aheady being shipped to a smelter. Now, the best option would be to determine if it could be added to 
concentrates fiom one of the operating B.C. copper mines as they passed thtough the tenninaJs in 
Vancouver. Genemlly, thete would not be much incentive for the concentrate ownets to accept it, since 
it has low copJxzr content, high water content, and poorly controlled impur@ content due to the 
uncontrolled sources of the scrap steeL Net smelter mtum on this material would be expected to be low. 

T~US, copper recovery is dealt with in the next section by considering the alternatives other than 
cementation for the effluent as it occurs, with adjustment for a rxdttction of flow to 60 percent of curmnt 
averages to be achieved by diversion of sources entering the mine in the Jane Basin area. Themafter, the 
potential for increasing the amount of copper leached by techniques such as tedistribution of solution, 
crushing the mmaining waste and replacing it, in situ blasting, etc. is considemd. 

The basii for this analysis is the flow data summarized in Table 6.12 and the analytical data pmvided in 
Table 6.13, and varies somewhat fxom the data used to develop the cost estimates in Section 6.6 since the 
hydrological analysis was not complete at the time the work xeported hem was done. The conclusions 
fiom the analysis remain valid. 

6.433 Other Copper Recovery Approaches 

Flow and copper assay information for the period 1983 to 1990 was ptovided by the Minishy. This 

information was compiled with the data from Moore and van Aggelen to determine plant capacity. The 
data is summarized in Table 6.12 and 6.13. 
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Table 6.12 - Summary of Flows, Copper 
Concentrations and Copper Production 
from the 4100 Portal, 1983 - 1989 

Year Avg Fiow Aw W 
m3/h ma/L 

CU Production 
kald 

1983 664 19.7 313 
1984 561 18.4 247 
1985 396 16.1 153 
1986 494 19.6 233 
1987 597 17.8 256 
1988 475 18.5 211 
1989 442 15.3 162 

I Averaae 518 18 225 I 



Table 6.13 - Summary of Assay Information on 4100 and 2200 Porta1 Flows 

ocation 2200 2200 2200 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 

late 21106/83 06/12/83 21/04/84 21106183 13/07/83 15/08l83 08109l83 06/12/83 21104184 21/05/85 20/06/85 

H 2.9 3.5 2.7 3.4 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.9 
cidity (pH 8.3) 445 109 494 367 306 277 239 258 
krlphate 880 293 895 1620 1700 1620 

rissolved metals 
Al 31.3 8.05 36.4 39 37.6 35.3 30.6 

f3 0.02 0.01 0.17 0.17 0.31 0.34 0.25 0.28 0.20 
Cd 0.17 0.06 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.0058 0.12 0.16 
Ca 129 53.2 121 441 411 418 478 419 450 387 
CO 0.17 <.l 0.22 0.22 0.14 0.3 0.29 0.35 0.1 0.1 
CU 51.4 12.3 43 31.7 30.3 23.6 22.5 18.3 14 11.1 18.1 
Fe 36.8 3.16 45.1 11.3 17.1 50.6 56.1 17.1 14 10.8 4.74 

Pb 0.12 <.l 0.16 0.22 0.14 0.22 0.09 0.23 0.2 0:2 
Mg 38.5 11.3 39.4 88.6 82.4 100 115 83.4 94.3 81.7 
Mn 2.6 0.9 3.12 5.47 6.21 8.4 9.2 7.52 7.66 5.98 
Ni 0.07 < .05 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 
Zll 26.1 8.21 . 31.6 41.9 30.9 27.1 27.3 28.1 0.21 28.1 30.8 

:low estimate 210 

* Acidity In mg/L equiv. CaC03, flow in m3/h, concentrations In mg/L 
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While there is a downward trend in copper tenor of the solutions since the mine closed, Figure 6.11 shows 
that the averaging of the copper tenors over the period 1983 - 1989 provides an adequate estimate of 
copper production for study of the potential for metal recovery. Similarly, Figure 6.12 shows that there 
is no significant tmnd in flows, and thus average flows based on this period are adequate for the study. 

It is noted (Figure 6.13) that there appeats to be an increase in copper tenor with flow rate, and this could 
be explained by gmater flushing and better wetting of sulphide surfaces during wetter years. However, 
the regression coefficient for the Une shown is not statistically diffemnt from zem, so the.statement cannot 
be made in certainty. Perhaps a significant correlation could be achieved if the data were analyzed on a 
monthly basis rather than on an annual basis. Such an activity was outside the scope of this study. 

During the period January 1,1983 to December 31,1989 the average hourly flow from the 4100 level was 
518 m3/h carrying an average of 225 kg/day copper for an average concentration of 18 mg&. We have 
only one measurement for the 2200 level flow, at 210 m3/lt in June, 1983, when the 4100 level flow was 
927 m3/h. Prorating this to the average 4100 level flow, we could say that the average 2200 level flow 
was 117 m3/b. The total average flow xequiring treatment would then be 635 m3/h. 

The average plant feed assay would be a flow-weighted average of the two sources. Assume a reasonable 
fhst approximation would be to average the given data. When this is done, we get: 

2200 4100 Flow-weighted 

Acidity: 
sulphate: 
COppeC 

Iron: 

Average 
349. 289. 300. 
689. 1646. 1470. - 
36. 18. ‘il. 
28. 23. 24. 

zinc: 22. 31. 29. 

The average copper production (100 SQ recovery) would then be 320 kg/day. 

For process design, we must sixe the plant somewhat above the avemge flow, since storage will not be 
enough to com~nsate for annual variation in flows. The factor to apply will depend on the storage we 
cari provide to average the monthly flow variations, together with the variation in annual flows, which we 
assume cannot be averaged. For this study, we assume that monthly flows cari be averaged by storage 
behind a bulkhead at the 4100 level, and thus we look at historical data to determine the maximum 
varlability in annual runoff. This indicates that the maximum runoff would be twice the average, so the 
plant should be sized to tmat 1270 m3/h. (Analysis subsequent to this study indicates that more flow 
averaging capabihty is available, and the treatment plant design is based on a substantially smaller flow.) 
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Correlation Between Copper Tenor 
and Average Annual Hourly Flowrate 
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Two major difficulties arise with this concept first, even with a reduction of total flow to 60 % of the 
curmnt rate by appropriate civil works, the plant fend concentration is only 35 ppm copper, worth about 
$.08/m3. Organic losses to mffïnate in a solvent extraction process, even with very camfûl recovery 
ptocedures could hanily be less than 25 ppm (50 ppm is a conventional rule of thumb). The organic 
phase is vahted assuming a 5 % solution of extractant in a proprietary diluent, with extractant at $16 /kg, 
and diluent at $.45/kg: 

Extractant 
Diluent 

Total 

43 kg 
807 kg 

850 kg 

$688 
363 

$1051 /m3 

At 25 ppm @y weight), organic losses total 25 g/m3 of aqueous raffinate, or 29 x 106 m3 of the organic 
mix. The value of this loss is $0.03 /in3 of effluent heated. Thus, nearly 40 percent of the revenue is lost 
in the effluent before any other provision for operating or capital costs is made. ..- -. 

The second difficulty is that the average production rate of 0.32 tonne copper per day is substantially 
below the,level of about 5 tonnes per day considered a minimum economic plant size. Fmm standard cost 
curves, if a plant were built for Btitannia, the capital cost would be of the otder of $3.5 million, with the 
bulk of the capital in the solvent extraction plant, owing to the large flow (this design assumes only the 
average flow, not the maximum floi). If we assume a 15 year plant life at 15 % hueres& the annual 
capital charges would be about $600,000. The annual copper production might be 105 tonnes, so the cost 
would be about $6 per kg’of copper ptoduced, twice the curmnt spot price. 

An ion exchange plant could be added to the ftont end of the plant to preconcentrate the copper and 
thereby conttol organic reagent losses. Àt an assumed proce&ng rate of 24 n& (10 USGPM/@), the 
columns would require a cross-sectional area of 26 m2 (average slow only), ami the system would cost of 
the otder of $1.5 million Their presence would reduce the size, but not eliminate the solvent extraction 
plant, since conventional ion-exchangers do not offer the selectivity (copper purification capability) that 
the solvent extraction reagents do. Chelaling tes& offer better selectivity, but provide a shorter life, and 
cost approximately ten times as much (MacDonaki, a&, 1989). 

The regenerant would likely need to be chlotide rather than sulphate based, to prevent build up of calcium 
fiom causing gypsum fouling of the resin (calcium is the major cation in the AMD). Thus, either sodium 
chloride or hydrochloric acid could be considered. Recovery of pure copper from chlotide solutions is 
an emerging technology, but cannot now be considemd pmven commercially. An alternate to solvent 
extraction and electrowhming would need to be sought. 
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Another major constituent of the plant feed is iton. A SigniEcant portion of this will be in the ferrous 
form owing to its contact with sulphides in the mine. After adsorption by the cation exchange resin, it 
may become oxidized and precipitate witbin the, tesin as fenic hydroxide. This is a major source of 
fouling in cation exchange resins (Pelosi and McCarthy, 1982). 

AU the cations, including all the heavy metal contamhrants, would have been removed, but there would 
be little economic offset in reduced treannent costs. The metal cations (other than copper, assuming it 
was removed by solvent extraction) would need to be precipitated from the stripping solution, and this 
would most likely be done by raismg the pH to cause metal hydrolysis. The acid remaining in the treated 
AMD would not have been extracted and would mquire neutralization. 

It therefore appears that recovery of the copper should not be mcommended. For the above scheme, 
neutralixation of the effluent would still be required, while the technical and economic feasibility of copper 
recovery from the strlpping solution is questionable. There is no precedent for tbis type of process on 
low-stmngth copper sulphate waste streams. Alternatives such as precipitating a bulk copper-zinc-iron 
sulphide do not achieve signiEcant purhïcation, and thetefore ptoduce a low-value ptoduct whose 
marketability is questionable. The available metal to be pmduced by any scheme is too small an amount 
to provide recovery of the amounts of capital likely to be required. 

The alxwe work haa assumed an enhanced fend concentration due to mduced dilution inflow, while 
maintaining the metal production fiom the mine at recent rates. In fact, the evidence to date suggests that 
the concentration may be reduced at reduced fIows due to less effective contacting of solution with 
oxidized minerai TO achieve the assumed concentrations, there would thus need to be an improvement 
in solution distribution patterns accompanying the reduced flows. This might be achieved by spnnkling 
in the glory holes as suggested by Hooper (1970). 

Careful thought would need to be applied to the design of such a system; the simple scheme proposed by 
Hooper may not demonstrate the desimd effectiveness. A better alternative may be the flood and drain 
sequence practised by Denison Mines and mcommended by Wright Bngineers for Copper Beach Bstates 
in 1983. 

These and other alternatives for enhanced copper production are considered next. 

6.433 Enhanced Metal Production Rates 

Bnhanced copper production will msult fxom the elimination of bottlenecks constrai&g higher production 
rates. In principle, two major activities must take place in order for copper to report in the mine effluent: 
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the sulphides containing the copper must be oxidized to nnder the copper water-soluble, and the resulting 
copper sulphate must be dissolved and transported away fiom the reaction site. 

Oxidation of tonner SUbhideS 

The mechanisms of oxidation of copper sulphides in dumps have been described by Murr (1980). Both 
direct attack by bacteria and indirect attack by bacterlally-produced ferric ion are believed to occur, but 
the requirement for bacterial involvement to achieve observed rates is not doubted. Thus, optimization 
of copper sulphide oxidation requites optimization of the conditions for bacterial growd~ The bacteria 
are generally present in all circumstances ami do not need to be supplied. 

The needs of the bacteria are: 

l a source of energy for growth, usually ferrous iion, varlous sulphides, or elemental sulphur. 
l a source of oxygen. The combiition of the oxygen with the energy source is the reaction producing 

the quimi energy for bacterial processes. 
l a source of carbon and nitrogen as building blocks for synthesis of biomass. 
l sufficient water to provide a suitable environment for the aqueous-phase biosynthetic and energy 

ptoducmg mactions, as well as to remove the ptoducts of bacterial metabolism. A pH of 2-3 in 
this aqueous medium surrounding the bacteria is optimal, ami pmducts of metabolism (e.g., cupric 
ion) must not rise to toxic concentrations. 

l maximum bacterial activity takes place at temperatums around 35 OC. 

In a waste dump situation, the energy sources are the iron and sulphide.content of the mineralization. The 
oxygen is provided by circulation of air through the dump (and to a much lesser extent by oxygenated 
water passhrg through the dump). Carbon is pmvided by bacterial fixation of atmospheric carbon dioxide, 
as well as by carbonates that may be dissolved in the dump water. Nitrogen is supplied as ammonium 
ion which may be pxesent from breakdown of organic compounds or fiom blasting agents. 

Water is supplied by the dump operator, with gtoundwater ptoviding an additional source in some 
situations. The opemtor may acidify the water if the bactexia ate not able to keep the pH down with the 
products of their metabolism. 

Temperature is not usually controlled, and rarely is optimal. Dumps that ate actively oxidizing may rise 
well above the optimal temperature due to the heat of reaction, while those in a more dormant state may 
be too cold. 
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T~US, to enhance the oxidation rate at Britannia, it should be determined which factors are limiting, and 
then steps should be taken to hnprove the appropriate conditions. Exposed area of oxidizable sulphides 
is doubtless one important factor, and the reason why the copper production rates have dropped since 
mining stopped is probably that the available sulphide surface is decmased, both by consumption, and by 
blinding with maction products. Wright Engineers (1983) concluded that size reduction of the in-place 
reserves to expose more surface would be impractical, as material reclamation, crushing, and replacement 
would be requimd. 

Based on experience with other sulphide dump leach situations, the other probable rate-limiting factors 
a~ access to oxygen and water. 

Oxvgen 

As a moult of detailed dump modmg, Cathles’ ami Schlitt (1980) concluded that the opthnum dump 
height should be roughly 15 m, and the optimum width about 30 m. Beyond these hmits, convective 
tra&er of oxygen is insufficient to pxovide for maximum leaching rates, and mdeed, in low oxygen areas, 
copper cari be mpmcipitated from the leach solutions by contact with sulphides. 

Obtaining adequate convective flow in enclosed stopes located between the 2200 and 4100 foot levels at 
Britannia seems unlikely without the establishment of an extensive system to mechanically hmoduce air. 
While this cari be ttied as an enhancement approach, it could result in the leaching component of the 
process having a significant operating cost, whemas our @itial concept is that the leach solutions are 
available essentially for tîee. 

As an altemative, a system could be set up whexe the stopes wem periodically flooded and drained. This 
cycling would draw air ht0 all the interstices having greater than capillary dimensions, ensu&g at least 
some exposure to both oxygen and water. In the Wright Engineexs concept, the cycle would take place 
once a year, with the flooding owuning during mn-off, and the drawdown occurdng over the remainder 
of the year. TO operate a cycle on any shorter time fiame would mvolve provision of large storage 
capable of holdhtg the entire flooded solution inventory of the mine, together with pumphtg facilities for 
high rate solution movement Room for such storage pmbably could not be found at the site. 

The volume of solution (and air) that could be exchanged in such a scheme would be the void volume 
of the broken rock in the stopes. We cari calculate that the oxygen content of the h~hoduced solution 
would have a neghgible equivalence in copper. 

If the in-place rock has a density of 2.6 tomeslin’, and the swell factor on mining is 1.5, the bulk density 
of broken rock would be 1.7. The available copper rese~~es in the mine are stated (Hooper, 1970) to be 
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245 million pounds (Fairview and West Bluff only), and an average grade has been assumed to be 0.4 % 
(Stern, 1966). Wright Engineers refer to a C.M.S. report completed in 1980 which esrimated reserves 
available for leaching of about 200 million pounds of copper. It is not clear whether this reserve is 
currently all bmken. Assuming it is, and using the 245 million pound estimate at 0.4 % copperi the rock 
available for enhancement will be 28 million tonnes occupying a volume of 11 million m3 if unbroken, 
16 milhon m3 if broken. The volume of air to be exchanged annually is 5 million m3, containing 
1 million m3 or 45,000 kg-moles of oxygea * 

The oxygen will be used to oxidixe sulphides to sulphate, which appears in the leach solution. From our 
historical data, the sulphate level is 1470 mg/L when the copper level is 21 mg/L. Smce 1 kg-mole of 
oxygen is equivalent to 0.5 kg-mole of sulphate, the sulphate which could be produced as a result of the 
air exchange would be 22,000 kg-moles, or 2140 tonnes. Pmrating by cunent solution concentrations, 
the copper that would accompany this would be about 30 tonnes per year, or 80 kg/day. This does not 
represent an enhancement over current pmduction 

The above calculation is based on very rough data and is open to criticism. The exchanged air does not 
represent the only source of oxygen, as cari be seen liom the on-going acid production in the absence of 
enforced exchange. Some sulphate that is produced may be deposited in the mine as jarosite and gypsum. 
Nevertheless, there does not appear to be great scope for oxygen transfer enhancement thmugh cyclic 
OperatiOrL 

Water 

Solution management is considered crltical in the operation of heaps and dumps. Since no special 
activities are completed at ptesent to ensure careful solution distribution, it is assumed that enhancement 
should be possible in this area. 

One means of ensu&g complete wetting of ah the rock is the flooding appmach discussed above. Shrce 
only one cycle per year seems feasible, the productivity of this approach is related to the ability of the 
bacterla to carry on oxidation dming the dry cycle, at which tinte concentrations of metals in the pore 
water surrounding the bacteria could rise to inhibitory levels. 

If the 28 million tonnes of rock assumed above drained to 10 percent moistum, the pore water would 
contain 2.8 million kg of copper at 1 g/L concentration. Ifentirely flushed during each year, this quantity 
would represent a copper production of 7.7 tonnes per day, which would likely be an economic production 
rate. 
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The bacteria are known to be able to tolerate concentmtions much higher than this, so this appxoach could 
be feasible as a water distribution method. 

The Wright Engineers report questions the ability of a plug at the 4100 level to withstand the pressures 
that could be reached with a periodic flooding concept. These relate to the strength of the rock used to 
hold the plug in place. Should periodic floodhrg appear desirable, a detailed engineering investigation of 
this problem would be necessary. 

If it were desirable to obtain a flow through system for air in the stopes in order to ensure adequate 
oxygen for the oxidation mactions, a percolation system might be necessary. Certamly, vertical air flow 
would be mstricted dming any tinte the stopes wem not completely drained. Hooper (1970) planned to 
use this approach in his feasibiity study. 

While the runoff and groundwater could not be captumd for redistribution and percolation, a recycle 
stream was proposed as a means of enhan&g solution contact. Recycle of leach solution after copper 
recovery is mutinely employed in dump leachhrg to make use of the acid it contains, thereby ensuring the 
necessary low pH for metal dissolution and bacterial activity. The iron content may also be beneficial to 
the bacteria, who will oxidize ferrous to ferric in pmference to other substrates. FAy. it contains 
bacteria, and thereby serves to mdistribute the organisms ami provide a good distribution of activity 
thtoughout the dump. 

A bleed from the recycle loop equivalent to the amount of runoff ami groundwater would be taken for 
copper recovery and subsequent treatment and discharge in order to maintain a water balance on the 
leaching system. 

‘lhee difficulties cari be fomseen with this appxoach. First, the stopes apparently are hrclined tiom the 
vertical. There is thus a hanging wall, and ail are located beneath this would have poor access to the 
pexwlating solutions which tend to move vertically downward. 

Second, the vertical depth for percolation is much greater than is encountered in most dump leach 
situations. Once the solution has been distributed at the broken ore surface in the stope, it is no longer 
in the operator’s control, and the formation of chant& which take most of the flow has been 
demonstrated in pilot testing (Murr, 1980). The greater the percolation depth, the gmater is the 
opportun@ for maldistribution of ue solution As an extreme example, it has been found that packed 
columns in chemical pxocess plants (which are designed to facilitate welldistributed percolation) should 
incorporate solution redistribution mechanisms at intervals of at least every 6 or 7 m (Treybal, 1980). 
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Third, as the solutions percolate through the broken are, migration of the fines content and precipitates 
results in the formation of impermeable layers in the waste (Bruynesteyn and Cooper, 1974). This results 
in areas which are limited in access to bath oxygen and solution. Mur-r (1980) observes that “dump 
flufiing” by blasting to incxease permeability results in a decrease, not an increase in penneabili~ty. T~US, 
this should not be a useful strategy at Britannia. 

Summarv of conter oroduction enhancement . 

The possibility of incxeasing copper production to economic rates is intriguing, and while questions have 
been raised especially in the ama of oxygen availability, we feel the idea cannot be rejected out of hand. 
A full scale test is required to determine what cari be achieved by appmaches such as outlined above. The 
down side is that attempts at enhancement will eliminate the gradual decline in copper tenor in the effluent 
that has occuned since the mine close& The ability to “walk away” from the AMD problem will thus 
have been postponed (if it cari ever be achieved). 

63 Proposed Treatment Plant Design 

The design sequence consists of the following steps: 

review testwork, experience of others 
w decide on a pmcess concept; i.e., high density sludge versus straight thmugh, lime versus 

limestone, etc. 
w determine the process flowsheet to meet the concept 
w balance the flows, chemistry on the flowsheet 
w list the major equipment 

based on the process flows and des@ criteria established in testing, calculate the equipment size 
w make quipment layout drawings that defme the major structural and mechanical quirements 
m complete detailed engineering as required to specify and procure the equipment, Select contractors 

and build the plant 

The engineering does not necesszuily pmceed in as defïned a sequence as laid out above; in reality, there 
is usuahy some iteration, as layout constram& may alter the flowsheet, etc. However, the lime treatment 
pmcess is fairiy stmightfonvard, so that few complications would be expected. 

‘Ihe pqosed process flowsheet is given in Figure 6.14. The des@ assumes a combmed lime and soda 
ash treatment system or a two-stage lime treatment system. The following sections outline the design 
selected and discuss some of the pertinent considerations when setting the process concept and selecting 
and sizing the major equipment. 
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65.1 Reagent Mixing and Storage 

65.1.1 Lime Slaking 

Bumed quicklhne is usually mceived in bulk truckloads as minus 6 mm matetial It is pneumatically 
cmveyed to a silo, which is equipped with a baghouse to temove the lime dust fmm the transporting air. 

Lime slaking is usually accomplished in one of three ways: detention slakers, paste slakem, or lime mills. 
These alternatives, and some others are described in the National Lie Association Bulletin 213 
(Anonymous, 1976). Paste slakers are said to provide a higher yield of slaked lime owing to the higher 
temperature at which they operate. Lime mills offer the advantage that grit removal is not requimd, smce 
it is ground up and discharged with the product shury. 

The current desigu incorporates a paste slaker, but this is not a final choice. The relative costs and 
benefits would be weighed in arriving at a final choice as part of the pumhasing process. 

6.5.1.2 FlOCCUhUltS 

Flocculants used in lime heatment plants usually will be of the polyacrylamide type, although some natural 
pmducts are used as well. They axe quite soluble in water, but their long chain polymeric nature makes 
the solid panicles tend to stick together if initially wet in a mass, SO that so-called “fisheyes” are fonned 
in the stock solution. These may take a considerable time to completely dissolve. Themfore, proprletary 
mixing equipment is sold by the chemical suppliers and others, which is designed to individually wet each 
flocculant particle befote discharging it into the mixing,vesseL These range fiom simple futmels on 
educators connected to the fend water flow to complex completely automated pneumatic feeders with 
wetted wall col-. For this design, a fblly automatic preparation unit is included. 

As an altemative, floccuIants cari be purchased as premixed fluid dispersions which combine readily with 
water. 

The long chain nature of the polymers makes the solutions very viscous, and thus stock solution strengths 
are limited to about 0.2 to 0.5 percent. At this stmngth, the solution may be stored for a day or so; 
eventually it degrades due to polymer hydrolysis. 

Before addition to the proce&, the solution is dlluted to 0.05 percent, which allows the polymer to fùlly 
“unwrap” ami hydrate for maximum effectiveness. Ideally, 30 minutes msidence tinte should be provided 
after dilution to allow this hydration to proceed prior to addhrg the solution to the pmcess stream. 
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In onier to minimize polymer chain breakage, shearing of floccuhmt solutions is minimized at all stages. 
This is a consideration in agitator selection as well as pumpin~ typically, pmgressing cavity pumps’am 
used. 

Flocculants are not conosive, and special materials selection for the handling equipment are not requixed. 

6.5.1.3 Soda Àsh 

Soda ash is available in bulk ttucks or in bags. For the loadings considemd in the Britannia design, 
purchase in bags (approximately 25 kg each) would lead to unreasonably high levels of labour, SO that 
bulk purchase would be prefermd. Discussions with local chemical suppliers suggest that the most 
economic means of delivery could be in 1 tonne bags, which could be unloaded into a small hopper as 
requin% Ahematively, unloadhrg of bulk trucks or rail cars to a silo is done pneumatically as for 
quicklime. Soda ash dissolves readily and usually may be handled without any special mate&& of 
construction considerations. 

6.53 Oxidation and Precipitation Reactors and Agitators 

The tanks are sixed to provide the requimd msidence time, typically in the range 30 to 60 minutes. The 
residence lime will be more effectively used if at least two tanks are co~ected in series to defeat short 
circuiting. Addition of intemal feed and/or exit baffles cari help ehminate short circuiting as well, but cari 
cause problems for descaling. Best practice will keep the xeactor intemals as simple as possible. 

Detailed design of a mactor in which air is to be dispemed for. oxidation is a very complex subject, 
involvhIg estimation of required dissolved oxygen level, oxidation rates, and mass transfer coefficients. 
This type of analysis is ramly undertaken in practice. 

Instead, a chemical demand for oxygen is calculated based on the reactions desimd, and the rate at which 
they must proceed to be complete in the desired residence thne. This rate is used with a rule of thumb 
oxygen utilisation from dispersed air (typically 10-20 pement) to estimate the rate at which air must be 
supplied. Tank geometry is usually selected somewhere near a “square” design (tank diameter equals 
liquid depth) which pennits good mixing with a single impeller. Four antiswirl baffles wiil be included, 
equal to approximately l/lO tank diameter. Agitator vendom are asked to recommend an agitator that will 
disperse the quimd amount of air in the mactor, comfortably below the flooding point Solids 
suspension is not usually a major consideration in these designs, as the solids are typically very fine and 
suspend easily. More likely, the selection will be govemed by gas dispersion. 

Steffea Robextwn and Kirsten 
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Agitator vendors cari provide recommendations on the best arrangement for sparging air under the 
impeller. 

Once the feed is neutralized, its corrosive properdes diminish. lkpending on the pH at which the fïrst 
stage is operated, it may be possible to construct all the tanks in mild steeL Altematively, it may be 
desirable to make at least the first stage of stainless steel. Polymer linings or fme-standing PRP are not 
considered, as they would be damaged by periodic descaling operations. 

6.53 Clarifier Sel&on and Sizii 

Select-ion of the type of clarifier will be tbe msult of the experience and preference of tbe designer, the 
recent experience of others with similar plants, and an economic evaluation based on solicitation of quotes 
from vendors. Where the effluent quahty is specifled in terms of total metals rather than dissolved me&, 
an effective clarifier is essential, and post-filtration may be a useful option to ensum continuous 
achievement of discbarge specifications. Post ftltration is not proposed for Britannia. 

In the high density sludge process, flocculation is critical to successlül performance, and thus, separate 
reacto~~ may be provided for “flash” mixing of flocculant witb the feed followed by gentle agitation while 
the flots form and consolidate. Altematively, tlash mixing and flocculant may be provided by addition 
of the flocculam to a pipeline or launder upstmam of tbe clarifier. Sometimes some experimentation with 
the addition point and method is mquimd after start up, since the hydraulic conditions in a pipeline or 
launder cari be hard to define. Recommendations for des@ of flash mixing and flocculation facilities am 
given by the U.S.E.P.A. (Anonymous, 1975). 

The clarifter is sized based on rise rate to achieve overflow clarity, and residence time/sludge depth for 
underflow density. Test work is completed to v&ify that standard design factors for tbis type of 
application apply, but might not be used directly in sixing the equipment, especially for smaller units. 
Testwork results for a rise determination using the lime treatment pmcess are provided in Figure 6.15. 
This pmdicts an overflow rate of 1.4 m/h (0.57 USGPW. 

Rake mechanisms are selected with assistance from the vendor based on the anticipated sludge 
characteristics. A feature that may be included is a lifting device (of greatest concem when high density 
sludges are being sought) which may be manually contmlled or instrumented to actuate based on torque. 

Other details vary with the design seiected. Vendors should give assistance in undemtanding the various 
featutes that should be evaluated in arrlving at the final specification 

Steffen Robemon and Kksten 
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Bath positive displacement and centrifugal pumps are used in pumping underflows. The sludge cari be 
abrasive (inclusion of some lime grit, for example), and so the pump should be designed for fine- abrasive 
shnry service. Rubber lined centrifugal pumps, and air or mechanically operated diaphragm pumps are 
common. Diaphragm pumps offer the advantages that their periodic motion cari help to “fluidixe” the 
thixottopic sludge and keep it flowing out of the tank; and pumping rate is easily controlled to allow 
balancing of a suitable recycle rate with obtaining a desired sludge density in the clarifier. Flow rate 
variation when using centrifugal pumps may be achieved by variable speed drives, or by automatic valves 
on the pump discharge. . 

These pieces of equipment are handling neutralised shnries in which the fluid is supposedly discharge 
quality; materials of construction selection is therefore not restrictive. Mild steel or concrete tanks and 
steel mechanisms are adequate; various internals such as lamella packs may be fabricated fxom plastics 
if desired (e.g., to give a surface with a low friction coefficient). 

6.5.4 Instrumentation 

6.54.1 Reagent dosing system and control 

Lime is added as a shury, which make-s continuous conholled addition at low rates difficult. TO maintain 
adequate velocities periodic additions at full flow are often used. The controller may set the frequency 
of pulse or pulse length or bath. Automatic valves should be selected suitable for slurry service. Branch 
lines are shott and pxeferably corne vextically off the ring main so that solids settle back hrto the main 
when flow is shut off The valve is then mounted in a horixontal run so that a Column of solids cannot 
settle on the contxol elemenh preventing its funclioning. 

Control of pH and minhnixation of supersaturation which cari lead to scaling will be enhanced by staged 
addition of lime in a series of stirred tanks. Conhol also requires suf&ient tank msidence thne to give 
stable operation. A minimum of 20 minutes per tank is suggested. 

Makeup of the soda ash solution to the desired sttength quires either instrumentation to weigh out the 
reqired amount to make a batch of teagent sohnion, or a mix tank sixed to accept the entixe contents of 
a 1 tonne bag. For Britannia, a system using weighing insaumentation is specifred. 

Soda ash solution addition rate may be automatically controlled to maintain a desired pH leaving the last 
stage of the process, or it may simply be set at a constant dosage to match the feed rate (which is not 
expected to vary much in the short ter-m). 
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Plocculant addition is not usually automatically contmlled. The diluted flocculant solution is metemd 
thmgh a needle valve, and its addition rate is monitored with a rotameter. Plocculant performance will 
be enhanced if dilution is accomplished with sufficient residence time (30 minutes) to allow complete 
hydration of the polymer before addition to the ptocess. 

6.5.4.2 Turbidity measurement . 

Pmess upsets in AMD and similar types of heatment plants are commonly associated with an incmase 
in the level of suspended solids in the effluent. The condition cari be monitomd using an on-line turbidity 
meter coupled to an alarm system. Sampling and analyses of effluent samples during start-up cari provide 
a correlation between suspended solids, turbidity and other parameters. In this way, a masonably 
instantaneous measurement of general effluent quality cari be provided, and serious upset conditions 
avoided. Regular maintenance and recalibration of the turbidity meter is essential in order to pxovide good 
quality data. The use of an on-line instrument such as a turbidity meter cari mduce the amount of 
sampling and analytical work required for process contml and for regulatory compliance. 

Automatic connol cari be used to ptovide an alann, and to divert the ptoduct stmam back to the feed 
source when turbidity specifïcations are exceeded. 

65.5 Andytical support 

At the Britannia treatment plant, analytical capability will probably be limited to transmission 
spectrophotometry (not atomic absorption spectrophotometry), and simple titrations. Plant operators cari 
be trained to complete this type of analysis, but the levels of detection achievable are often not adequate 
for monitoring treated solutions. Clean facilities are mquired to avoid contamination of assays, ami 
independently detemGned msults cari be more cmdible for extemal reporting. ‘Ihus, normal analytical 
support consists of a mixture of on-site detenninations for day to day plant control, together with extemal 
assays for reporting purposes. Commercial laboratories have equipment such as Muctively coupled 
plasma spectrophotometers (ICP) that cari perform multi-element assays more quickly and cheaply. These 
labs also have personnel trained in the more diflïcult wet techniques requimd for some cimumsnmces. 

The ffequency of sampling will be specified in the permit under which the facility operates. Beyond tbis, 
when a treatment plant is in stable operation, samples once a shift are the most that might be xequimd, 
and this might be reduced to daily sampling or even less frequently when feed flow and chemical makeup 
do not vary quickly, as should be the case at Britannia. The flow path tbrough the mine, together with 
storage capacity to be provided behind the 4100 bulkhead will help to even out the plant loading. 
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6.6 Capitai and Operating Cost Estimates 

6.6.1 FIow and Loading 

Critical to the sizing and costing of the treatment pmcess are the flow rate and acidity loading used for 
des@. 

6.6.1.1 Geotechnical/IIydrological Anaiysis 

The mean aunual flow of a 100 year wet year with half of Jane Basin catchment diverted and 100 % 
diversion efficiency gives 396 m3/h. Use of a diversion efficiency of 70 % and assumption of surges in 
flow at 10 % above mean to allow for inflow exceeding storage at some point in the year provides a mean 
annualflowof511m3/handapeakflowof576m3/h. 

Loading 

Assuming diversion of surface water at the open pits, with all drainage dixected to the 4100 level and 
mean annuaI flow of a 100 year return wet year, the calculated loading fhm available data compaxed to 
“typical” long texm slow as shown in December 1990 sampling, the coppr loading will be 233 kg/day, 
and the zinc loading will be 413 kg/day. 

6.6.13 Historicai Data 

In Secdon 6.6, the flow and loading data fxom the 4100 portal wexe reviewed for the period 1983 to 1989. 
It was ConcIuded that alIowing for a contribution fkom the 2200 flow, the meau copper 1eveI wouid be 21 
mg& with tbe related acidity at 300 mg/L of CaCG eqyivalent, in a fiow averaging 635 m3/h. The 
analysis showed that the predicted average copper production was 320 kg/day, so the associated acidity 
loading would be 4.6 toms/day CaCO, equivaleti 

The geotechnical prediction of loading is lower owing to the assumption of the application of diversions 
to the water entering the mine. However, although a reduction in loading is expected to accompany a 
reduction in water entering the mine, this is an uncertain predictio~~ For plant design, a conservative 
assumption would be no change in thehistodcal loading. The ge-otechnical predictious should then be 
examined as a sensitivity case. 
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6.63 Des@ Basis 

The peak 100 year retum flow estimated will serve as the design basis for sizmg equipment where size 
is dependent on flow rate. Where equipment size is dependent on loading @agent preparation and dosing 
equipment), the historical loading of 4.6 tonnes/day CaCq plus a design factor will be used. 

A plant should not be designed to operate for any significant tinte exactly at its ultimate capacity; this 
leaves no flexibility to cormct problems or allow for down tinte. Considering the uncertainty in the data, 
we themfore feel it prudent to apply a 20 8 design factor. The design conditions for eouinment sizmg 
Will therefore be: 

m 
Loading 

576 m3/h x 1.20 = 690 m3/h 
4.6 tonneshiay x 1.20 = 5.5 tonnes/day CaCO, 

For the onerating cost estimate, reagent consumption will be estimated based on the historical loading of 
4.6 tonnes/day CaC03 (no contingency included), with the pmdicted reduced loading due to application 
of diversion considered as a semitivity. 

6.6.3 Equipment List 

The flowsheet which is the basis for this estimate is shown in Figure 6.14, ami an equipment list is given 
in Table 6.14. If an all lime system were selected, it is likely that the soda ash facilities would be 
retained, as the addition to capital cost is not large, ami the flexibiity to add the second reagent could 
provide secuxity should the effluent chemistry change. 

Acid mine drainage is supplied from behind the bulkhead at the 4100 level at a controlled rate to the first 
of two treatment tanks in series. Each tank has been sixed to provide a tesidence time of 30 minutes 
based on feed fiow. Lime is added to the fimt tank to maintain a controlled pH which may be set in the 
range of 5 to 7. Underflow sludge from the clarifier is recycled to this reactor to increase the solids 
concentration and impxove flocculant effectiveness. Sodium carbonate solution is added to the second tank 
at a rate which is ratioed to the feed flow rate to provide a dosage of 242 kg/tonne CaC03 acidity in the 
feed. 

Slurty overfiowing the second tank flows by gravity to a flash mixer of 30 seconds residence tinte, whete 
diluted flocculant solution is dosed at a rate of 1.5 ppm. Fxom this mixer, it passes to three lamella 
clariiïers in parallel. 
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Table 6.14 - Major Equipment List - Britannia 
Water Treatment Plant 

Item No. Description HP/- Conn; 
No. Req’d unit HP 

Total 
Cost 

1 2 Neutralization tanks, 21 ‘x23’ 0 0 184,000 
2 2 Agitators, SS 30 60 45,000 
3 1 Air biower 100 cfm 10 10 7,000 
4 1 Clarifier mech. 87’ cs 5 5 91,000 
5 1 Clarifier tank, 87’dia. cs 0 0 210,000 
6 1 Piiter press, 100 ft3 1 1 123,000 
7 4 Diaphr. pumps 0. 0 38,000 
8 1 Lime siio/slaker/storage pckge 15 15 180,000 
9 2 Hor. cent. pump, srl, 2” 5 10 6,000 

10 1 S. ash bin, 5 t, c/w scr. conv. 3 3 18,000 
11 1 Soda ash mix tank, 9x10’, cs 0 0 10,000 
12 1 Agitator 3 3 6,000 
13 1 Soda ash stock soln tank, 9x10' 0 0 10,000 
14 2 Metering pump, O-5 USGPM 1 2 9,000 
15 1 Ploc mixing unit 3 .3 24,000 
16 1 Mix tank, 4x6, pe 0 1,000 
17 1 Agitator 1 1 2,000 
18 -2 Moyno transfer pump 3 6 7,000 
19 1 Stock tank 8x8 cs 0 0 7,000 
20 2 Moyno process feed pump 3 6 7,000 
21 1 Plant air compresser, 500 cfm 150 150 36,000 
22 1 Chain hoist 0 0 1,000 
23 4 Submersible pumps, 8’ 50 200 57,000 

Total 475 $1,079,000 
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The clarifiers have been sixed based on an industry standard loading of 0.5 USGPM/ft? rise rate for water 
treatment-type hydroxide sludges. This is a lower rise rate than demonstrated in testing, but a design 
factor is necessary to provide an operating range for the equipment. Most of the sludge is withdrawn and 
recycled to the first reactor tank. As requimd to mahitain a constant sludge inventory, a portion is fed to 
a filter press using an air-operated diaphragm pump (an additional pump is provided for spam capacity). 

The filter pmss is a caulked, gasketed, recessed plate unit sized to handle the mquimd shrdge volume in 
four batches per 24 hour day. The cake is discharged at a density of 35 percent solids and is trucked to 
disposal at a site to be determined. 

Clarifier overflow is continuously monitored for turbidity. If turbidity rises, the plant feed is stopped, and 
the ovefflow is ncycled to the first reactor for retreatment Clear ovefflow is directed to one of three 
monitoring ponds, whem it is held until analytical msults verify that it meets discharge criteria. 
Submerged pumps then discharge the pond through the existing outfall mto Howe Sound. The costs for 
the monitoring ponds are added in Table 6.15, after the factors for piping, etc. have been applied. 

Burned pebble quicklime is delivemd in tanker trucks and pneumatically conveyed to a 45 tonne lime silo. 
It is slaked as required, with the milk of lime bemg stand in a tank fiom which a mchculation loop is 
pumI& Milk of lime is dosed to the pmcess as mquimd to maintain the set pH. 

Soda ash is delivemd to the plant in 1 tonne bags which are emptied into a hopper as mquired. It is 
conveyed to a mix tank to make batches of soda ash solution in water. The soda ash solution is dosed 
to the pmcess by a meterhig pump whose rate is automatically adjusted to maintain a constant ratio to the 
feed rate. 

$6.4 Factored Capital Cost Estimate 

The purchased equipment cost has been factomd into a fixed capital cost as shown in Table 6.15. This 
estimate is of the type described as a Study Estimate by Weaver and Bauman (1973) and is expected to 
bewithin3Opercentofthecosttobuildtheplantdescribed. 

The capital costs shown do not include GST. We have not investigated the tax position of the plant. The 
overall capital cost would mcmase by about 7 percent if the GSI’ is applicable. 

The estimated fixed capital cost for the plant is $3400,000. TO this would need to be added owner’s 
costs, lhming charges, head office costs, and other costs as dictated by the ownexs’ accounting methods. 
This estimate is based on all new equipment, and significant savings might be realixed if appropriate used 
equipment became available at the time purchasing commenced. 
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Table 6.15 - Factored Capital Cost Estimate 
for Britannia Treatment Plant 

lesign Flow 690 

rota1 purchased equipment 
nstallation at 

1,079,000 
25% 269,750 

Mat installed equipment 

Piping 
Electrical 
Instrumentation 
Buildings, struct. 

15 % 202,313 
12 161,850 
7’ 94,413 

20 269,750 

m3/h .- 

1,348,750 

728,325 

rotai Physical Plant 

donitoring ponds 
Zapital spares 
Startup and commissioning 

2,077,075 

456,000 
5% 53,950 
2% 21,580 

531,530 

3g. and Construction 

>ontingency 

rota1 plant fixed cost 

2,608,605 

18 46 469,549 

3,078,i 54 

10 % 307,ai 5 

3,385,969 

Sa y $3,400,000 
----m-s- -------- 
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The factor assumed for structures assumes that a building would be provided to house an office, control 
room, control and switchgear, reagent storage and pmparation equipment, pressure filter, air blower, 
rudimentary maintenance facilities, and the plant air compresser. The lime silo, process tankage and 
clarifier would be outside. 

6.65 Operating Cost Estimate 

6.65.1 Lime Treatment System 

The operating cost based on treatment with lime (no soda ash) is summarized in Table 6.16, and amounts 
to $0.16/m3 treated at the historical mean operating flow of 635 m3/h. Reagent usage assumes the 
txeatment of 1669 tonnes acidity (as CaCO& per year, and a lime dosage/acidity ratio derived from 
teslwork of 0.88 kg pebble lime/kg CaCO,. The major cost items are for lime, soda ash, labour, and 
shrdge disposal. This covers only the costs at the site, and does not allow for any costs associated with 
management of the facility beyond a general foreman. Chemical vendom have advised us that GST would 
apply to these purchases, and this has been included at 7 percent. 

Lime consumption has been calculated fîom the loading assuming that the purchased pebble quicklime 
would have 92 8 active lime content, and in the gypsum-saturated solution, would react to an extent of 
82 96. This leaves msidual alkahnity to stabilize’ the shrdge. 

Operahg labour has been costed at $18.oO/h, withallowance of 30% for payroll burdens and 10 % for 
overtime. The foreman is assumed to be paid an annual salary of $45,000, phrs burdens at 27%. Power 
is charged at an average cost of 5 cents per kWh. Maintenance supplies are included at 3 % of purchased 
equipment; operating supplies are aliowed at $51,006 /y. Lime is quoted at $118 /tonne FOB Britatmia. 
GST is additional to the quoted prices. 

6.653 Lime and Soda Ash Treatment System 

Based on the use of conservative lime and soda ash dosages, them is an operating cost advantage of 
approximately $2O,OOO/yr at the operating flow of 635 m3/h. (Soda ash is quoted at $0.28 /kg for 1 tonne 
bags, FOB Britannia.) 
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Table 6.16 - Operating Cost Estima& 

Conditions 
Fiow 635 m3lh 
Mean Copper 21 mg/L 
Equivalent Acidity 300 mg/L CaC03 
Acidity Loading 4.57 tonnelday 

1669 tonne/yr 
Sample Acidity 285 mg/L CaC03 
Lime Treatment Option 
Lime Dosage 250 mg/LCaO 
Ratio Lime Dobage/Acidity 0.88 kg CaOlkg CaC03 
Percent Reacted Lime 85 % 
Annual Lime Consumption 1722 tonne/yr 
Lime Cost 126 $/tonne F.O.S. Srittania 
Annual Lime Cost 

:i:i:i:i’:.:.:::::.:::,:::‘:‘:‘I:I 
i;i;i~i;$g~@~#xg 

nd Soda Ash Treatment Option 
Lime Dosage 150 mg/L Ca0 
Ratio Lime DosagelAcidity 0.53 kg CaOlkg CaC03 
Percent Reacted Lime 90 % 
Annual Lime Consumption 976 tonne 
Annual Lime Cost $122,963 
Soda Ash Dosage 40 mg/L Na2C03 
Ratio Soda Ash DosageIAcidity 0.14 kg Na2C03/kg CaC03 
Annual Soda Ash Consumption 234 tonne 
Soda Ash Cost 300 $/tonne FOB Brittania 
Annual Soda Ash Cost $70,264 
Total Cost Lime and Soda Ash ~~~~~ae3i~j~~~ 

._..._..._..._..._._... :.:.:.:ii:i 
Percent Savings 11.0 
Polvelectrolvte Consumptbl 
Percoll56 Dosage 1.5 mg/L . 
Daily Consumption 22.86 kgtday 
Ratio Poly/Acidity 5.0 kg/tonne 
Annual Consumption 8343.9 kg 
cost 5 Wkg 
Annual Cost iiifi;i;ifi~~~~~~ :::::::::::. : .\ .: 

I 
Summafy of Operating Cost EstImates 

Labour 
Total Reagent Cost 
Supervision 
Contract Maintenance 
Maintenance Supplies 
Op.Supplies Assay 
Power 
Sludge Disposai 

Lime Lime + Soda Ash 
$223,891 24.5Ybj $223,891 25.1%/ 

$25,000 2.7 

ITotal Annual Operating Cost 1 $914,331 1 OO.OO/t $890,565 100.0%1 
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Opthnization of this system would mquhe additional pmcess development work, especially in terms of 
evaluating the benefits of recycle, i.e. relief of gypsum supersaturation, The treatment system design that 
has been pxoposed would be sufficiently flexible to accommodate additional reagents such as soda ash 
A system using lime and soda ash may be pmfemble to a lime-based system due to the hrherent stability 
of copper and zinc carbonates compamd to the equivalent metal hydroxides. For this report, the use of 
operating cost estimates based just on lime is wan-anted since this represents proven technology. 

6.6.6 Jmpact of Acidity Ibad Reduction on Operating Costs 

Diversion of surface water ànd partial flooding of the workings may msult in a reduction in the acidity 
loadings that the treatment plant would be requimd to pmcess. In order to evaluate the hnpact of load 
reductions on operating costs a series of calculations were conducted to generate Figures 6.16 and 6.17. 

Figure 6.16 is a plot of total operating cost in 1991 dollars versus percentage of acidity load reduction, 
using data in Table 6.16 as the base condition. Two cases am provided; the first case, which mcludes 
sludge dewateting and off-site trucking and disposal (“Complete Sludge Cost”) and the second case whem 
sludge disposaJ costs have been elhnim&d. The second case would apply if the discharge of a thickened 
sludge to the underground workings is feasible. 

, 
Figure 6.17 is a plot of operating cost reduction versus loading teduction expressed as percentage, again 
using Table 6.16 data as the base condition. Comparative data for lime and lhne plus soda ash are 
included. As expected, reductions in loading cari signifïcantly reduce reagent costs. However, other costs 
such as labour ami power axe not as sensitive to loading reductions. For example, based on Figure 6.17, 
a 50 95 reduction in loading reduces the operating cost by approximately 15 96 (for the case of 
underground deposition of sludge). 

6.7 Discussion 

Continuous pilot plant operation is needed to btter define sequential lime/sodium carbonate requirementa, 
generate sufficient sludge for m-cycle, settling, pressure Ehration, and sludge stability tests. Potential 
savings fiom using lim&oda ash vs straight lime should be vetied in continuous operation. 

A pilot plant could be set up as a demonstration of the technology bemg applied by the mining mdustry 
to solution of the acid mine drainage problem. An oppottunity exists to combine this pilot work at the 
Britannia site with the summer season at the Minhrg Museum. The exhibit could be expanded to include 
demonstmtions of other apptoaches as well. 
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Evaluation of Operating Cost _ 
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The cost shown is based on the historical loading of 320 kg Cu discharged per day. Because the operatig 
cost contains significant elements that axe not related to loading, the change in operating cost with loading 
reduction is mode& and may not justify some types of expendihues to reduce loading. 

Labour is a significant component of operating cost. Them is a need to have a responsible person present 
or nearby at all thnes to deal with alarms and upsets, make up magents, and clean the filter press. In fact, 
cleaning the press is a job better done with two operators, and this may dictate a switch to an automatic 
ptess at about thme times the capital cost. 

A potential labour savings could be obtained if some labour could be associated with the Mining Museum 
or the teal estate development. Perhaps the plant could be a showcase for mdustry mitigation activities, 
although lime p-ses axe inhexently a bit messy for public exposure. 

Further investigation into fate of the sludge is tequited. Trucking is a sign.iEcant expense, so that study 
of fmther dewatering measums would be worthwhile. An added benefit of an automatic filter press is the 
probable higher solids content achievable in its product filter cake, with consequent teduced transport 
costs. 

The sludge is not expected to be a Special Waste due to its residual alkahnity. Thus, disposal in a landGll 
at Britannia is an option, if an appropriate site cari be found. The quant@, at about 9000 tonnes wet 
weight per year is not beyond accommodation in fhis type of facility. The best solution would be to pump 
the clarifier underflow to deposit in the workingsbelow the 4100 level. This would eliminate the need 
for the filter press, elimi&ng an operating headache, reducing the need for labour and maintenance. TO 
justiQ this, knowledge about water flows and chen&ty in the area of the proposed deposition would need 
to be developed and interpreted. 

The provision of monitoring ponds for the plant discharge mpresents a sigrrificant capital expenditum 
(nearly one-third the equipment cost). The costs shown for these are based on the volume of material to 
be excavated ami the area to be lined, but do not represent more than an order-of-magnitude estimate. 
With a tutbidity meter installed on the clarifier overflow to detect process upsets, consideration should be 
givm t0 eliminating these ponds in favour of a direct discharge to Howe Soumi tbm@ a sea-wa&r 

dilution chamber as an aid to dispersion. 

If flow equalization by storage within the mine turns out not to be feasible, the plant sixe might be 
doubled. Using a standard 2f3 power law scale factor, the capital cost might be expected to increase by 
a factor of 1.6. Due to the small size of the plant, and the fact that the lime system quoted to us is 
already significantly oversized, the increase in cost might not be as great as ptedicted by this factor. 
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The GST position of the plant needs to be clarifïed to make both the capital and operating cost estimates 
more certain 

6.8 Permit Conditions and Monitoring 

6.8.1 Discharge Standards 

In the original terms of mfexence it was requested that considemtion be given to the curmnt permit, and 
to futuxe discharge critetia. Upon review of the draft report, it was agmed that this is the responsibiity 
of the mgulators and the company and will be developed with the mmediation plan The following 
discussion is ptovided for information, ami as an initial approach to discharge criteria. 

Smce the discharge is not under a Waste Management Permit and is not an operating mine it theomtically 
fa& outside the jurisdiction of the Provincial Objectives established under the Waste Management Act. 
Assuming that it was an active mine it would be regulated acconiing to the critetia pmvided in Table 6.17. 
Under Federal Regulations the Fisheries Act which conttols the mlease of deleterious substances would 
be the only legislation that applies. Since the effluent is toxic to fish then it would legally be deemed to 
be in contravention of the Fisheries act. However since the previous owner,is no longer msponsible for 
operation of the fscility it would be diffïcult for Federal Fiiheries to advance a case under the Fisheries 
Act that would in fact result in any hnprovement in the current statua. The Metal Mines Liquid Effluent 
Regulations do not apply in this case since Britannia is no longer an active mine. If Britannia wem an 
active mine then it would be conttolled by the Metal Mine Liquid Effhrent Regulations established under 
the F&er& Act (Table 6.17). Once mmedial measums such as installation of a treatment plant are 
complete then it will possible to brhrg the d&charge into compliance with both Federal ami prmrincial 
regulations and objectives ami issue a permit 

Dischaqe Standards cari be set by hvo methods, either at the point of discharge or on a receiving water 
basis. MMLER criteria or Level “A” Provincial Objectives would apply if the discharge is regulated on 
a “end of pipe basis”. Criteria based on the receiving environment could utilize criteria such as the 
CREEM guidelines. In this case these criteria would apply outside a specifïc zone of hrfhznce of the 
discharge. This zone of influence could be defined spatially as a specified offset both horizontally ami 
vertically from the point of discharge. The use of receiving water criteria may result m a less shingent 
discharge criteria than “end of pipe” specifications, especially if the allowed zone of innuenœ is large due 
to the fact that the teceivmg environment is already heavily impacted. Based on studies conducted by EE 
in 1985 (Goyette & Ferguson) the cmrent discharge is having a significant hupact on the Howe Souud 
in that elevated copper levels are evident in oyster and musse1 tissue over a wide spatial distribution. 
However it should be pointed out that the discharge of tailings and cyclone overflow at the mouth of 
Britannia Cmek over a 50 year period may be responsible in part for the tissue metal levels noted. 
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Table 6.17 Effluent Water Quality Regulations and Objectives 

r 
Parameter MMLER* 

I muent Receiving Envix&nent 

Provincial 
Objectives ** 

PH 
Total Suspended Solids 
Toxicity 
Cyanide 
Ammonia N 

Metals 

Allmlimml 
ANSliC 

Cadmium 
Copper 
h-on 
Lead’ 
Manganese 
Nickel 
ZillC 

5 
2550 

loo-80% 

0.5-1.0 

0.3-0.6 

0.2-0.4 

OS-l.0 
OS-l.0 

6.5-85 
25 - 75 

100% 
0.1-0.5 
1.0-10 

0.5-1.0 
0.05-0.25 
O.Ol-o;l 
0.05-0.3 
0.3-1.0 

0.05-0.2 
0.1-1.0 

0.05-0.5 
0.2-1-o 

Al1 concem&ns in mglL unless othenvise specified 

* Metal Mines Liquid Effhent Regulations - Fisheries Act 1970 

CCREM Objectives *** 

6.5-9.0 
cl08 increase 

0.005 
1.4-2.2 

0.al5-0.1 

o.ocND0.0018 
0.002-0.004 

0.03 
0.001-0.007 

0.025-0.015 
0.03 

** Pollution Control Objectives for the Mining, Smelting and Related Industries of B.C. (1979), 
Pollution Control Board, Mïnistry of Envhwunent, Victoria 

*** Canadian Water Quality Guidelines, 1978, Task Forces Water Quality Guidelines of the Canadian 
Council of Resource and Envinxunental Ministers (CRREM), 1987 
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The establishment of future discharge standards will be a function of three factoxs: 

0 
ii) 
iii) 

receiving water objectives; 
compliance with existing regulations established under the Waste Management Act; 
availability of the technology to meet the desimd effluent quality. 

In regards to tic available technology it cari be assumed that if a treatment system is hxtalled such as one 
that involves the use of lime, the incremental costs associated with meeting a specific “end of pipe” ctiteria 
are small relative to the total capital cost of the facility and baseline operating costs. Some other treatment 
options such metal mcovety w/o neutmlizuion may however mquire some flexibility in uxms of discharge 
standards. 

In summary it is mcommended that “end of pipe” criteria be established for this facility. These criteria 
should consider both the receiving environment and the treatment technology used. 

63.2 Surveillance Monitoting Requirements 

Acidic drainage is curmntly originating from both the 2200 and 4100 port& Diversion of the 2200 
drainage will be essential to minimize the impact on Britannia Creek. Potentially a tmatment facility could 
be wnshucted in the vicinity of the 4100 portai or the existing copper recovery plant in order to tmat all 
acidic drainage fiom the property. Once these treatment faciities are in place it will be necessary to 
monitor the success of the diversion and drainage collection system. This will potemially involve the 
establishment of a surveillance network that would be included as patt of the petmit. The networic would 
include stations both upstmam and downstream of the property. The network would be monitomd on a 
regular basis to deternmre whether the collection and diversion facilities are functioning as designed. 
Stations would be monitomd via sample collection and the use of portable hu%ruments. Trends in the data 
would in mm be used to evaluate the efficiency of collection ami diversion. A secondary purpose of the 
surveillance program would be documentation of huptovements in water quality in the drainage basin 
relative to both historic information and data collected as part of this program. 

The sweillauce networlc would be monitored for physical parameters such as pH, conductivity and 
suspended solids as well as acidity and sulphate plus both total and dissolved aluminum, cadmium, copper, 
h-on, lead, nickel and zinc. 

Surveillance would be conducted monthly at most stations that are accessible however it would not likely 
bé necessary to conduct all the analyses on a fiequent basis since in many cases physical measurements 
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cari be used for assessment once a mlationship between items such as dissolved metals and conductivity 
are established. 

The location of the surveillance network stations would mirror that conducted as part of this program. 
Design of a surveillance pmgram will depend to some extent on the availabiity of fùnds and personnel 
to conduct the work. 

6.83 Description of Available Monitoring Equipment 

The surveillance network described above would rely on the use of both samples and on-site monitoring 
equipment, Analyses of metals will depend on the collection and analyses of samples using commercial 
labs while some of the physical measumments cari be conducted using either hand held instruments or 
portable equipment. Physical measumments that cari be made using portable equipment include, 

. PH 

. turbidity 

. COlldUCtiVi~ 

. dissolved oxygen 

These instnunents are madily available commercially at a nxsonable cost, The use of instruments does 
however require some training regarding operation and maintenance. 

pH would be used in specifïc amas to determine if acidic upstream drainage is maching the mceiving 
environment and whether them is any deviation from base line conditions 

lkrbidity measumm ents cari be used to measum the impact of bank erosion in the Upper portion of the 
drainage basin on downstmam water quality. Pïeld turbidity data cari be correlated with lab suspended 
solid8 data. 

Conductivity cari be used to detected the pmsence of contaminated gtoundwater msulting fiom acidic 
drahuge. since the pmsence of dissolved salts msulting from the generation of acid will hrcmase 
conductivity readings abve background. 

Dissolved oxygen cari be used to assess the impact of acidic drainage on the mceiving envixonment since 
these drainages cari contain oxygen demanding materials, however in most cases changes in conductivity 
would be more sensitive to the pmsence of acidic drainage in a particular stream. Diisolved oxygen 
would be of more significance to documenting the status of a stream in regards to water quality for aquatic 
habitat 
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Instrumentation would naturally be included in the installation of a tnzatment facility. Chemical dosage 
of reagents such as lime would be controlled by a combination of flow me-ment and pH while final 
efnuent quality would be monitored usiug on-line turbidity. The level of sophistication of the 
instrumentations huMled in the plant will be controlled by the pmcess used and the availability of trained 
operators. Expetience has indicated that instrumentation cari significantly hnprove performance and reduce 
the fquency and severity of upsets.~ However it is essential that operators be trained to operate and 
maintain iustrumentation to maximize plant pelformauce. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

The following discussion of conclusions and recommendations is based on the investigations completed 
to date. The site assessment within the scope of this investigation has been completed, and the amas in 
which remedi+ion measums for acid drainage are mquimd both in the short and long tenn identifled. 
Potential physical and chemical control and remediation measums have been identified. The next stage 
of the investigation requires more detalled information in specific amas than has been available to date. 
These recommendations for further studies specifïc to the contml measures have been included in 
Section 6, Table 6.1. In some areas, further field investigations are required to define technical details 
and construction costs. 

As a result of the investigation to date, the following conchrsions and recommendations am indicatedz 

. acid generation and metal leaching is continuing from the Britannia site msulting in elevated metal 
concentrations, notably copper and zinc, ami other metal loading to Brltannia Creek and Howe 
sound; 

. water quality data are limited from the site, metal loads currently discharged are less than those 
discharged during operation, they have however not significantly decmased in the past five years; 

. variability in precipitation and runoff affects the sources and relative contribution of fmsh water 
and contaminated drainage, and the drainage quality and loadings f?om, the mine workings. The 
fluctuations cari be bath seasonal ami vary within shorter periods. Long antecedent dry pexiods 
followed by high pmcipitation events (such as the summer/fall of 1990) eau result in short term 

: high metal loading in drainage waters; 

. the primary sources of metal loading appearto be drainage from the underground workings: from 
the 2200 and 4100 portais and to a lesser degree the 2700 portal. Pit walls and waste rock above 
the 2200 level appear to be oxidized and potentially conhibute oxidized pmducts to the drainage 
which enters the underground wodtings; 

. there is a signiflcant store of oxidation products within the underground wodcings and within 
waste rock tailings and flll material used throughout the site; 

. the Britannia site could therefote potentialIy continue to generate wntaminated drainage for many 
years. Physical and/or chemical wntxol measures would be required for improvement in drainage 
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water quality to Britannia Creek and Howe Sound. It must also be recognized however that in 
the short tenn, as conho measmes are implemented, drainage water quality may worsen due to 
physical disturbance of wastes and release of stomd oxidation products; 

acid generation is well established at the Britannia Site ami, given the extent of development 
underground, and surface openhqs (gloryholes) whichessentially act as “funnels” forprecipitation, 
contml of acid generation and comaminam migration are not feasible; 

diversion of surface water intlows is estimated to potentially teduce the quantity of flow through 
the workings by appmximately 50 percent; 

flooding of all of the mine workings is not feasible, however partial flooding may significantly 
reduce the volume and loading to the heannent plant; 

diversion of inflows with ditches and covers to the mine waste at the pits and the 2200 level 
poti may be successful at reduclng inflows for the control of acid generation and metal leaching. 
Some collection and treatment, removal of waste or covering may be quired, depending on the 
extent of the waste, and hydrogeological regim~ 

the underground workings could be used for flow attenuation to the treatment plant Partial 
flooding of the workings would provide surge control prior to the treatment plant, to allow control 
of the influent concentrations and flow rates to the tmannent plant; 

diversion of flow thmugh the mine waste at the 4100 and mill levels does not appear feasible for 
control of ARD, although the extent of the waste and drainage water quality is not known. 
Collection and treatment may be mquim& 

remediation or mclamation of the “tailings” pond near the 4150 level will probably xequhe a caver 
and/or flooding if it is determhred that this material is (or could potentially) contxlbute 
contaminants to drainage water. If flooding is selected, then the embankment stability must be 
examine& 

an opportun@ exists to test copper leaching enhancement and mcovery if desired. The outcome 
of snch an activity cannot be predicted with certainty, but it should delay eventual “bumout” of 
the acid forming reactions if the enhancement is only moderately successful, 

copper recovery from the present effluent is expected to be uneconomic; 
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. significant reduction in copper, zinc and acidity loading are technically feasible by application of 
a lime or lime and soda ash treatment pxocess. The ca@tal cost for such a treatment pxocess is 
esthnated at $3,400,000 assuming two stage lime or lhne plus soda ash treatment, with 
clarification and sludge dewatering by fllter pmss. The annual operating cost for the limë process 
is estimated at $914,000 assuming the historical 10-g. Capital expenditures to mduce the 
loading will bring about modest reductions in ammal operating costs. 

73 Recommended Approach to Future Work 

The mcommended apptoach to fittuxe work at the site oumed in the followhrg sectionincorporates in a 
staged approach bath potential remediation options and specific investigations. More information is 
requhed about the physical and chemical nature of the site which must be acquimd in the next year or 
two. Experience with site investigations and remediation of abandoned sites has shown the importance 
of thoroughly understandhrg the speciflc sources of acid generation and contaminant loading, and relative 
contribution to drainage water, prior to implementing mmediation measures. As mmediation measums are 
put in place, in the staged program developed below, spec%c monitoting must be conducted to determine 
the effect of the control measure, and refine the treatment design and overall remediation requirements. 

The Britannia site could also provide a rather unique opportunity for research and investigation into ARD 
processes and controL The site is readily accessible by road with a long history of ARD potentially from 
all components of any mine site; open pits, underground, tailings, waste rock and construction matexials. 
Consideration should be given to developing the site as a research facility, and also as an oppottunity to 
disseminate information to the public. The water quality information and topographical information has 
been inwrporated into a CAD package and also a GIS system, providing an ideal medium for preparation 
of visual displays of information for the public. More recem topographical information is being acquited 
at this time, and incorporated into the GIS package for fûrther investigation into the general applications 
of GIS to environmental site assessment by SRK. 

‘l’he potential conttol options for the Britannia site and mquhed investigations specific to those options 
have been described and tabulated in Section 6. Additional investigations to more fully understand the 
site and select remediation measums are deflned in the following discussion, with conttol measures that 
should be considered in the near future. Within the next year it is recommended that the followmg be 
implemented: 

. water quality monitoring should be conducted on at least a monthly basis for a 14 month period 
along Btitannia Creek, Jane Creek, and Minerai Cteek for key parameters mcluding flow, pH, 
acidity/alkahnity, conductivity, sulphate, and total and dissolved Cu, Fe and Zn, 
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. detailed seep surveys in the sprhtg (fmshet) ami fallrain periods. The amas around which these 
surveys should be concentrated are the waste dumps, pit walls, tailings and settling ponds, and in 
areas whem waste has been used for Gl.h 

. surface investigations to identify and sample drainage to the Furry Cmek basin fmm undergmund. 
Access to this ama is reshicted however and it is not clear which adits may still extend to surface. 
If the 1800 level adit is still fme draining, this would ptovide useful information on the relative 
contribution of oxidized pnxiucts over the depth of the underground workings; 

. surface solids samplmg including acid-base accounting and shake flask test fmm open pit/ glory 
hole walls, waste rock, tailings, and fmm underground (if access is possible) to determine the 
potential for further oxidation and the extent of stored ptoducts; 

. geotechnical investigation in Faitview ami East Bluff pit area to evaluate ground conditions and 
availability of material for diversion of the Upper reaches of Jane Creek fiom entering the glory 
holes (open pits) and limiting the downstmam contribution to Btitannia Creek near the 2200 level; 

. . if feasible, design ami construct surface water.divexsion(s); and, 

. conduct detailed monitoxing to evahtate effect on drainage water quality and flows; 

. reflne treatment system design and ovemll remediation plan 

It is also important to rexoute drainage fmm the 2200 level portai away from Britannia Creek, as this 
drainage is a major source of 10-g to the Cmek. Investigations by Klohn Leonoff (1983, and the 
provincial mines inqector have indicated limited access into the 2200 level adit, and obstructions within 
a few hu&ed feet of the portaL The physical stability of the workings and obstructions to flow must be 
investigated to ensure that plugging of the poxtal will not simply cause the drainage to issue from another 
opening. ‘Ibis type of investigation should be conducted by qualifled mining/geotechnical engh~~rs in 
cooperation with the Mines Wpection Branch offices. The available records of the development of the 
underground workings are limited (the Copper Beach Estates files and Museum of Mining files were bath 
searched), and it may be necessary to intetview former mine employees and review their pemonnel files 
to develop a better undemtanding of the extent of the underground workings and surface openings. 

Another key issue that should be addressed within the next year is waste at the 2200 level. The nature 
ami quantity of wastes at this level, must be quantifmd through original topography, survey of cunent 
elevations and sampling (by trenching, test pits or drilling). A limited hydrogeological investigation to 
detennine flushing and contaminant loading to Britannia Cmek should be considered. 
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Diversion of surface water and e*tion of the 2200 poxtal drainage should impmve the drainage quality 
and quantity to Britannia Creek and Howe !Sou& Within the next year however it would not be possible 
to identi@, design and install remediation and contml measures throughout the site; the site is simply too 
complex, with insufficient physical, chemical and hydrologie data available. In the short term therefore 
some form of collection and/or chemical treatment may be required if an immediate improvement in water 
quality is feasible. It should be xecognized however that if tnzatment is selected as the long term control 
for the site, this interim treatment plant design may not be appmpfiate. _ 
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WATER QUALITY DATA 

Jane 
Creek 

52 

Jane Brîtannia Britannia Brltannia Minera1 Britannia 4150 BriC;Ui: Jane 
Creek 

81 Jl 

1990 06-Dec 06-Dec 

Physical Tests 
Total Dissolved Sollds 
Hardness CaC03 
PH 
Total Suspendad Solids 

10 
37=t 
i.i9 

4 

Dlssolved Anlons 
Acldlty CaCO3 
Alkallnity CaC03 
Chlorfde Cl 
Fluoride F 
Sulphate SO4 

Nutrients 
Ammonia Nitrogen N 
Nitrate Nitrogen N 
Nitrlte Nitrogen Y 
Total Phosphorus P 

Total Mata18 
Aluminum T-Al 

E%fO 
T-Sb 
T-As 

Cadml um T-Cd 
copper T-CU 

Iron T-Fe 
Lead T-Pb 
t4ercury T-Hg 
Selenium T-Se 
Zinc T-Zn 

Dk;;i:v;d Natals 
D-Ca 

cwper D-CU 
Iron D-Fe 
tead D-Pb 
Hagnesium D-Mg 
Potassium D-K 
Sodium D-Na 
Zinc D-Zn 

5:; 3 
8.2 

CO.5 CO.5 
0.03 0.08 
<l.O 30.9 

0.007 0.009 
0.062 0.16 

CO.001 <O.OOl 
0.003 0.002 

0.014 0.878 61.6 
co.ooo1 <0.0001 <0.0001 
<0.0001 

0.0002 x% 
0.0011 

0.327 
0.01s 0.455 91.3 

CO.03 0.042 __- -_. 

2200 
Porta1 Creek Creek 

53 82 
Creek 

83 

06-Dec OB-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 

1170 430 
610 196 

3.49 3.99 
21 20 

430 
197 

3.97 
17 

lj27 
6.97 

3069 
S-il 

5 6 

764 164 161 
Cl Cl Cl 

CO.5 CO.5 CO.5 
0.85 0.42 0.42 
1470 390 391 

9.8 
<Oh 
0.03 
10.2 

20 10.4 
<l Cl 8.72 1.: 

332 
Cl 

CO.5 CO.5 CO.5 CO.5 CO.5 
0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 1.52 
44.1 30.1 12.6 19.4 1930 

0.14 
*0.005 
<O.OOl 

0.036 

0.037 
<o.o 
<0.001 
0.009 

0.034 
eo.005 
CO.001 

0.014 

0.016 
0.059 

CO.001 
0.002 

-0.015 
0.031 

co.oo1 
0.004 

15.5 15.4 0.466 1.76 
co.ooo1 <0.0001 ~0.0001 <0.0001 

0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 
0.063 0.079 0.0017 0.0098 

23.5 23.1 0.453 2.49 

42.6 10.5 9.13 0.414 
<O.OOl 

<0.00005 
co.ooos 

0.264 

.1.02 0.033 
0.002 co.oo1 CO.001 <O.OOl 0.24 CO.001 

<0.00005 co.oooos <o.oooos co.oooos <0.00005 <0.00005 
<0.0005 

-1.44 
<0.0005 

--1.oi 
<o.ooos 'oio~m~ <o.ooos <0.0005 

0.045 . 39.1 0.006 

<O.OOl <O.OOl 
<0.00005 co.oooos co.oo% <o.osz .o.OG 

co.ooo5 <0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005 
0.008 0.65 49.1 13 12.7 

2.94 12.7 118 46.1 46.2 
0.01s 0.302 97.1 ’ 23.4 23.1 
CO.03 CO.03 39.3 9.72 6.46 

<O.OOl CO.001 75-i 0.029 0.029 
0.26 1.26 19.6 19.5 
0.12 0.24 o.is 0.22 0.23 
0.63 1.28 2.79 1.55 1.59 

0.008 0.815 47 12.7 12.7 

4.24 
0.397 
0.355 

<O.OOl 
0.13 
0.12 
0.66 

0.264 

Creek Creek Creek 
84 Ml 86 

OC-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 

Porta1 

oo-Dec 06-Dec 

2S47 
5.i2 

223s 
7.93 

;: 
6.42 

5 <l 5 

ii50 10 
919 8.13 

4.24 6.36 
13 <l 

0.013 0.007 0.011 0.061 
0.059 0.012 0.085 CO.005 

<O.OOl <O.OOl CO.001 <O.OOl 
0.003 0.004 0.002 0.009 

1.19 0.094 0.44 
<0.0001 *0.0001 <0.0001 

0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 
0.0064 0.0003 0.0031 

1.7s 0.017 0.638 

0.702 0.114 0.212 

32.2 
<0.0001 
0.0005 

0.199 
20.9 

9.32 

Furry 
Creek 

5'5 
CO.5 
0.03 

Cl 

0.008 
0.1 

<0.001 
0.002 

0.092 
co.ooo1 

0.0002 
CO. 0002 

0.011 

8.31 
2.46 

0.172 
0.002 

02i3 
0175 
1.39 

17ii 
o.i2a 

<O.OOl 
1.84 
0.15 
0.76 

0.992 

6.21 5.99 
0.013 0.813 
0.093 0.051 

<O.OOl <O.OOl 
0.523 
0.11 0% 
0.94 0.84 

0.043 0.544 

l 244 
20 

7.04 
0.24 
87.9 
1.62 
11.4 
36.5 

2.15 
0.011 
SO. 03 

eo.001 

0°i5 
0:er 

0.006 

Results are expressed as milllgrams per litre except uere lndlcated otheruise. 
c 0 Less than detection limit 

Stcffen Rohtson and Kirsten 



CALCULATBD LCJADINGS (kg/d) 

Britannla 

Estlmated Flow L/s 560 56 13 69 69 661 
talc 

730 1040 130 1770 160 NA 

Physlcal Tests 
Total Dlssolved Solids 404 242 1314 2563 2563 1142 3784 3594 337 4500 17280 NA 

Hardness CaCO3 363 180 685 1190 1174 7S2 1949 2309 255 ios9 13534 NA 
PK 7.02 1.49 3.49 3.99 3.97 6.97 5.41 5.72 1.93 6.42 4.24 8.36 
Total Suspended Solids 0 19 24 119 101 286 370 449 0 765 180 NA 

Dissolved Anions 
Acldity CaC03 
Alkallnity CaCO3 
Chloride Cl 
Fluoride F 
Sulphate SO4 

Nutrlents 
Amonia Nitrogen N 
Nitrate Nitrogen N 
Nitrlte Nltrogen N 
Total Phosphorus P 

131 
300 

0.00 

SI 

3:.3 
0.00 

0.4 
150 

858 1097 1079 303 1261 935 
0.00 0.00 0.00 217 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1% 23;: 2E hi 27;: 2kf 

765 
104 

0.00 

2983 

4590 
0.00 
0.00 
21.0 

26680 

NA 

IA 
NA 
NA 

0.34 0.04 mO.16 0.22 0.20 1.03 0.95 1.17 0.08 1.68 0.04 
3.00 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.37 1.96 a.30 0.13 13.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.15 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.25 0.27 0.04 0.31 0.12 

Ii 
NA 
NA 

Total MetalS 
Aluminum T-Al 
Antimony T-Sb 
Arsenic T-As 
Cadmium T-Cd 
Coepar T-CU 

3.58 4.25 69.4 92.4 91.8 26.7 111.0 106.9 1.06 67.3 445.1 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 
0.01 0.03 0.37 0.49 0.47 0.10 .0.62 0.58 .o.oo 0.47 2.75 
0.73 2.20 109 140 138 25.9 157 157 0.2 128 289 

E A 

ii 
NA 

Iran T-Fe 
Lead T-Pb 
Mercury T-Hg 
Selenlum T-Se 
Zinc T-W 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.90 
0.39 

0.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

4.1 

47.0 
0.11 
0.00 
0.00 
55.1 

133 
109 

44.1 
0.11 

84 

0.52 

52:: 

62.6 54.4 23.6 64.3 63.1 
0.17 0.17 0.00 0.13 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
77.5 73.7 15.1 90.8 91.1 

OlOi 
0:oo 
0.00 
0.51 

0.2 
1.0 

0.00 
5.9 

19.5 
O.iS 

32.4 129 
0.00 3.32 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
83.5 541 

Dt;;k:Ed Wetals 
D-Ca 

Corner D-CU 
I&n D-Fe 
Lead D-Pb 
Magnesium D-UP 

Potassium D-K 
Sodium D-Na . 
Zinc D-Pin 

Creek 
Bl 

Jane 
Creek 

Jl 

2200 
Porta1 

Jane 
Creek 

J2 

Jane Brltannia Britannia Britannîa Minera1 Britannia 
Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek Creek 

53 82 83 B4 Ml 86 

4150 Furry 
Porta1 Creek 

06-Dec 06-Dec OCDec OB-Dec 06-Dec D6-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 06-Dec 

142 
0.73 
0.00 
0.00 
12.6 

61.4 

0% 
0:DO 

6.2 

275 275 
140 130 

57.9 50.4 
0.17 0.17 

117 116 

242 

2023. 
0.80 

42 

524 647 
156 156 

10.8 11.5 
0.13 0.00 

151 165 

916 
124 

072 
ie4 

3373 NA 
276 NA 
106 NA 

3.32 NA 
1215 NA 

3x 
0.49 

1.2 

36:: 
9.2 

7517 
ii.3 

7517 
3E 
1s:1 

4x 
0717 

13.5 
70.1 
89.1 

21.4 25.2 
128 158 

83.2 505 
Ii 
NA 

Results are expressed as kilograms per day exqept vere indlcated otherwise* 
c - Less than detection limit 

Iteffem Robertson and Kirsten 



NATER QUALITY DATA 

Britannia Jane 2200 Britannia Jane Brltannia Uineral Britannia 4150 Treatment Treatment Britannia 
Craek Creek Porta1 

81 Jl 

1990 21-sep 21-sep 21-sep 

Physical Tests 
Total Dlssolved Sollds 20 110 990 

Creek Creek 

CE 
52 

Il-Sep 21-sep 

Creek 
83 

Creek Creek Porta1 
85 

Plant Plant Creek 
In Out 66 

Il-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-sap 

2S636 

iA 

49.6 110 

7.56 
10 6 

2*75 
6.06 

10 

130 
55.9 
7.23 

<l 

22Y 
6.42 

1400 
4.46 

4 11 

3000 
1400 
4.55 

2 

3400 
1380 
4.38 

17 

23? 
6.913 

2 

Hardness CaC03 52.6 412 
PK 70s: 1.37 4.29 
Total Suspended Sollds Cl 5 14 

D;z;h:;;d Anions 
CaC03 

Alkallhty CaC03 
Chloride Cl 
Fluoride P 
Sulphate SO4 

Nutrlents 
Ammonia Nltrogen N 
Nitrate Nltrogen N 
Nitrite Nitrogen N 
Total Phosphorus P 

Total Metals 
Aluminum T-Al 
Ant imony T-Sb 
Arsenic T-As 
Cadmium T-Cd 
Ca= T-CU 

Iron T-Fe 
Lead T-Db 
Hercury T-Hg 
Selenium T-Se 
Zinc T-Zn 

Dissolved I4etale 
Calcium D-Ca 
Con= D-CU 
Iron D-Fe 
Lead D-Db 
Magnesium D-Mg 

Potassium D-K 
Sodium D-Na 
Zinc D-Zn 

*.f 16.5 142 
Cl.0 

CO.5 CO.5 <0.5 
0.05 0.05 0.41 

3 36 559 

CO.005 CO.005 0.045 
0.120 0.140 <o.oos 

<0;001 <O.OOl <O.OOl 
0.004 0.001 0.005 

0.04 0.53 15.00 
<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 

0.0002 0.000s 0.0002 
*0.0002 0.0037 0.0570 
<O.OOl 0.14 13.10 

CO.030 <o-o30 6.45 
<O.OOl <0.001 0.054 

0.00009 0.00012 0.00012 
~0.0005 0.0006 ~0.0005 

<0.005 0.559 11.7 

3.32 18.4 125 
<O.OOl 0.100 13.5 
<0.030 <0.030 3.82 
CO.001 go.001 0.048 

0.28 1.56 23.6 

0.14 0.24 0.66 
1.23 1.4S 11.10 

<o.oos 0.54 11.70 

E 14.: 

0% 
<0.5 
0.07 

27 37 

0.04s CO.005 0.041 CO.005 <0.005 0.047 
0.072 

0.045 
0.150 0.079 0.093 0.130 CO.005 

<O.OOl <O.OOl 
CO.005 

<O.OOl <O.OOl <0.001 <O.OOl <O.OOl 
0.006 0.005 0.006 0.190 0.013 0.014 0.002 

0.93 0.57 
<0.0001 <0.0001 
<0.0001 0.0005 

0.0028 0.0036 
o.eo 0.31 

1.90 0.13 
0.003 0.003 

0.0001 0.00012 
co.ooo5 0.0008 

0.714 0.858 

7.99 17.3 
0.620 0.100 

1.42 <0.030 
<O.OOl <O.OOl 

1.51 1.52 

0.39 0.18 
1.29 1.48 
0.69 0.79 

15 

9'89 
0.87 

28 

14.: 
<0.5 
0.06 

44 

0.90 

:%:: 
0:0029 

0.75 

0.02 

:Il%: 
co:ooo2 

0.01 

1.73 CO.030 
0.003 CO.001 

0.00012 0.00012 
co.ooo5 co.ooo5 

0.728 0.048 

E.88 
0.570 

1.28 
<p.o01 

1.51 

0.37 
1.31 
0.10 

20.4 1.18 421 419 415 
0.008 0.092 

7.55 
15.4 15.3 13.8 

CO.030 0.036 
0.073 

1.38 1.36 12.0 
<O.OOl 

CO.030 
<O.OOl 0.230 0.310 0.280 <O.OOl 

1.16 0.99 03 85 81 1.04 

0.52 0.31 1.58 1.67 1.50 
2.29 

0.24 
1.41 11.70 11.80 11.60 1.50 

0.05 0.24 30.20 30.80 30.30 0.23 

7.1 266 254 242 
Cl.0 Cl.0 <l.O 

CO.5 *0.5 CO.5 CO.5 
0.06 1.29 1.31 1.30 

16 1740 1730 2030 

0.14 28.00 20.40 
<0.0001 co.ooo1 <0.0001 
<0.0001 0.0005 0.0007 

0.0010 0.1240 0.1240 
0.11 15.60 15.40 

0.13 3.64 
0.003 0.230 

0.00014 0.00020 
0.0006 <~.OOOS 

0.242 30.2 

4.13 
0.230 

0.00012 
co.ooo5 

32.4 

0.045 
<o.oos 
<O.OOl 

0.003 

28.60 
<0.0001 

0.0002 
0.1170 

7.1 

z"s: 
'18 

<o.oos 
0.140 

CO.001 
0.011 

0.20 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 

0.0010 a __ 14.00 . u.ll 

13.40 
0.250 

0.00012 

co~~oo3 . 

0.13 
<O.OOl 

0.00020 
CO. 0005 

0.232 

Results are expressed as milligrams per litre except were îndicated otherulse. 
< - Les8 than detection limit 

SteJfea Robatson and Kirstcn 



CAIAXLATED LOADINCS (kg/d) 

Br'~tW& Jane 
Creek 

Bl Jl 

21-Sep Il-Sep 

Estlmated Flou L/B 

Physical Tests 
Total Dissol;;wDjolids 
Hardness 
PH 
Total Suspnded Sollds 

D;C;o,:gd Anions 
CaC03 

Alkalinity CaC03 
Chloride Cl 
Fluoride F 
Sulphate SO4 

Nutrienta 
Asnnonia Nitrogen Y 
Nitrate Nftrogen N 
Nltrita Nltrogen N 
Total Phosphorus P 

Total Metah 
Aluminum T-Al 
Antimony T-Sb 
Arsenic T-As 
Cadmium T-Cd 
coppar T-CU 

Iron T-Fe 
Lead T-PL> 
Mercury T-Hg 
Selenium T-Se 
Zinc T-Zn 

D;;;;;zd Xetals 
D-Ca 

copw D-CU 
Iron D-Fe 
Lead D-Pb 
Magnesium D-Mg 

~~~td~;ium D-K 
D-Na 

Zinc D-M 

58 

100 
47 

7.02 
0 

4::: 
0.00 
0.25 
16.0 

0.00 
0.60 
0.00 
0.02 

0.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

16.6 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

1.4 

0.70 

0% 

4.2 

:09 
7.37 

2 

1.5 

OY 
0:02 
13.2 

0.00 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 

x 
0:oo 
0.00 
0.05 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.20 

000: 
0.00 
0.00 
0.57 

0.09 
0.54 
0.20 

2200 Brîtanni8 Jane Britannia klinerrl Brltannia 4150 Treatment Treatment Brltannia 
Porta1 

21-Sep 

0 

: 
4.29 

0 

0.0 

OOOO 
0:oo 

0.0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

o.oP 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

Creek 

CA% 
21-Sep 

Creek Creek 
J2 B3 

Creek Creek 
BS 

Porta1 Plant 
In 

Plant 
out 

Creek 
86 

21-Sep Ol-Sep Il-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-Sep 21-sep Il-Sep 

39.8 4.2 44 a 92 42 42 42 97 

226 
., 90 

NA 
36 

:: 
7.56 

2 

266 
108 

6.96 
38 

39 
7.23 

0 

397 181 
176 5080 

6.92 4.46 
32 39 

10886 12338 
5080 5008 

, 503 
194 

4.55 4.38 6.98 
7 61 17 

NA 

3.:: 
0.24 
94.0 

1.1 

0% 
0103 
13.5 

0.00 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 

0.21 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.11 

0.05 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.31 

0% 
0:oo 
0.00 
0.55 

0.07 
0.54 
0.29 

57.0 
22.4 
3.04 
0.27 

107.6 

1.4 

D98i 
0:or 
30.3 

23.8 
SS.8 
0.00 
0.48 

127.2 

965.3 

0°8i 
4:68 

6314.1 

921.7 

0% 
4.75 

6271.0 

16.8 
59.5 
0.00 
0.59 

150.0 

0.16 
0.25 
0.00 
0.02 

0.16 0.00 
0.30 0.06 
0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.13 

03i0 
0:oo 
0.01 

2.7 

0% 
0:oo 
0.00 

2.5 

27.5 
2.1 

0'80 
s.2 

034 
0:oo 
0.01 

2.9 

6.6 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 

2.8 

33,.8 
2.2 

040i 
3.7 

54 
217 

0.01 
0.00 
0.00 

i% . 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.03 

14.1 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.80 

0.00 
1.03 
0.00 
0.10 

0'8tl 
0:oo 
0.01 
0.87 

0'82 
0:oo 
0.00 

1.9 

57.1 
0.73 
0.29 
0.00 

7.9 

1x 
1:9 

0.17 0.16 0.16 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.17 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.05 0.01 0.01 0.09 

102 
0.00 
0.00 
0.45 
56.6 

104 
0.00 
0.00 
0.42 
50.8 

0% 
0:oo 
0.01 
0.92 

13.2 
0.83 
0.00 
0.00 

110 

103 
0.00 
0.00 
0.45 
55.9 

15.0 
0.83 
0.00 
0.00 

118 

48.6 
0.91 
0.00 
0.00 

110 

OY 
0:oo 
0.00 

1.9 

1526 
55.9 

OY 
iO1 

42-2 
ii0 

1520 
55.5 

14i2 
jo7 

426'ii 
ii2 

1506 63.3 
50.1 0.61 
43.5 0.00 
1.02 0.00 

292 8.7 

0.36 
1.6 

0.03 
42'14 

lio 
12-s 

1:9 

ReSUlt8 are expressed as kilograma per day except were lndfcated otherwiae. 
c - Less than detectîon llmit 

. 
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APPENDIX B 

PRELIMINARY BULKHEAD DESIGN ESDMATE 

BULKHEAD DESIGN FOR PARTIAL FLOODING OF UNDERGRdJND WORKINGS 

Tlris approach would require construction of a concrete bulkhead in all portals, vent raises and shafts 
which daylight, below the maximum flood 1eveL Based on a review of a composite section of the 
underground mine and the location of the pits, Figures 4.1 and 4.3, it appears that it is possible to flood 
up to the 1050 level, which is approximately the lower edge of the East Bluff pit. It will be necessary 
to review detailed mine plans to detennine the number of openings to be sealed, however the available 
data indicates that there are at least 6 openings to be sealed, as shown on Figure 4.3. The number of vent 
raises is not known, however, allowance for sealhig up to 5 of these openings should be made. It is 
assumed here that sealing of the Upper adits in Mineral Creek and in the Fairwest deposit ls not mquired 

‘I&re are no specific crlteria for the design of permanent bulkheads in mines, however experience in 
South African mines indicates that the bulkhead should be designed SO that the hydraulic gradient through 
the bulkhead is in the range of 790 to 1020 kPa/m, with the higher gradient being allowed when the 
surrounding rock is of a good quality. In addition, the minimum length of the bulkhead should not be less 
than the width of the drift opening., These criteria resuh in plug type bulkheads which do not mquim 
reinforcing steeL In order to achieve an effective bulkhead it is essential to scale all loose rock’from the 
floor, walls and roof of the drift, and to pour the concrete so that it is tight against the roof. Once this 
is complete the rock all around the bulkhead should be pressure gmuted. In the case of bulkheads for the 
Britannia Mine, sulphate resisting concmte is recommended. The required length of bulkhead for some 
levels in the mine am shown below, based on flooding up to the 1050 level and installation in good rock 
Theselengthsassumethatthedriitsizeisnotgmaterthan3x3m. 

Bulkhead Level 
4100 
2700 
2200 

-em 
. 9 

5 
3.5 

Based on estimates for construction of shnilar bulkheads at a proposed mine in B.C., the average bulkhead 
would cost in the order of $50,000. A total of 11 bulkheads would cost $550,000. This cost does not 
hrclude any costs associated with gaining access to the amas where the bulkheads should be hrstalled. As 
some of the accesses to the mine were caved durhrg mine closure some additional costs would be incurred. 
The cost indicated above may be low for construction of seals in vertical openings, depending on the 
condition of the timbers. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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It is estimated that it would talce approximately 1.5 years to fiood the mine up to the 1050 level, based 
on the following evaluation. A total of 47.8 x lo6 tonnes have been mhred fmm the Britannia Mine, of 
which, say 1.5 x 100 tonnes was taken fkom the pits ami 5 x 10’ tonnes was mined from the Fairview mine 
above the 1050 IeveL Assuming that this includes development waste and the mean specific gravity of 
the material is 3.0, then this gives a total excavated volume below 1050 level of 13.77 x 106 m3. 
Assuming that 30% of the mine has been backfrlled and that the lower 20% of the mine is curmntly 
flooded there is 6.9 x 106 m3 to flooded Based on discharge xeconis from the 4100 level, the mean 
annual flow through the mine is 150 lps or 4.73 x ld m3/year. It is therefore estimated that this flow rate 
would mquire 1.5 years to flood up to the 1050 level, however this estimate is based on numerous 
assumptions and could easily vary by a factor of two. The time to mach the 1050 level would be 
approximately twice as long if diversion ditches were constructed in Jane Basin prior to the start of 
floodhlg. 

. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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APPENDIX c 

RESULTS OF TESTING 

Experiment # 1 - pH Neutralization Cur~es 

Objective 

Evalue tbe reqdrements for base to neutralize acidiQ in the two samples. 

Method 

1 N NaOH was added stepwise using incremm of 0.1 and 0.2 mL to 1 L stined samples. pH was 
measuxed continuously and tecorded after equilibration following each xeagent addition step. 

The NaOH based neutralization ‘curves axe ptided in Fïgunz 6.3 and 6.2 for the hvo samples. 
Equivalent cames based on quicklime are pmvided in Figures 6.5 sud 6.6. These latter plots axe 
calculated based on the equivalent basicity of 1.43 for caustic soda compared to high calcium quicklime 
(CaO) at a basicity of 1.0. Reagent consumption is expn?ssed as kg/looO m3 which is numeri&lly 
identical to concemmtion expressed as mg/L. Lime consumption (CaO) to pH 7.0 was approximately 410 
and 150 kg/1000 m3 for the 2200 and 4100 pottat drainages rqectively. Ca0 consumption to pH 9.5 
increased to 490 and 220 kg/1000 m3 for the 2200 and 4100 portal drainages respectively. 

St&m Robemon and Kirsten 
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Objective 
Experiment # 2 - Lime Precipitation Test 

Evaluate batch addition of lime to neutralixe acid and pmcipitate metals. This process relies on the 
pmcipitation of metals as insoluble hydroxides. 

Methods 

A 5 % slurry of hydrated lime, Ca(OQ, was added batchwise to a stined 1 L sample. Each sample was 
tested at thme dosages. The samples wem allowed approxhnately 15 minutes of teaction thne after 
nagent additiox~ The~ samples were then flltered thtough 0.45 micron filter paper and retained for metal 
analyses. A spot test using 10% Na$ solution was used on product filtrate to mdicate whether metals 
remained in solution, A black precipitate fonned around the dxoplet if zinc or copper were present. This 
procedum was used thtoughout the bench test program to assist in selecting dosages. It was noted 
however that iron in solution did not readily form a black pmcipitate until the sample was allowed to stand 
for 1 ht-. 

ReSXllts 

The tes& for the lime precipitation experhnents am ptovided in Table 6.4 for both the samples. The 
2200 ptal sample was tested at 1000,850 and 700 mg/L Ca(Om, while the 4150 sample was tested 
at 500,300 and 200 mg/L Ca(OQ concemmtions. 

For the 2200 portai sample a dosage of 700 mg/L C!a(OIQ, e-quivalent to 530 kg/1000 ht’ CaO, mmoved 
soluble copper. However, a measurable quantity of zinc remained in sohttion. A dosage of 850 mg/L 
Ca(O& [643 kg/lOOO m’ as Ca01 was xequhed to reduce zinc to low levels. 

A similar relationship occurmd with the 4100 portai sample in that a dosage of 300 mg/L Ca(OI-& 
removed all soluble copper but left a small msidue of xhz. A dosage of 500 mg/L Ca(OH& [378 kg/1000 
m3 as Ca01 was xquired for complete zinc xmovaL 

In bath cases, the testwork demonstmted that it was necessary to incmase pH above 8.5 in order to 
adequately remove zinc, potentially due to the solubiity of tic hydroxide under neutml pH conditions. 

AU other metals, mcluding ahunhmm and iton, wem mmoved by neutralixation to pH 7. 

Additional bench tests usmg conthmous or staged lime addition would be mquimd to more accurately 
determine the quired dosage using the lime tmatment process. 

Steffen Robextson and IC&sten 
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Objective 

TO evaluate the use of soda ash for neutmhzation and pmcipitation as a alternative to lime. This process 
relies on the precipitation of metals as both hydroxides and carbonates. Précipitation of zinc carbonate 
under neutral pH conditions is feasible as an alternative to the pH 9.0 to 9.5 conditions required to remove 
zinc as a hydrozide. An added purpose of the test is to evaluate the role of carbonate during hydroxide 
pmcipitation. Carbonate pnxipitation is generally applicable to the mmoval of cadmium, lead and nickel 
if these metals axe present. However these metals were at relatively low concentrations in bath the raw 
water samples. 

Method 

The procedm used in Experiment # 2 was followed. A soda ash solution containing 4% Na&O, was 
usai for the testwork. Soda ash dosages tested wexe 720 and 1056 mg/L for the 2200 sample and 320 
and 546 mg/L for the 4100 portal drainage sample. 

The results are provided in Table 6.5. In both cases, the higher dosage was capable of mmoving bath 
copper ami zinc to acceptable levels, while the lower dosages left residual dissolved zinc in solution. The 
msults indicate that the removal was due to the pmcipitation of zhx under high pH conditions as opposed 
to precipitation of zinc carbonate. The cakulated Ca0 equivaknt for both samples indicates that partial 
soda ash substitution has a higher equivalent dosage than solely quicklime, perhaps due to the loss of CO, 
during neutralization. 

. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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Objective 

Evaluate the use of direct sodium sulphide addition to pnxipitate metals in the acid pH range without 
neutralization. 

Method 

The method used in Experiment # 2 was followed, except sodium sulphide mplaced the use-of lime. A 
10% solution of N%S was made up by addition of 100 g of Na$9%0 to 1 L of Milli-Q water. This 
solution had a sulphide concentration of 20.9 mg/mL based on analyses of a diluted stock solution for 
sodium. The two poxtal chainage samples were tested at sulphide concentrations of 313,627,1254 mg/L 
8 for the 4100 sample and 313,627, 1254 and 2090 mg/L S‘ concentration for the 2200 sample. 

The test results are pmvide in Table 6.8. In bath cases the highest sulphide dosage was requimd to 
pnxipitate zinc while h-on temahred in solution. Copper was however precipitated out at the lowest test 
concentrations i.e. 313 mg/L in the case of 4100 level ami 1254 mg/L with the 2200 sample. The results 
indicate that a high sulphide to metal ratio is requhed in all cases to pnxipitate metals, making this 
pxocess unattmctive unless a source of sulphide such as a sulphide flotation concentrate were nxdily 
available. 

Steffea Robeztsoa aad Kirstea 
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Experiment # 5 - Lime and Soda Ash Precipitation 

Objective 

TO evaluate the use of a combination of lime and soda ash to neutralize the sample and precipitate metals. 
The basis of this altemate is that the requimd lime dosage would be lower than that quired to precipitate 
zinc as a hydmxide if carbonate addition results in the formation of insoluble xh~c carbonates or basic zinc 
carbonates under neutral pH conditions. Potentially this process would allow complete zinc removal 
without the need to increase pH to pmcipitate xinc hydmxide, thereby minimi&g lime consumption. 

The ptocedum used in Experiment #2 was followed. Lime addition preceded soda ash addition in all 
CaseS. 

The msults of these experiments are ptovided in Table 6.6. Comparative msults fiom Experiment # 2 with 
lime only are also included in the Table. 

For both samples the addition of soda ash afkr lime addition was capable of reducing soluble xinc to low 
levels under neutral pH conditions, whemas the comparative lhne-only msult reported a measurable 
quantity of zinc in solution The total equivalent lime dosage in the case of the 4100 portal sample was 
less the requhed lime dosage reported in Expetiment #2. Additional testwork will be mquùed to 
accuately defïne the reagent requirements for both lime ami soda ash if this alternative is developed 
further. 

Steffen Robeason and Kirsten 
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Experiment # 6 - Ion Exchange Tests 

Objective 

Evaluate the use of ion exchange to selectively remove metal in the acid range using a cation exchange 
resh 

Method 

The experiment was conducted using a 100 mL bun%e with a bed depth of 330 mm and bed volume of 
25 mL. The min was suspended in Milli-Q water prior to placing in the column. Sample was fed 
tbmugb the columu by gravity at a rate of 10 mLhix~ Samples were collected at 10 min imervals. 
Pexiodically. pH and response to the sulphide spot test (described in Experimeut #2) were determined for 
each sample. Solution feed contiuued uutil the spot test yielded positive readiugs indicating that soluble 
zinc or copper was present. 

The results of the ion exchange experiment a pmvided in Tables 6.10 and 6.11. The dissolved values 
for zinc and copper are plotted in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 on a bed volume basis. Breakthmugh occuned 

i at 40 bed volumes in the case of the 2200 sample while breakthrougb occuned at 44 bed volumes iu the 
case of the 4100 portai sample. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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Objective 

Determine the telatiouship belween seawater dilution ratio, pH, and dissolved metals. Evahtate the 
pmcipitation of metals in the acidic drainage via reaction with alkahnity in seawater. This alternative 
could be utilixed in conjonction with other processes that temove some dissolved metal prior to disposal 
via an outfall. 

Method 

The experiment was conducted by adding seawater in hrcrements to a fixed volume of sample, folIowed 
by measurement of pH once the sample had equilibrated. With the Ationship between pH and dilution 
ratio established, a series of dilutions were made, filtered, and the filtrates retained for metal analyses. 

The results anz provided in Table 6.9, while the uAationships betsveen pH and dilution ratio for the two 
samples are provided in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The results mdicate that some metal remahrs in solution after 
neutralization by seawater dilution. In the case of zinc, only 50 % of the mduction in soluble 
concenttation is due to pmcipitation dming neutralization. The kinetics of zinc ptecipitation via seawater 
dilution are not favourable. In addition, the precipitates formed are colloidal and may not necessarily have 
been reu&ed on 0.45 micron Glter paper. 

Steffen Robemon and Kirsten 
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Experiment # 8 - Limestone Neutralization 

Objective 

Evaluate the potential use of Iimestone to accomplish partial neutralixation and to precipitate met& This 
alternative could be used in conjunction with a lime treatment system. 

Method 

The experhnent was conducted by adding pulverixed dolomitic limestone to 1 L samples of each portal 
drainage. The initial dosage was 20 g/L. In the case of the 2200 portai drainage sample two additional 
10 g batches of pulverixed wem added after 20 minutes and 2 hours of mixing. The same sequence was 
followed with the 4100 portai sample except the two additional batches of pulverixed limestone were 
added after 10 minutes and 1 hour of mixing. The total mixing lime for the sample was 3 hours, after 
which each slurry was filtered and the filtrate retained for metal analyses. 

The msults, provided in Table Cl, mdicated that the use of limestone did mise pH to a limited extent but 
did not precipitate xinc and copper. Limestone addition did however assist in the removal of soluble iron 
probably due the oxidation of ferrous ixon. The use of excess limestone did not appear to have any added 
benefit in terms of neutralixation. It is assumed that gypsum formation on the limestone particles blocked 
neutralixation via limestone. The pH incmase generated by limestone addition might justify the use of 
a separate system for handhng and feeding pulverized limestone in conjunction with a conventional lime 
tmannent system. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirstm 
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Experiment # 9 - Process Simulation - Lime Treatment System 

Objective 

The puxpose of this experiment was to simulate the use of a lime treatment system for treating the 4100 
Portal Drainage. Following the results obtained with the previous series of tests using lime, this 
experhnent was conducted to refine dosage estimates, predict supematant quality and demonstmte the use 
of sludge recycle. 

Method 

A sample of 4100 Portai Drainage was obtained on Match 13.1991 in order to carry out the tests. The 
neutralization cutve (Figure Cl) for the sample (using NaOH as described in Experhnent #l) was 
determined in order to compare the xesuhs with data generated using the November 28 sample. A series 
of two - 2 L samples of portai effluent was treated using hydrated lime. 0.6638 of dry hydrated lime was 
added to the fimt 2 L sample, to incmase pH to 9.5. .Tbis was equivalent to a dosage of 251 mg/L as 
quicklime (CaO). After 15 minutes of mixing, 2 mg/L of Percol 156 was added using 4 mL of 0.05% 
polyelectrolyte solution. 4.4 mL of 15 $0 lime slurry was added to the second 2 L aliquot, At this point 
the treated samples wete combmed. 6 mL of 0.05% polyelectrolyte was added to flocculate the sohds. 
The sluny was allowed 20 minutes of settling time, after which the supematant was discarded and tbe 
sludge retained. The 6OOmL of sludge was then combined with a 1 L sample of 4100 Poxtal Drainage. 
2.2 mL of 15% lime slurry was added to the combined sample followed by floccuktion using 2 mg/L of 
Percoll56 as before. The flocculated shury was then used in a settling test to predict clarifier overflow 
rates. A supematant sample was collected and retained for analyses. The sludge was also retained for 
total metals analyses. 

Results 

The results of settling test are plotted in Figure 6.15. The tesults predict an overflow rate of 1.4 m/h (0.57 
USgpm/ft2). The analytical results are pt~vided in Table 6.7. The tesults indicate that the lime tteatment 
system should be capable of meeting low copper and zinc criteria at a dosage of 250 mg/L CaO. 

Steffen Robertson and Kirsten 
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Experiment # 10 - Process Simulation - Lime and Soda Ash Treatment System 

Objective 

The purpose of this experiment was to simulate the use of a lime and soda ash treatment system for 
treating the 4100 Portai Drainage. This experhnent was conducted to refrne dosage estimates, predict 
supernatant quality and demonstrate the use of sludge recycle. 

Method 

A series of two - 2 L samples of portal drainage was treated using bath hydrated lime and soda ash 
Sufficient lime was added to the first sample to increase pH to 6.94. Secondly, 1 mL of 5% Na&O, 
solution was added to increase pH to 7.9. 8 mL of 0.05% Pemol solution were then aclded ami the 
resultant slurry was allowed to seule of 25 minutes. The resultant sludge was retained for subsequent 
testhg. The second 2 L sample aliquot was treated in the same manner as the first using lime followed 
by soda ash. The shrdge from the first aliquot was then combined with tbe second aliquot prior to the 
addition of 8 mL of 0.05% Percol156. The sample was allowed 25 minutes of settling -time. akr which 
the supematant and sludge were tetained for analyses. 

The analytical msults for the supematant sample are provided in Table Cl along with the results using 
lime- The Nuits hdicate that a lime-soda ash system should be capable of tmating pottal drainage to 
meet a 1.0 mg/L zinc criteria at the dosages mported. However a bigher soda ash dosage would likely 
be regdred to produce results equivaknt to the lime-only system A detailed evaluation of tbe pmcess 
would require some pilot testing in order to f’ully assess tbe benefits of recycle and detennhre the optimum 
lime and soda ash combhUons. 

Steffen Robertson and Kixsten 



Table C.l 

Limestone Addition Testwork - Britannia 

Pulverized Dolomitic Limestone 
Reacted for 3 Hours 
Continuous Agitation Provided by Mixer 

Location Limestone pH Alkalinity Sulphate Dissolved Metals 
Dosage Initial Final mg CaC03/L 

g/L Zinc Copper Iron 

2200 Porta1 40 2.85 4.02 Ll 973 41.2 79 0.96 

4100 Porta1 40 3.31 4.83 10.4 1230 37.6 17 0.582 

Note:Lack of reactivity assumed due to gypsum coating of Jimestone particles 
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